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PREAMBLE 
THIS AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO THIS 17TH DAY OF 
FEBRUARY, 200?. BY AND BETWEEN ROHR. INC.. CHULA 
VISTA. CALIFORNIA. HEREINAFTER CALLEDTHECOMPANY. 
AND THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS 
AND AEROSPACE WORKERS AND ITS AFFILIATED AERO-
SPACE/ DEFENSE INDUSTRY RELATED LODGE 725. AND ITS 
AFFILIATED AERONAUTICAL MECHANICS LODGE NO. 7S\ 
A.F.L.-C.I.O.. HEREINAFTER CALLED THE UNION, TO BE IN 
EFFECT SUBJECT TO AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
PROVISIONS OF SECTION S7 1TERM> HEREOF. AND SHALL 
CONSTITUTE THE SOLE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THEM 
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN THIS AGREEMENT. 
THE COMPANY AND THE UNION EACH ACTING THROUGH 
THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES AND 
DESIR1NGTO PROMOTE AND MAINTAIN THE HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COMPANY AND ITS EMPLOYEES. 
PROMISE AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
SECTION I. RECOGNITION 
I J) I The Company recognizes the Union as the exclusive collective 
bargaining agent for the purpose of representing all produc-
tion. inspection. and maimenance employees of the Company 
in the classifications as specified in Appendix "A" wlto are 
permanently assigned to existingplanis and facilities maintained 
by (he Company in San Diego County and to which this con-
tract is presently applied, unless such plant or facility has a 
lawfully designated Bargaining Unit other than the Union, or 
who are on permanent assignment to other locations from the 
Chub Vtsta plant. In addition, the Company will recognize the 
Union for all of the production, inspection, anil maintenance 
employees at new plants and facilities within San Diego County 
performing such work that are extension* of Appendix "A" clas-
sifications. Excluded ate all employees whose majoy duties 
involve clerical, technical, professional work: guards, firemen. 
timekeepers, and Supervisors as defined in the Labor Manage-
ment Relations Act of 1947. as amended, 
SECTION!. MANAGEMENT 
2.01 The management of the Company and the direction of the work 
force is vested exclusively in the Company subject ti> tht terms 
of this Agreement. All matters not covered by this Agreement 
I 
may be foe.its duration administered by the Company. Com-
.-plaints or dispute;; concerning the exercise of any Company 
prero£;tlives shall constitute a grievance and shall be processed 
through the Grievance Procedure, 
SECTION 3. UNION MEMBERSHIP 
All employees, for each month they are in the Bargaining Unii 
and or the active payroll, .must as a condition of employment 
be members of the Union and pay monthly membership dues 
villi original iniiiaiion lee i>r reinstatement fees. Union dues 
beginning with (lie calendar month following the month hi which 
they accumulate thirty (SUi calendar days' service in the Bai-
gaining Unii after Ihcir lasl dale of entry or reentry into the 
Bargaining Unit: provided, however, no employee will be re-
luiu-ed to pay membership dues for the calendar month in which 
he/she enters or recniLVs (lie Bargaining Unit. 
Before any terminal ion of employment pursuant to this Seel ion 
becomes elfeclive. Die employee involved shall first be given 
notice in willing by the Company to pay the prescribed inilia-
, lion fee, reinstatement fees. Union dues, and/or all delinquent 
dues wiihin ten 110) woilitij: days after noiil/eation from the 
Union to the Company. If the Company is unable to contact the 
employee, due loahsenee from wurk (vacation, sickness, etc, 1, 
llxw ihe ten (IP) vetoing (by period will commeivee upon his/ 
hei' return (o work. It' the employee fails to pay the initiation 
lee. reinstatement lee. Union dues. and/or all delinquent dues 
within the ten ( IOJ working days, the Company sliall lennuiaie 
the delinquent employeeal the completion of his/ltec work shift 
oo the tenth (Klthl working day after notificaiion lolhe Com-
pany Irointhe Union. If such fees iMKl/er all dues areiendered 
to the Union by money order within ten (10) working days after 
the employee receives the notification from the Company, his/ 
her ilismis:>iil hereunder sbiill not be rehired. 
SECTION 4. UNION DUES DEDUCTIONS 
The Coinpuoy shall ileduct Union membership dues, original 
initiation fees, and reinstatement fees a* applicable (mm lite 
wages of employees upon the following condiikwts and ;tl the 
lime and in the manner hereinafter provided. 
A. DetluClinns will be made from tile »'«ees of ;tny employee 
who litis executed ami delivered lo the Company each time 
tie/she enters or reenters the Bargaining Unit a written au-
thorization in one of the following forms; Membership Dues. 
Initiation Fee, and Reinstatement Fee Authorization: 
NAME: 
FIRST MIDDLE LAST DEPT. SHIFT 
EMPLOYEE NO. HIRE DATE . . 
DUES DEDUCTION - AUTHORIZATION AND 
ASSIGNMENT. TO U.OHR, INC.. CHULA VISTA, 
CALIFORNIA (herein culled the Company) 
Vou are hereby authorized: 
1, To deduct from my wages each month such sum as shall 
have been certified by the International Association of 
Machinists and Aerospace Workers. Local Lod|ie No, 755 
(herein called the Union) as owed by me to the Union as 
and for membership diies, and original initiation fee. and/or 
reinstatement fee. Such deduction shall be made in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement between tiw Company and the Union. 
2. To remit nil sums so deducted to the Financial Secretary of 
Local Lodge No. 755. 
Each current month's deduction as authorized will he deducted 
from an employee's cheek due on the first Friday of each month. 
provided: 
A. An authorization card has been received by Payroll noi later 
than noon on Wednesday of the week preceding the week 
of deduction as provided above, and has not been revoked. 
B. The Union has certified in writing to the Company not later 
than the fifteenth (ISiht day of the month the amount of 
such dues. 
C. The initial deduction for initiation fee. iviiisiaiemeni fee or 
Uriiflii membership dues will he made during (he month 
folkwin*! Ihe month the employee ticcumiilaies thirty (30) 
calendar days in the Bargaining Unit, 
y 
4.0$ An original initiation fee or reinstatement fee will be deducted 
as applicable when the first moi'ih s nvemherslirn dues air de-
ducted from the wages of an employee, provided the Union has 
notified the Company of the amount of such initiation fee or rein-
5Wtemeni fee not later than the fifleenih < J 5th) day of the month. 
4,04 The Company shall on or before the first (1st) Friday of each 
mnnlh furnish the following inf<Jrrnaiion M» Ihe Financial Sec-
• retary of Local Lodge .75S-. -
MEMBERSHIP DUES: 
A. The total amount of monthly dues, original initiation fees 
and reiasiaiement fees deduction. 
B. The names, employee numbers and amounts from whose 
wn^es .such deductions have been made. 
C. The nameN of employees from whose wages no deductions 
were matfc because (heir paychecks were insufficient K> 
enable the Company to make appropriate deduction. 
D. The Company shall, al Die .same :ime. rewii to ibe Fwan-
cial Secretary of the Union its check for the amounts shown 
above. • 
4.0$ In the event an employee's earnings are insufficient to cover the 
deductions provided above, or the aulhori ral ion card is received 
after the lime specified ;il>ove. )be Company will deducl ibe 
amounts owing therefore from Ihe employee's paycheck when 
sufticienl funds are available. In the event that the employee is 
absent from work doe ir> vacation. jury duly leave, paid .sick 
leave, bereavement leave, military elicampntenl leave. Union 
leaves. Ihe Company will deduct for that time unless notified in 
wriiinjr by Die Union. 
The Union agrees to reimburse the Company for any dues, ini-
tiation or reins i a lenient fees that the Company erroneously 
deducts from any employee's wages, bin it shall be ihe 
Company \ responsibility lo correct any mistakes that iheCran-
pany has made, with ihe individual employees involved. The 
Company shall, four times each year, in the months of January. 
April. July and October, furnish two copies of a list to the Union 
of all employees in ilie Barg;uni»£ Unit, This alphabetical list-
ing shall include all of the following information: 
A 
A, Employee name, number, anil department 
B. Current address 
C. Payroll dues deduclion. if any 
D, Social security Number • 
4.U6 The Company will notify each employee who enters or reen-
ters (he Bargaining Unit of hisyher obligation to pay membership 
dues as a condition of employment in accordance with this Sec-
lion and will issue lolheemployee lhe following (wocards:' 
A. Dues Deduclion - Authorization and Assignment, 
B. Election 10 Pay Directly 10 Union. 
4X17 TV following is the farm to he used. <nbea an em^foytyi electa 
to pay Union dues directly to the Union: • 
NAME: : : 
FIRST MIDDLE LAST DEPT. SHIFT 
EMPLOYEE NO. HIRE DATE' 
ELECTION TO PAY DIRECTLY TO THE UNION 
I elect to meet the conditions of my continuing employment as 
rctiuireii 11 ndertheCollective Bargaining Agreement applicable 
101hut employment by paying Union dues directly to Interna-
tional Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers. Local 
Lodge No. 7S5. on a monthly basis. 
I understand lhal I must make such payments commencing with 
the month following the month in which I have ;iccurmtlated 
thirty (301 calendar days of service in the Bargaining Unit and 
by the fifteenth (I5ih) day of every month thai I am on the 
active payroll in the Bargaining Unit thereafter, provided, how-
ever. I will not be required to make such payments for the 
calendar month in which I enter or reenter the Bargaining Unit. 
Dale ; 
Employee's Signature 
The employ:*: win ;icknowtedge such notification and receipt 
of the two cards in writing on the form asset forth below. He/ 
5 
she will further agree in writing on such form to sign and return 
one of the twocards to the Company within thirty (30)calendar 
days of accumulated service after his/her entry or reenlry into 
the Bargaining linil to signify which method of fulfilling his/ 
her obligation he/she has selected. 
EMPLOYEE SELECTION 
I understand that in order to fulfill the conditions oi my con-
tinuing ejtiploymertnuiderllie Collective Bargaining A^rcemenl 
applicable to (hat employment. I must pay through payroll de-
ductions oi directly to the lnternation;il Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers. Local Lodge No. 7.5.5. Union dues. I 
further understand that [ must make such payments commenc-
ing with the month following the month in which I have 
accumulated thirty (30) calendar davs of service in the Bargain-
ing Unit: provided, however. I will not he required to make such 
payments for the month in which I enter or reenter lite Bargaining 
Unit. I hereby agitc to sign and return U> the Company within 
such thirty (30) calendar days 'jne of the three attached cards IO 
indicate which means of meeting this obligation I have eleeted, 
Dale ^ _ 
Employee's Siptaiure 
The Union shall indemnify and save ihe Company harmless 
a£;>insi tiny and all claims, demand.^ lawsuil.s or other forms of 
liability that may arise out of or hy reason of action taken hy the 
Company in making payroll deductions as heiein provided or 
in complying with tlte Union Membership Section. 
No action shall be taken pursuant to this procedure which contra-
venes any local, slate, or federal statute or other applicable lav.-. 
The Cotupauy siwtl furnish to the UrtitMi via a weekly basis the 
following information: 
A. A payroll enarifW list. 
B. An employee hire list. 
C. A termination check register, 
D. Medical Leave of Absence and Return From Medical Leave 
list. 
i- SECTIONS. STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS 
2-
3- 5.01 During the lite of this Agreement, no work stoppages, strikes. 
4- slowdowns, or lockouts shall occur lor any cause whatsoever. 
S-
ft. 5.02 The Union agrees that, as a part of the consideration of this 
7- Agreement, it will, within twen.y-four (24) hours,- lake steps to 
K eml any unauthorized work stoppages, strikes, intentional slow-
9- downs, or .suspension of work, and shall notify its members by 
III- iiewspanerand Company and Union bulletin boardsof such vio-
11- lation of this Agreement, and instruct its ntembers to return to 
12- wort; immediately. ' 
13-
14- 5.03 The Union agrees that it will aot assist employees participating 
15- in Mich iinatuhorv/ed work stoppages, strikes, intentional slow-
Id- downs, or suspension of work against whatever action the 
17- Company may lake as :i disciplinary measure, which disciplin-
es- ary action shall he subject to the regular Grievance Procedure. 
in-
2(1- 5JH- As purl of ihe a»nsideration of this Agreement, provided the 
2i- above stated provisions are fully complied with, the Company 
22- agrees thai the Union, its officers, agents, or nonparties psrting 
2?- members shall not be held liable for damages for work stop-
24- pages, strikes, intentional slowdowns, or suspension of work 
25- which have not been properly authorized. 
27- SECTION 6. UNION REPRESENTATION 
2K-
2*>- 6.01 S T E W A R D S : 
:to 
31- A, As designated in writing by the Union through its Chief 
32- Shop Steward. I here may be one (I (Steward for each sixty-
33- five (65) employees or fraction thereof, per shift count, for 
34- those employees covered by the Bargaining Unit. A Slew-
3?- ;ml wilt lx' permitted to lake such time off, normally not to 
3f>- exceed one-half 11/21 tumrper shift, iron-accumulative, at 
37- a time mutually agreed upon by the Steward and Stipervi-
3N- sor as is required for the discussion of an employee ' s 
3<>- grievances concerning wages, hours, and working condi-
41). tions will) an employee under their jurisdiction. This time 
41- o i l is not to lie used fm the purpose of Union membership 
42- solicitation, collecting dues, or other Union business. 
43-
44. 
it-
B. An en'ployee may interrupt his/her work lo ontaci a Slew-
aid after he/she has notified and received ihe Superviisor's 
permission. Such request shall nut t>e unreasonably denied. 
C. It is agreed that the contacts which are permitted on Com-
pany time will not be more frequent or longer tlian the matter 
tor discussion reasonably requires. 
t ' . 
D. Under circumstances considered practical, the Company and 
the Union may mutually agree to a greater ratio of Stew-
ards in selected areas and may also adjust by mutual 
agreement the required numberand location of Union Stew-
ards. particularly in cases o f outlying aieas separated 
geographically from their departments. In accordance with 
past practice, the Company may request and the Union wi l l . 
within thirty (.10) days, reduce the number o f Stewards to 
conform to the speciliod ratio heiein. If the Union fails lo 
comply with the reduction by tt-.e thirtieth (Mtttii day, the 
Company shall reduce the mosi sen it* Steward to comply wilh 
the required ratio until the Union takes appropriate action, 
E. The Steward shall be paid by the Company al his/her regu-
lar rate of pay for lime spent fur the processing of grievances 
and settlement of employees' problems concerning wajjes. 
hours, and working conditions. Such payment lo the Stew-
ard shall be only for lime spent on his/her regular shift in 
processing such grievance* ta»tmaHy «oi to exceed one-
half (1/2)-hour per day) ar.il those meetings approved by 
the Human Resources Department. Payment for lime spent 
in .such ineetmgi' mint he approved by the Human Resources 
Department prior lo such meeting. 
F. Whenever employees under (he jurisdicri<m of a Union 
Steward are required lo work overtime on Saturday, Sun-
day or on a paid holiday, ihe Slew aid may designate one of 
(he employees within (he group as art <iltertia(e Steward. in 
his/her absence on those days, lo handle emergency dis-
putes, by so notifying his/her Supervisor prior lo the end of 
liis/her last shift. 
G. Under normal circumstances, the Company wil l notify the 
Slewartl before a discharged employee leaves Ihe plant prop-
erty. It is understood that there wil l be times, such as an 
altercation between employees, which would deem it im-
practical to make such notifications. 
it 
H. An alternate Steward may be appointed hy itie Steward of 
the area should the regularly assigned)Steward be absent 
from the plant for one-half (1/2) day or more. The Chief 
Shop Steward wil l advise the Human Resources Depart-
ment. in writing, in advance of such appointment, 
6.(12 CHIEF SHOP STEWARP: ThereshallbeonelDChiefShop 
Steward on first shift assigned to the plant who shall he elected 
• bytheelextedShopStewardsoftrielAMatRohr.lnc. Atetwr 
certifying the results wi!l he provided by the Business Repre-
sentative assigned to Rohr, Inc. . 
• It is further agreed that the Chief Shop Steward wil l be assigned 
to a classification. 
The Chief Shop Steward wil l be placed on his/her department 
overtime roster and will be eligible to participate in weekend 
and holiday overtime opportunities only. Due to the Chief Shop 
Steward duties and responsibilities, lie/she will not be offered 
overtime wort during the week in his/her department. In order 
to maintain the appropriate overtime balance, if his/lwr name 
comes up in the overtime rotation during the week, he/she wil l 
he charged as if V.eMhe were asked or wo t te l the overtime. 
Additionally, the Company wil l not he held liable for grievances 
arising because of fail a re of any of the responsible parties (Chief 
Shop Steward or Supervisor! <o record the ovenime properly 
for any hours resulting in an imbalance. 
It is Ihe responsibility of ihe Chief Shop Steward 10 contact the 
department Supervisor to find out it'there are weekend and holi-
day overtime requirements. 
An alternate Chief Shop Steward may be appointed by the Chief 
Shop Steward should the regularly assigned Chief Shop Stew-
ard be absent from the plant for one-half 0 /2) day or more. The 
Chief Shop Steward will advise the Human Resources Depart-
ment in writing in advance of such appointment. 
6.03 BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE: One <I > or more Business 
Representatives of the Union, accredited to the Company hy the 
Union, shall have access to the Company.s plants during work 
hours to contact Stewards, to discuss employees' problems con-
cerning working condiiioasi and 10 investigate ctmiplaints ami 
grievances. No Business Representative shall enter any plant of 
<* 
the Company unless and until he/she shall have first notified 
lite Human Resources Department. The Company shall not im-
pose regulations which wi l l have the effect of excluding the 
Business Representative from the plants of the Company or o f 
rendering ineffective the intent of this provision, subject to the 
provisions u f the Security Section ot Ibis Agreement. 
SECTION 7. NONDISCRIMINATION 
The Conjpmy ami the Union agree tfci! lite provisions of this 
Agreement shall apply to alt employees in the Bargaining Unit 
without discrimination, and in carrying out (heir respective ob-
ligations under this Agreement, neither party wi l l discriminate 
against any employee because of such individual's race, creed. 
color, age. sex. national origin, or disability as defined under 
Stile or Feiteral law. 
The use of the masculine or feminine gender in this Agreement 
shall he construed as including both genders. 
SUCTION 8. BULLETIN BOARDS 
The Company shall continue to supply on ils premises, and in 
prominent places. Union bulletin boards at locations mutually 
agreed upon between the Union and the Company, Such hoards 
may he used hy th« Union tor bulletins and notices, which shnll 
be presented lothe Human Resources Department prior u> rest-
ing and conllned (o (he following; 
A. Notices of Union recreational and social affairs, 
B. Notices of Union elections.. 
C. Notices of Union appointments and ivsults of Union elections. 
D. Notices of Union meetings. 
E. Notices IIled in accordance with the provisions of Pafa-
graph 5.(12 of this Agreement. 
These bulletins and notices shall be used only for the purpose 
o f (Verifying employees wjtttin ibe RtffKaining Unit of Union 
business. Such bulletins and notices shall not be used or di-
rected to employees out o f Ihe Bargaining Unit for Union 
business and shall not be used for the Union organizational 
H). 
activities andtor for the solicitation of Union membership. Such 
bulletins and notices shall be either on Union stationery or clearly 
identified as approved Union issuances and shall hear (be sig-
nature of an authorized Union officer. All Union bulletins anii 
notices shall be posted by ihe Union Business Representative. 
or his/her authorised representative, 
SECTION 9. WORKDAY AND WORKWEEK 
Mil For pay purposes only, the workweek shall beginat 12:0D(mid-
nijshO on Sunday and end at 12:00 (midnight) the following 
Sunday. The normal workweek shall consist of forty (40) hours 
and five (5) consecutive days from Monday through Friday in-
clusive, except for third shift which shall consist of thirty-two 
and one-half 02-1/2) hours. Monday through Friday inclusive. 
9.02 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as a guarantee of 
hours of work per day or per week. 
9,(13 In the event the Company deems it advisable to work all em-
ployees on a short workweek, empJoyces will he notified in 
advance which days are to he worked and such days worked 
shall be consecutive. The Company will not change the work-
week without first negotiating with the Union. 
9.04 Eight IK) hours, conseculive except for Ihe meal'perioil, shall 
constitute a normal workday, worked within nine (9) consecu-
tive hours, except lor the third shift, which shall consist of six' 
and one-half(fi-1/2) hours, except for the meal period, worked 
within seven and one-half (7-1/2) consecutive hours. 
9.05 The Company shall not be liable for lime spent in (lie plant 
outside of an employee's regular shift unless such lime is spe-
cifically authorized by the Company. 
9 M Deduction for time off. whether due to tardiness or other causes. 
shall not he in excess of actual time lost. 
9.07 As usetl in this Agteemenl. "Firsi Shift" shall mean the group 
of employees working between o;00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.; "Sec-
ond Shift" shall mean the group of employees working between 
2:30 p.m. and 1:00a.m.: "Third Shift"shall mean the group of 
employees working between 11:00 p.m. and 7:,W a.m. When-
ever necessary, the Company may institute lap-over shifts in 
the established workweek in order thai production may noi be 
I I 
interrupted. Assignments to such shifts shall be voluntary on 
the part of the employee. Bonus payments required for lap-over 
shirts st*a)l he paid in accordance with the amount*' specified in 
Section 12 (Bonus Pates). On special occasions such at tf« day 
before (he Christmas shutdown or all-employee meeting* (lim-
ited to no more than two (2) meesings in any one (I} calendar 
year], the Company may institute changes 10 the starting or fin-
ishing times of employees" shifts. In such instances, employees 
"'will not receive overtime pay unless they work greater titan eight 
(8) hours tor first or second shift or six and one-half (6-1/21 
hours on third shift. The Union will be notified at (east .W ((ays 
prior to any change in shift starting/finishing times. 
However, should an agency of the Stale or Federal Government 
thaving competent jurisdiction) make a request for change of 
work schedules now in effect, tlie Company may reopen nego-
tiations with the Union on such Sections of (his Agreement as 
pertain to hours of work for the sole purpose of considering Ihe 
objectives desired by (he Government. 
IRRECULAR WORKWEEK: The Company will have the 
ability to create an Irregular Workweek by the principles out-
lined in Memorandum of Understanding No. 18. 
SUCTION 10. SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
PERFORMING BARGAINING UNIT WORK 
It is not the intent of the Company lo have Supervisors or non-
represented employees perform work which is within the scope 
of the Bargaining Unit. The parties recognise that Supervisors 
and nonrepresented employees wilt occasionally perforin Bar-
gaining Unit work when* an emergency condition exists .'»»() 
immediate action is required or instiuctin^ employee(s) in the 
course of their duties with the employee(s) present. They shall 
not tie used to replace or displace Bargaining Unit employees. 
Emergency condition is defined as danger to life, lituh or firon-
eny. product, fire, flood, explosion. Acts of Cod or other 
conditions beyond the Company's control. 
in the event the Chic I Shop Steward andfor Business Rcpresen- • 
tatke believes the provisions of this Section have been abused. 
he/she may request an immediate meeting 10 resolve the matter 
with the appropriate functional representative of Management 
and the Director of Human Resources, 
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SECTION 11. SAVING CLAUSE 
AND SUCCESSOR CLAUSE 
11.01 Should any part hereof, or any provisions herein contained, be 
rendered or declared invalid by reason of any existing or subse-
quently enacted legislation. or by a decree of a coun of 
competent jurisdiction, such invalklsuiun of. such part, or por-
tion. of this Agreement shall not invalidate any remaining 
portions, which shall continue in full force and effecl.The Union 
and the Company shall, within thirty Oft) days, renegotiate Ihe 
affected portion of this Agreement. Any modification or charges 
to I his Agreement brought about by the above negotiations shall 
he in writing and signed by the parlies herelo. 
11.02 The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon the 
Company and its successors, assigns, or future purchasers as 
determined by applicable Federal and Stale regulations tit ef-
fect M the time of such action. 
SECTION 12. BONUS RATES 
12.01 A bonus of fifty (50> cents per hour for all hours worked shall 
be paid to all employees working on the second shifi. 
12.02 A bonus of twenty (?0) cents per hour shall be paid to alt em-
ployees working on the third shift. Thud shift employees shall 
receive the equivalent of eight (8) hours pay si their regular 
rate (or six and one-half ((vl/2> hours worked. 
12.03 An employee whose regular shift falls wiihin the.regular work 
hours of first and second shift shall be paid abouus of fifty [SOI 
cents per hour for all hours worked on Ihe second shift, pro-
vided one (11 or more hours are worked on the second shift. 
^O-l An employe* whose regular shift falls within the regular work 
hours of (he second and third shift shall be paid a bonus of fifty 
(501 cents per hour for all hours worked. 
12.05 An employee whose regular shift falls within the regular work 
hours oldie third and first shift shall be paid a bonus of twenty 
(20) cents per hour for all hours worked on the ihint shil'i. pro-
vided one (1) or more hours are worked on the bonus shift. 
12.06 For ihe purpose of this Agreement, regular rates shall mean base 
rales plus, if applicable, shift differential and Group Leader bonus. 
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For Ihe purpose ofthis Agreement, eight <8> hours pay for six 
and one-hall [6-1/2) hours worked on the third shift sJtall not 
be referred to as a shift differential bonus. For the purpose of 
determining straight time rates for third shift employees, the 
computation for payment is based on: 
B.Tn;r.|<rpl|ithoiiiiMatetsVX M 
6-1/2 
For example, it' employees had a base rate of S9.00 per hour, 
their total compensation would he SV.00 plus S.20 twruis rale 
multiplied by X or S7.1.60 divided by 6.5 or $1 1,32 pel hour. 
SECTION 13. AUTHORIZED LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
13,01 MEDICAL LEAVE: Eachemployeemakesanimporiaritcon-
tribution to our team ami is needed on lite job every Jay in 
order, to meet our cost, schedule and quality commit incuts, In 
this respect, prompt and regular attendance is an expectation 
for all members of the team. If the need arises for lime oil ' for 
medical reasons. ii\edival Vea\e^ "will Vie giameu. 
•A. Medical leaves for work related.and non-work related ilt-
. ness and injuries wil l be granted to an employee who 
completes the Medical Leave Form and submits to his/her 
Supervisor who will submit the application to ihe Medical 
Department for approval. The Medical Department wi l l is-
sue a contact control number lot each leave. The renewal 
of a medical leave should normally follow the same proce-
dure with (be employee notifying the Supervisor and then 
Medical Department of the extension. 
Employees must request and he authorized a medical leave 
tor injury or illness on Ihe first thy cf ihyspua)iznlioa or 
alley 10 consecutive working days have trs.piivJ. Each leave 
is non-paid and can last no longer than one year. If a medi-
cal leave lasts greater man one < I) year, employees wi l l be 
laid o i l . Employees wil l retain their seniority for an addi-
tional thirty-six (36) months alter dale of layoff. If they are 
unable to return aflei this period, they will lose seniority in 
accordance with Section 22.I I (Ft. 
However, employees who have been on medical leave for 
twelve 112) months and with twenty-seven (27) or more 
continuous years of service, may request additional inedi-
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cal le:ive of absence up lo lhirty-siv(3o) months. Such 
requests for extensions must be accompanied by support-
ing medical documentation verifying (he need for extension. 
[I is understood if the additional leave is granted the Com-
pany will not contribute towards the cost of the employee's 
Group Health care bencfils during this period of lime. 
When returning from a medical leave, the Medical Depart-
ment will quickly review (normally within two [2] days) an 
employee's condition and return him/lwr to.work unless 
there are unusual circumstances such as inability to contact 
the employee'sweating physician for consultation. Employ-
ees who return lo work from a medical leave and in the 
opinion of management and the Medical Department are 
incapable of physically performing their norma] full lime 
duties will be immediately placed on unpaid leavestatus 
until conditions upon which the employee will be allowed 
lo return lo work arc resolved. In this instance, the urgency 
to arrive at a win/ win solution that is recognized as in the 
best interest of all panics. Should the Company and Union 
not agree on returning an employee to work, an Indepen-
dent Medical Examiner (IME1 and Job Analysis Specialist 
(JAS) will be employed. The JAS will analy/c the 
employee's job and forward the results to the I ME who will 
make a final and binding decision. 
If an employee is not physically capable of performing his/ 
her former job. he/site will be allowed, seniority permit-
ting. to transfer to an available opening in a previously held 
classification in which he/she holds seniority, provided that 
he/she can satisfiictorily perform the full work requirements 
of the classification. Ifan opening does not exist, the employee 
will displace the least senior employee.in the previously 
held classification. An employee so placed will retain his/ 
her present rate of pay or the maximum red circled rate 
applicable to his/her new classification, whichever is lower. 
B. Treatment or therapy for an accepted work related illness 
or injury will be scheduled after or before working hours. 
If the treatment or therapy must occurduring working haul's, 
employees will be paid for necessary hours missed up to 
the end of tlieir normal shift. 
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C. Employees on aulhwriwd leave of absence due to occup-
lioiutl illness or injury will cominue to accumulate vacation 
and sick leave credits during the remainder of iheir current 
vacation eligibility year. 
13.02 M I L I T A R Y LEAVES: Employees who leave the employ of 
' Ihe Company 10 join the Armed Forces of the Urtiied States 
wi l l be griinted military leaves of absence, the conditions of 
. which wi l l he. determined by laws of the United States of 
America concernin£ such persons, 
< Employees wi l l be grunted leaves of absence for military en-
. • eampmenf for a two (2) week period once a calendar year. The 
Company wi l l reimburse the difference between military pay 
and Ihe normal workweek pe.y. excluding weekend pay received 
from the military. 
Employees called up w serve in the military due to national/ 
stale emergeivcy wil l be given a leave of absence and paiihhe 
difference between their military pay and regular workweek 
pay lor the duration o f the leave. 
13.03 BERI 'AVRMKNT LEAVES: Bereavement p y is intended 
to compensate an employee who has completed his/her proba-
tionary period only for time off wcrk for which like employee 
does not receive compensation. When death occurs in the 
.. •• employee's immediate family (parents.grandparents, grandchil-
dren. parent of a current spouse, chi ldren, dependent 
stepchildren, stepparents, brother, .sister, and spouse), the em-
ployee, on request, wi l l he paid for any (hiee Oi consecutive 
normally scheduled working days (excluding Saturdays anil 
Sundays), one of which shall be the date of the memorial ser-
vice, In the event the memoiiul .service occurs on Saturday, 
Sunday or a paid holiday, the employee may lake the three (3) 
days immediately adjacent to the day of the memorial service. 
An employee must make written application within two (2) 
weeks after return from leave and shall receive the amount of 
wa^es he/she would have earned by working dining straight-
lime hours on such scheduled days of work lot which he/she is 
excused (excluding Saturdays and Sundays). An employee wi l l 
not receive bereavement pay when it duplicates pay received 
for time not worked for any other reason, unless Ihe memorial 
service occurs while an employee is on paid vacation, then the 
vacation may be extended up to three {31 days. 
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1- 13.04 U N I O N B U S I N E S S L E A V E S : Leaves of absence without pay 
2- with seniority unimpaired shall be granted lt> I nil- l ime Repte -
3- sentalives of the Union, nol lo exceed five (5) employees. 
4- Absences from work of members of the Union Negotiating C o m -
5- millet; (not lo exceed six (61 employees ) because of l ime spent 
<v . in collective bargaining negotiat ions with ihe C o m p a n y dur ing 
7- the ninety (90) day period immedia te ly preceding the termina-
£- lion dale of (his Agreement will be excused. wjiJiou! pay, and 
9- they shall not he subject to Paragraphs 14. [Hand 16.03. or lose 
Id- credits under the Pension Plan, provided that an authorized writ-
11- ten communicat ion from a Business Representative o f the Chula 
12- Vista Lodj:e No. 7 5 5 o>'District 725 is received by Ihe H u m a n 
13- Resources Department normally not less than twenty-four (24) 
14- hours prior to the time off. T i m e off for Union business o ther 
15- than collective bargaining with the C o m p a n y will a l so be ex-
16- cused. without pay. provided that advanced] not ice , a s described 
17- above, is received. 
IK. 
19- Absences from work of all o ther Bargaining Unit emp loyees 
2d- who are required to perform official Union business will be 
21- excused, without pay. provided that -advanced notice, a s de-
22- scribed above, is received. It is understood] that this Section will 
2?- not be used for o<her than legitimate purposes , v 
24-
25- 13.05 P E R S O N A L L E A V E S : Employees may request a personal 
26- leave of absence from their Supervisor for a period no greater 
27- than four ( J ) monlhs . All employees will be treated equi tably in 
28- (he granting uf personal leaves . If an employee doesn ' t return 
2<J- from a personal leave, he/she will lose seniority under Section 
30- 22.11 (I) . The Union will be notified ol employees on personal 
31- leave.-
32-
.W- SECTION 14. VACATION 
34-
?5- 14.01 Employees wil l .accrue vacat ion from their first full ca lendar 
:<6- month of employment. A calendar month is interpreted as a major 
37- portion of a month or thirteen (13) reguluily sd iedu ted work 
3*- days. Vacations will not be credited foi any fractional pari o f a 
3<)- month of service. Employees w h o have nine (9) or less years of 
40- continuous service will accrue at ihe rate o f 6 .67 hours at the 
41- end of each calendar month . Employees w h o have completed 
42- nine (^> years, but less than nineteen (19) years of cont inuous 
43- service from their last dale of hire will be credited with 10.00 
44. hoars at the end of each calendar month of continuous service. 
45- Employees who have completed nineteen! 19) or mote years of 
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continuous service wil l be credited with vacation nccordtng in 
(he following schedule: 
VACATION HOURS 
COMPLETEDVEARSOF PER MONTHATTHE 
CONTINUOUS SERVICE REGULAR RATE OF PAY 
\') 13,34 
20 ' 14.00 
2i i4.tn 
22 t 5,34 
23 16.00 
24 16,67 
' The vacation halunce. if any, a( the expiration of the employ-
ment year nnisi be taken within twenty-lour (24) months of the 
date o f accrual. or the vacation time wil l he forfeited and ilie 
employee shall receive payment. Employees may request a spe-
cial pnyotil o f their accrued vacation lime during ihcir 
anniversary month provided they have given 30 days' notice lo 
their Supervisor. Payment wil l he made on the first biweekly 
pay day following the end of the anniversary month. Vacation 
pay wilt be computed al the regular rale the employee is receiv-
ing the pay period prior to the lime the employee receives 
payment, or at the tegular rale the employee was receiving on 
the employee's anniversary date, whichever is higher. (See 
Memorandum of l l iu le i standing). Vacations w ' " be graitwd at 
'times most desired by employees in seniority order, if vacation 
request is submitted by January 31. except where production 
requirements would make such arrangement impractical. I low-
ever. once the employee's vacation dale has been approved, it 
wi l l not he changed within fourteen (14 >calendar days prior to 
ihe scheduled date. 
Vacation lime may be granted in eight (K) hour increments. It is 
understood that application for such vacation usage must be 
requested anil receive Supervisor approval no later than five 
(5) days prior to tlK' absence. Vacation lime can he taken niter 
si* |6f months of continuous employment, 
Vacation can also lie taken in tour (4) hour increments up to si* 
(6) times in any calendar year, with approval of the Supervisor 
five <5> days prior to Ihe absence. 
IK 
14.02 Employees *vho leave the Company for any reason wi l l receive 
payment lor their credited, accrued and unused vacation. 
I4.W Employees wil l not accrue vacation credit foreach major portion 
of a calendar month such employees are on leaves of absence. 
or on laynfr. except as provided in Paragraph 13.01 <C). 
14.04 VACATION ADMINISTRATION: It is mutually agreed that 
vacations wilt be administered in the following manner: 
A. Employees wil l receive pay for credited. accrued and un-
used vacation when they lenninale from the Company. 
B. Employees who are on a leave ol absence shall have their 
vacation credited each month in accordance with 14.01. 
• However, employees on leave of absence due to occupa-
tional illness or injury wi l l continue to accumulate regular 
vacation credits each month until the end of the next anni-
versary month. 
C. Employees entering military service shall receive payment 
fur unused and credited vacation for the current month in 
accordance with -14.01 at the time ihey entered military 
service. 
14.(15 VACATION SHUTDOWN: The Company wil l have Ihc op-
tion of instituting a vacation shutdown during the Thanksgiving 
week f(Vr all employees covered under this agreement. Employees 
wi l l he required to use vacation, sick/personal leave or take.a 
company convenience leave during this shutdown. If they do 
not have vacation the Company wil l advance sufficient vacation 
hours to those employees requiring vacation time. 
Management wi l l have the ability to select key Bargaining Unit 
employees cwithin their classification) to work this shutdown. 
This shutdown wilt cover the three (3) days preceding the 
Thanksgiving holidays. 
If this shutdown is scheduled, the Company wil l notify all em-
ployees and the Union leadership ninety <9(1) days prior to the 
shutdown. 
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SECTION IS. HOLIDAYS 
15.01 The Company recognizes the following holidays during the 
term of this Agreement: 
2ft^H0l.lPAYlS 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Friday fallowing 
Thanksgiving 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
ZIHUmrMIMVS 
New Year's Day 
Christmas Holiday 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Friday following 
Thanksgiving 
Christ rrias Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
New Year's Day 
2WH0UPAYS 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Th;cnt,sjjivrrig Day 
Friday fallowing 
Thanksgiving 
Christmas Holiday 
Chrislmas Holiday 
Chrisnnas Holiday 
Monday. May 2ft. 2003 
Friday.July4.2003 
Monday, September I. 2003 
Thursday. November 27. 2003 
Friday. November 2K. 2003 
Wednesday. December 24. 201)3 
Thursday. December 25. 2003 
Friday. December 26.2003 
Monday, December 29. 2003 
Tuesday. December 30, 2003 
Wednesday. December 31. 2003 
Thursday, January 1,2004 
Friday. January 2. 2004 
Monday. May 31.2(104 
Monday, 'July 5. 2004 
Monday, September 6,2004 
Tluiistlay. November 25.2004 
Friday, November 26. 2004 
Friday. December 24, 2004 
Monday. December 27.21HM 
Tuesday. Dccemhei 2S. 2004 
Wednesday. Deteniber 29.2004 
Thursday. December 30.2004 
Friday. December .11. 2004 
Monday. May 30. 200? 
Monday. July 4.20t)S 
Monday. September 5.2005 
Thursday. November 24.2005 
Friday. November 25. 2005 
Thursday. December 22.20(15 
Friday. Dec-ember 23, 2005 
Monday, December 26. 2(K)5 
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Christm.is Holiday Tuesday. December 27.2005 
Christmas Holiday Wednesday. December 2R. 20W 
Christmas Holiday Thursday. December 29.2005 
Christmas Holiday Friday. December ,W. 2005 
MMftHOUnAVS 
New Year's Day Monday. January.2.2006 
15.02 Eligible employees shall receive eight. (S) hours pay at Iheir 
rejiiil;ir rate for I lie a hove-mem toned holidays, worked or not 
worked. In addition to (he above payment, two (2) limes the 
employee's regular hourly rate shall he paid for all hours worked 
on a holiday listed above except for the Ihird shift employees 
wlio shall receive sixteen (16) hours pay for six and one-half 
(ft-1/2) hours worked at their regular rale of pay. 
15.03 Employees who have earnings in the week in which a holiday 
occurs shall be eligible for holiday pay. Also, employees who 
arc on paid sick leave. Union business or jury duty shall be 
eligible for holiday pay. Employees must he or the active pay-
roll at the lime paid holidays occur in order to he eligible for 
holiday pay. However, employees who retire. are laid off or 
who are granted an approved medical leave when the lirsi day 
of such retirement, layoff, or leave was within lliifly (3(1) cal-
endar days prior to a holiday will he eligible for holiday pay. 
Two or more holidays occurring in sequence will be treated as 
a single holiday for the purpose of this retirement. 
SECTION 16. SICK LEAVE, 
16.01 Sick leave shall he credited on the employee's next anniver-
sary dale and each anniversary date thereafter, in accordance 
with the followim* schedule: 
VKARS OF 
CONTINUOUS 
KERYICE 
t 
• > 
3 or more 
SICK LBAVK 
<,'EF.I)IT 
16 hours 
. 24 hours 
40 hours 
16.02 Sjfk leave shall he used for the purpose of reimbursing ilie 
employee for absence due to illness or can be used as personal 
ditys. Payment shall not he made unless the employee claiming 
such payment shall have notified his/her supervisor no later 
(hurt tv™ hours after the start of the shift. At live time ©V such 
call, the employee wil l receive a c;ill control number that wi l l 
be used tor the purpose of laier confirming or verilyim; the 
cull. If he/she is entitled to such a paid day. il wil l he included 
in his/her paycheck for Ihe affected week whenever practicable. 
An employee may use his/her sick leave in tour (4) hour incre-
menis. Supervisor approval must be obtained in advance for an 
employee to leave early l iom work, 
16.03 Employees wi l l not act rue sick leave for each major portion of 
a month (major portion of a month, computed from the anni-
versary date, shall he etpiivatem to thirteen (13) regularly 
scheduled workdays) such employees are out on layoff, or on 
authorized leavesof absence, except ;ts provided in Paragraphs 
B. f l l fC) and B.03. However, no employee iftall be credited 
with sick leave for any fractional purl of a year of continuous 
service. 
16.04 Each employee wil l receive payment for his/her credited sick 
leave ai his/her regular rale o f pay. except for third shift em-
ployees who shall recctreei^Hft!) hours pay (bisixand one-half 
(6-1/2) hours worked at their legular rale. 
J6.4F5 Each employee who does not use his/her sick leave witll in 
twelve (111 mouths alter it is eretiiied shall receive payinent 
for his/her sick leave for each day of sick leave uoi used. An 
employee who leaves lhe employ of the Company wi l l he paid 
til the lime he/she is terminated for any unused credited sick 
leave, 
16.116 SICK LKAVi: ADMINISTRATION: It is mutually agreed 
ihm sick leave wil l W udmintstennl in the following. manner: 
A. Employees lenninated for reasons oilier lhaii layoff, retire-
ment. oi death wil l receive unused credited sick leave, with 
no pro-rata, 
B. Employees having less than one year of service who are 
laid off ill) no! receive pro-rata sick leave. However, an 
employee having at least iwo mortths but less than one year 
of service who is laid oJf and is subsequently Jvinsiaied 
shall receive sick leave allowance in accordance with the 
tahle contained in Item D below. providing lie/she 
remains on ihe payroll for a period of two months after 
reinstatement. Payment of such sick leave earned shall he 
made at Ihe completion of two months of service after 
. reinstatement provided he/she has completed at least one 
full year of continuous service. 
C. Employees on leave of ahsence due to occupational illness 
or injury will continue to accumnk«c regular sick leave cred-
its during the remainder of their current anniversary year 
of employment. Time off beyond their anniversary date shall 
he prorated in accordance with the table contained in Item P. 
D, Employees with more than one year of service whoare re-
instated after lay off or return from a leave of absence shall 
receive pro-ra(a sick leave on Iheir next anniversary date 
as follows: 
YEARS OF SERVICE W I T H ROHR { IN HOURS! 
Active Months 
otSenice? 
1 
2 . 
3 . ' 
4 
5 
. 6 
7 
R 
9 , 
to-
i l 
12 
i Y**"1 
0 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 
0 
4 
.8 
8 
s 
a 
16 
2 Vpar< 
0 
» 
0. 
0 
4 
R 
H 
16 
Id 
16 
20 
24 
3«rM 
Ygar 
. 0 
0 
4 
S 
16 
• 16 
24 
24 
32 
32 
36 
41) 
*A month is interpreted us a major portion of a month, or 13 
regularly scheduled workdays. 
E. However, employees wilh mote than one year or service 
who are laid off. retired. or deceased in the twelfth month 
of their anniversary year and wtio have not been absent the 
major portion of any month during their anniversary year 
wil l he credited with sick leave at the time of termination 
tluc to layoff, retirement, or death. The crediting of such 
sick leave shall not apply to any other type of termination. 
F, Employees entering.military service shall receive unused 
credited sick leave at the time of their inilnci'mii. Upon 
reinstatement, they shall be credited whhpro-raia sick leave 
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based on (tie number of months worked during the 
anniversary year in which they entered military service. 
(The table contained in.Item D above is used for these 
calculations.) For example, afl employe*? wjth u hire date 
of September 1, 1963. who terminated to enter military 
'service on June 1.!965. and was reinstated on June 1.19f>7. 
would be credited with two days of pro-rala sick leave for 
the period of September 1.1964. to June I. I%.S. both items 
to be used during she period June 1.1967. KJ September 1. 
1967. Employees who return from military service and are 
not reinstated due to seniority shall he paid pro-rata sick 
. leave as calculated in accordance with Item D above. Such 
. , payment shall be requested in the form of an IDM to 
Payroll. 
SECTION 17. C A L L IN PAY 
17,111 Employees called to the plant for work at times other than (heir 
. regular work period shall be paid at the rate of one and one-halT 
(M/2> limes their regular rate tor all hours worked except it' 
called in on Sunday or a recognized holiday in accordance with 
this Agreement, in which case they shall he paid double their 
. regular rale ol pay I'm all hours worked. An no case shall (bey 
receive less than four 14) hours pay and/or work at their appli-
cable overtime rate as specified above. 
17.02 For the purpose of this Section, scheduled overtime work is not 
to he considered call-in work. 
SECTION 18. R E P O R T T I M E PAY 
Ifi.Ol An employee reporting to (he plant fur work, unless notified 
prior to leaving home, or sent home after reporting for work on 
Itis/hcr regular shift, because of a lack of work, shall receive a 
minimum of four (4| hours pay at his/her regular rule of pay. 
except where work is noi available by reason of fire, flood. 
area shutdown caused hy direction of govern men I agency, gen-
eral power failure, war. sabotage, or Acts of God, 
18.02 KMERUKNCYCONDITION: In circumstances where work 
is not available due lo conditions described in 18.01. the Com-
pany may tempi warily Jay off employees ijTespeclive of seniority 
within an area, cost center, or department for the balance of the 
day (not (oexceed the remainder of the .shift on which the emer-
gency occurred and the ne\t two (2) succeeding shifts I. 
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18.03 Employees who are notified to come back or who have left the 
Company's premises and are called back to work after the ter-
mination of their regular shift shall receive four (4) hours work 
or four (4) hours pay at tlte applicable overtime rate. 
SECTION l». GROUP LEADER 
19.01 An employee who is promoted to lead an assigned group of five 
t5)ormoreemptoyeesund whose duties shall include checking 
of actual work operation, giving guidance and instruction loan 
assigned group shall be classified as a Croup Leader and may 
perform any phaseof ihe work operation. However. Group Lead-
ers will not perform work if: (I) Ihey have not established 
seniority in a classification and employees holding thai classifi-
cation are laid off or regressed, or (21 they have established 
seniority in a classification, hut employees more senior than ihey 
holding thai classification ate laid off or regressed. Under cer-
tain circumsiatices. such as a work operation being spread over 
a wide area, or a specialist! operation occurring on a second or 
third shift, it may tw necessary to have aGiemp Leader whowill 
lead less titan five t5> employees. 
19.02 Theseniori(uaiificdernployee will beprotnotedioGroupLcadef. 
The prime consideration in the selection of a Group Leader is 
leadership ahilily. Employees promoted to Group Leader shall 
be paid a rate of pay which is fifty t50> cents per hour above the 
rate: of the highest paid employee under their leadership, or above 
their own rate, whichever is greater. 
19.03 The Company may appoint the senior qualified employee as a 
temporary Group Leader for a period noi to exceed sixty (nOl 
days lu replace Group Leaders on vacation or leave of absence.' 
and/or to fill positions considered of a temporary nature. Such 
temporary Group Leaders shall receive a bonus of fifty (50) 
cents per hour t'ttf all hours forked during that period. 
HUM For the distribution of overtime Group Leaders will not work 
overtime unless ihey are performing their duties as a Group 
Leader, including leading five (SJ or more employees, except in 
circtimstances where a Group Leader normally leads less than 
five (5) employees. However, in cases where the Group Leader 
has less overtime than employees in his/her assigned group who 
hold the same classification as ihe Group Leader, Ihe Group 
Leader will he included in the distribution of ovenime within 
such classification. Example: An employee classified as a Saw 
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Operatoi* in promoted to a Saw Operator - Gioup Leader, Among 
the employees in his/her assigned group art: employees classi-
fied as Fabricator-Sheet Metal Pans. Saw Operator, and Rower 
Operator. The Ctoup Leader shall be included in the distribu-
tion of overtime ortly among the Saw Operators and shall not 
be included in nor have any right to the ovenime distribution 
in other classificalions being led. 
19.05 Group Leaders sha 11 accumulate seniority in the classification 
from which they aie promoted 'jnc! be so coded in thai classifi-
cation- Fur example, if an Assembler - Struelures/Tl)rust 
Reverter U promoted to lead a group of Assemblers - Slruc-
liires/ThruM Reverses, he/she will be coded 4040as an Assembler 
- Structures/Thrust Keverser - Group Leader. Similarly. if an 
Assembler - Structures/Thrum Reverser is promoted 10 lead a 
gioup ot'Assemlilers - Strueiures/Thi'usj Reverter and Automatic 
Kiveting Machine Operators. he/she wi l l likewise he coded as 
an Assembler - Structures/Thrust Reverter - Group Leader, 
19,(16 In ihecventof:i reduction in the working force within a c la r i -
fication. Group Leaders wil l be allotted according to iheir 
classificational seniority unless the Company and U»ioir mu-
tual ly agree to retain litem as a Group Leader out of seniority, 
19-07. A Croup Leader shall not keep employee records such as at-
tendance cards; work performance, quality of work, etc.. 
undertake any disciplinary action against another hourly em-
ployee, authorize employees to exit or enter the plant at irregular 
hours, or authorize overtime or request overtime of employees 
. . in his/her assigned grutip or be responsible lor overtime registers. 
SEC! ION 20. fcXTKNOED LAYOFF BENKHTS 
2(1,01 COMPANY L IABILITY: 
A, The Cotrai.u))' shall js,sum> the liabiJity .subject to (he limi-
tationsoflhis Section 20 for providingtlic benefits specified 
in Paragraph 2(1,02 hereof, The Company's maximum l i -
ability at any time shall becalculured in monthly rncrentenrs 
equaho SS.^ O limes the number of employees (excluding 
employees oit layoff or l«ive of absence without paylon 
Ihe first Monday of each month but in ito event shall the 
accrued amount of such liability at any time, after sub-
tracting from such amount I lie amount of any benefits paid 
pursuanl to Paragraph 20.02 hereof, exceed ar\ amount' 
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' eo,ual lo$l50 per employee (excluding employeeson leave 
of absence without pay or layoff other than eligible em-
ployees on layoff who have applied for and have not as of' 
thai dale received a benefiDon the first Monday of the month 
involved including the cuiTent liability provided for in the 
. January 23. [978. Company Union Agreement. 
B, When the monthly increments, calculated in accordance with 
Paragraph 20,01A above, have reached such level of $150 
pei-employee, and have thereafter been reduced below that 
amount by the payment of benefits, paid under Paragraph 
20.02 hereof, the Company's liability shall thereafter be-
ginning with ibe firsi Monday of the next mnnlh he increased 
by the monthly amounts calculated in accordance with Para-
graph 20.01 A above, umil such level of $1 SO per employee 
has again been reached. 
C, Nothing in this Section 20 shall be interpreted as a guaran-
lee by (lie Company of any benefits; however, the Company 
shall, subject to the limitations provided in this Paragraph 
20,01. be liable for the payment to eligible employees of 
(he benefits specified in Paragraph 20.02 hereof- in accor-
dance with the provisions and limitations of ihis Seciion. 
20.02 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS: Among the purposes for"which the 
benefits specified in Ihis Paragraph 20,02 are provided aie to 
help pay living expenses by stippleirieniing and noi replacing 
unemployment compensation. An employee must have five (5) 
years of continuous service in order to be eligible for any ben-
efits under Seciion 20. Subject io the liability [imitations of the 
Company specified in Paragraph 20-01 hereof and the other pro-' 
visions of litis SecttM.'llit Company agrtes 10 pay ocnefiisto 
eligible employees (defined as follows: (1) Laid oft'as a result 
ofa reduction of the working force when such layoff is of inde-
lermiiwte length at the time of layoff and is extended (or a 
minimum period of four (4) weeks and who make written upplj-' 
cation for benefits prior to any recall and loss of seniority rights 
under ihe Company-Union Agreement, (21 early and normal 
retirees under the Rohi Employee's Pension Plan, O) deceased. 
|4> enlry into the Armed Forces of the United Stales, and (5) 
total and permanent disability for a continuous period of six (b) 
or more months) who have been credited with five (fl) or more 
full yerws of t)inaJi lying sei'vice as defined belott; as follows: 
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A, When a( in* lime a benefit is to be paid hereunder, the 
Company's maximum liability calculated in accordance 
-with the provisions of Paragraph 20.01 hereot exceeds an 
amount equal to $75 per employee (excluding employees 
on layoff or leave of absence without pay) a benefit of $75 
. for each full year of qualifying service (employees'quali-
ty fig,service shall be the same as their credited service. 
since their iitosi recent dale of hire, under ihe Rohr 
Employee's tension Plan, e^ept that no credil shall be 
allowed foi a fiaelioiwl part tff'a year ol'service Ho a maxi-
mum of S2.2S0 lor thirty (30) oi more years of qualifying 
service, shall he paid as a lump sum to eligible employees 
providing the Company's maxitrutm liability at that lime 
is sufficient to pay Ihe employee benefits. It I he payment 
of benefits to all eligihle employees in any one monlh 
(ST.'i.OO per employee for each full year of qualifying; ser-
vice twouId exceed Ihe amount of the Company's maximum 
liability at thai time, then eligible employees who retire. 
and deceased employees* bene fit iaries shall receive maxi-
mum accrued benefits, fund permitting, prior tu other 
. benefits being paid. Benefit amounts IVirremaining eligible 
employees will be equally reduccd in accordance with the 
following example: There are sixteen (16) employees 
. involved wiihtn ihe lo'lowing circunwiaiices: 
1. Two (2t retirees with combined accredited seniority 
equaling twenty-six (261 years, 
2. One (1) deceased person with lent II)) years, but less 
• -•. tban eleven t i l l years. 
3. Six (6>eligthle employees on layolif with live p> years 
eligibility. 
4. Ftour\4KsltpWcentpKniee?il>n\ayol'i'v.*'iilrisixt6>yearN 
eligibility. 
• 5. One (11 eligible employee on layoff with nine (9) years 
eligibility. 
6. Two <2) eligible employees on layoff with ten (10) 
years eligibility. 
The Company liability for purposes of this example ts S5,20x 
I000 BflJ employees on the active payroll equaling SS.200 a month. 
Using the base liability ol'SS.200. the following payments 
would be made: 
Two<2> retirees - 26 years x $75 = SI.WO 
One (11 deceased person - 10,years x $75 = 750 
Total $2,700 
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The S5.200 fund is reduced immediately by the $2,700 paid 
• above leaving a fund balance of $2,SOD. 
The thirteen (131 remaining employees on layoff have a com-
bined total of eighty-three (831 years of eligibility. The point 
value is determined by dividing the total combined years into 
the remaining fund dollars: $2.500divided by 8.1 years = 530.!. 
The point value is computed to the nearest dollar. Each point i.s 
valued at S30 in the above example. Each employee would re-
ceive S,W x their individual eligibility years/of service. 
However, in trie event of a subsequent eligibility termination of 
employees who received such reduced henefit. such employees 
after such subsequent termination and anollier minimum pe-
riod of four (4) lull weeks may. if otherwise eligible and if the 
Company's maximum liability at that time permits, apply for a 
benefit in an amount ettual to the difference between the reduced 
benefit received and the amount they would have received had 
the benefit not been reduced under the provisions of (his Para-
graph 20.02A. In the event employees shall be recalled pursuant 
to the Collective 8argaining Agreement, they shall be eligible 
for all full years-of qualifying service since their mewl recent date 
of hire, except for years ofqualifying service based upon which 
benefits under this Section shall have heen paid as above provided, 
B. Benefits shall be payable to eligible employees whose ter-
mination has been extended without re-employment by the 
Company for a minimum period of four (41 full weeks and 
who make written application therefore to the Company on 
the appropriate forms. Benefit cltecks shall be mailed to 
such eligible employees at the address contained in such 
application, as soon during the calendar month after the 
month in which the written application is fifed as is practi-
cal. but in no event prior to the expiration of such four (41 
full week period. 
C. The Company shall deduct from any benefit payable here-
under any amount required tore withheld by reason of any 
law. regulation or Jegal process. T l * Company shall, once 
a month, forward to the Union, a dollar-value report of the' 
Bargaining Unit ELB Fund. 
fj. No employee shall be eligible for any benefit if. during the 
four (4) week period referred to in Paragraph 20.O2B above. 
they received, are eligible for, or claint any benefit under 
2" 
1- any Workers' Compensation laws (other than survivor's 
2- allowance or disability benefit which during the four (4) 
3- week period ihey receive or would be eligible to receive 
•>- . while in full lime aci'ivn empljymcnl). 
5- .-. 
i\- E. As used herein, layoff as a result «l a redoclion in (tie work-
7- ing force shall not include disciplinary layoffs, (fails. 
S discharges. andkiAvesoC absence; ovshnHeUhersu^h term. 
9- oi the tout' (4) \ ^ H period ivfeiredi»inParagr»ph20.02B 
J(i- above, include any periwi any employee is on strike. 
i i - . . ; 
12- F. No employee shall be eligible lor any benefit where the 
13- amount of such benefit, calculated in itccordance with (he 
14- provisions of Paragraph 20.02. is less ihan S2S. 
15-
16- C, Any employees who inter)Mortally misreptesem or fail to 
17- disclose any material facts, in connection with any appli-
15- cation tor or receipt of any benefit under this Section. shall 
l»- , forfeit any rights under this Section ihtu. (bey may have 
20- accrued up lc> that time, and shall in addition forfeit their 
21- recall rights and seniority. 
22-
2?- 20,03 CONDIT IONS T O EFFECTIVENESS AND CONTINU-
34- , AT ION OF THIS SECTION 
I S - . , . • • 
it,-, . A. C . O V t R N M E N T A l . K U U N U S A N D A D V A N C E 
27- . . • UNDKKSTANIMN<>£: The Company shall not be re-
is- ','•, n«ired to assume any liability under this Seel ion in respect 
2y- . .to £*(c.i\dcd Lay-off Benefits granted to etiiii^le tnaploy-
?li- 0<!s as defined in Paragraph 20.02 (except laid o f f 
31- employees) unlil it shall have ieceived(tl from the United 
?2- > Slates Department of L-abor a currently effective titling or 
J?- niNngsholdingihainopaiioi'suchIiah(liiy.orbi;nefa(>aid-
34- . sball.t)einctudediiitlteregiilarrati'{il'payofanyemployee: 
35- (ii) a mtin^ from the Director of Ihe Department of Em-
.V>- ployment ol'-lhe Siale of California thai Ihe receipt of 
37- benefits hereunder wil l not result indisitu.ilificalion tor or 
.IN- reduction o f State Unemployment Benefits: (iri) from the 
W- Internal Revenue Service a currently effective ruling or 
40- rulinys thai benefits provided for under this Section shall 
41- not constitute income to Ihe employees until paid and shall 
42- be deductible by Ihe Company as ordinary business ex-
4V pense at lhat t ime: and ( tv j f rom Ihe appropriate 
-)4- Governmental agencies or contracting parties advance 
45- undemanding;; tliat liabilities accrued hereunder shall he 
M 
reimbursable or recognized as costs applicable to the 
performance1 of lite Company's contracts. 
B. APPLICATION FOR RULINGS ANDADVANCEUN-
DERSTAN DINGS: The Company shall apply promptly 10 
the appropriate agencies or contracting parties for the rul-
ings described herein in this Paragraph 20.1)3. 
C. REVOCATIONOR MODIFICATION OF KULINGS; 
In the event that any ruling or advance understanding de-
scribed above in this Paragraph 20.03 of this Section. 
including 'he rulings and advance understandings relative 
to eligible laid off employees, having been obtained. shall. 
he revoked or modified in such a manner as to he no longer 
satisfactory 10 the Company, all obligations of the Company 
to assume any liability under this Section shall cease and 
this- Scciion shall thereupon terminate and he of no further 
effect (without in any way affecting the validity or opera-
tion of the Collective Bargaining Agreement*: provided. 
however, that-in such event, the Company agrees, prior to 
the termination of this Section, promptly lo attempt to de-
termine if ;t basis exisl* consistent with the provisions it! 
this Section for securing the issuance or reissuance of a sat-
isfactory ruling or advance understanding: and provided. 
further, that if this Section should he terminated as provided 
herein, the employees in the Bargaining Unit at that lime 
shall receive an increase of three O) wnls per hour in their 
individual job rate arid in the minimum and maximum of 
the rate range for their job classffi cations, from and after the 
first Monday following such termination. 
D. SPECIAL CONDITIONS WITH RESPECTTO BEN-
EFITS: The benefits under this Section will be paid as 
provided in this Section unless it is determined that under 
the provision* of the applicable Stale Unemployment Insur-
ance laws, the receipt of such benefits will result in 
disqualification for or reduction of Stale Unemployment 
Benefits, in which case the provisions of Paragraph 20.02 
of this Section will be amended as to employees in the Bar-
gaining Unil or Units affected, by mutual agreement of the 
parlies, but only as necessary to eliminate the basis for such 
disqualification or reduction. No such amendment shall in 
an)' manner increase the Company's liability, as specified 
in Paragraph 20.01 hereof. 
.s| 
[, 20.04 GENERAL: 
2-
3- A. Bene (its shall be payable hereuncler«n(y to the person who 
i . is eligible therefore. except that i f the Company shall find 
.1- . trial such person is deceased or. terminated by reason o f 
6- ' • • " death. any beiiefit otherwise payable to that person shall 
7- be paid in that person's duly appointed legal reptesenta-
S- . live, if then.', be one, or i f not. to ;he spouse. of dependent 
9- child or children of such person as 1 he Company in i Is dis-
10- cretion may determine, and any such payment so made 
11- shall be complete discharge of any liability with respect to 
12- , such benefits. 
13- . . 
t-i- B. Neither the Company's current maximum liability, subject 
(5- to Paragraph 20.02C hereof, nor any benefil paid under 
tf>- this Section shall be considered a part of any employee's 
17- wages for any purpose; nor shall any person liave any right. 
tx- title or interest in or to any portion of either the monthly 
19- increments or the amount of Company's nuiMnvuiri liatiil-
2t>- ity, as each is calculated herein, or to any beiieiit hereunder. 
21- except as a tight to such benefit is specifically provided 
22- herein. No person who receives any benefit shall for that 
23- reason he deemed an active employee of the Company 
24- during such period, nor shall tltere accrue to thai person 
25-• any greater right to participate in, earn credits or receive 
2A- •. benefits twder any employee benefit plan to which \he 
21- , Company contributes than would if thai person were not 
2*- - receiving such benefit. 
2% • • •• 
W-. HM>5 T K K M : 
31-
?2- ; .A. TltisAgreemcnishafl become effective as of ihe first Mon-
33- day following ravil'tcatioti hy the Union and shall remain 
34- in full force and effect to and including February 12.2006, 
3?- During the tenn o f the parties' Agreement as to this See-
Hs- (iun 20. its provisiuns slwlt not he amentled. modified. 
37- suspended or terminated except as ptovided in Paragraph 
3X- 20.0.3 hereof. 
?v-' 
40- B. Upon termination ofthe parties Agreement under this Setr 
41- tion 20 whether hy expiration of the term of this Agreerrieni 
42 or otherwise. the Company shall have the right to continue 
43- to pay benefits under and pursuant to this Section until the 
44- balance of all liabilities, accrued at the effective date of 
45- such termination, if any. shall have been paid hereunder or 
32 
I. in the event it shall elect not to <lo so, H« Compaay and the 
2- Union shall agree upon the disposition of any such balance 
3- in some other manner. 
4-
,v SECTION 21. VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTORY 
t>- SAVINGS PLAN FOR REPRESENTED EMPLOYEES 
7. 
Jt- 21,0] During ihe 1999 Contract Negotiations Ihe Company and (he 
9- Union agreed to replace this savings plan w'nh a 40l(k) Savings 
10- Plat). Ii is further agreed thai the Wjluniary Coniributory Sov-
11- ings Plans for represented employees will remain in effect until 
12- the parties develop Ihe 401{kl Savings Plan for represented 
13- employees. A summary of (ho Voluntary Contributory Savings 
J J- Plans tor represented employees is reflected on page 97 of this 
ii- Agreement. 
16-
(7- SECTION 22. SENIORITY 
(K-
{'?- 22.01 DEFINITION: Seniority ;LS used herein is designated as the 
20- rights and preferences accruing to employees through length of 
21- service, once having entered (he Bargaining Unit, to which they 
22- are entitled undei the provisions of this Agreement. 
23* 
24- 22,02 For the purpose of seniority, employees hired on the same eal-
25- endarday shall be in alphabetical order of current surname, and 
2f>- il' current surnames are identical. in alphabetical order of ini-
21- tials. Effective February 13. 19(U, changes in surname will have 
2R- no effect on the esiablistied seniority ranking. Employees with 
21- different hire dales who enter classifications on the same dale 
30- will be given seniority ranking by hire date, hut only as this 
31- relates to other employees with the same classifirational se-
32- rtioriiy date.This will apply only before employees acquire plant 
33- hire date seniority. 
35- The classifieatinnal seniority of employees transferring into a 
36- classification iw which (hey have not been previously classified 
3% will be determined by ihe physical daie of their assignment to 
3H- the wor t of tlie new classification rather than by the effective 
39- dale of lite change in status form. However, employees who 
40- have an approved transfer reijuesltForm 1034 H>h file who are 
41- retained after an opening occurs in Ihe requested classification 
42- will upon transfer be credited with seniotiiy retroactive to the 
4:'- date that ihe opening occurred. II is understood lhat changes in 
44- the rate of pay will coininiiL' ••> he bused on the effective dale of 
45- thechaiigeof the st;mrs form, bin iioiJaierlhanejj;j)i (8) wor t -
33 
days. An employee on loan to anolher classificatton wi l l not 
establish seniorily in the class!fication loaned to. However, i f 
the employee, white on loan, is reclassified in the classification 
loaned to. seniority wil l he established as of ihe day tlie em-
ployee commenced work during the instant loan period. 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD; Seniority shall be established 
as of last hire dale with the Company, or initial entry dale into 
the Bargaining Unit, whichever occurs later, after an employee 
has worked a period of siwy (60) days. This period from last 
date o f hire to date of establishing seniority shall be known as 
the probationary period for all new employees, employees en-
tering (ho Bargaining Unit for Ihe first l ime, and former 
employee* rehired afler having lost seniority. Once an employee 
has compleied his/her probationary period, he/she shall have 
full recourse to the Grievance Procedure. 
ACQUIRING SENIORITY! The employee s entry date into 
each classification determines: his/her respective seniority dale 
in such das silica I ion. An employee wi l l accumulate .seniority 
in a classificaiion from the dale be/she enters that classification 
ami wi l l continue to accrue seniorily in that classification as 
long as he/site is employed by the Company. 
In discussions held i lurinj the ISrKO Negotiations concerning 
ihtf application of this Sectii>n. the parties agreed that beginning 
with the dale of the signing of the IMKO l.abor Agreement, em-
ployees who transfer into the BargHiniivvi Unit for the first time 
front itun-iepresenlcd positions within the Company shall be 
credited with seniority effective the date they enter the Bar-
gaining Unil. The application of seniority in such cases shall be 
in accordance with the following examples: 
A. Anentployeewashire^attheCompaHyon January 2, 1378. 
in a nou-Bargaining Unit position. On IX'cembor L 19X0. 
he/she transferred to the Batgaining Unit asa Plaster & Plas-
tic Tooling Builder, His/Her senio.-ity in tlie Bargaining Unit 
is December J. 19(10. On July I, 1981. he/she transferred to 
the classification of Inspector -Tooling. Upon serving the 
lime specified in Section 22.04 to gain plant hire date 
seniority, his/her seniorily in ihe Inspector - Tooling class! f i -
cation wil l be December 1, ]<KU. instead of January 2. I97K. 
B. An employee was hired by the Company on January 2.1974. 
as a Manufacturing Technician. His seniorily in the Manu-
facturing Technician classification is January 2. 1974. On 
May IS. 1979. hetehe transferred lo a non-Bargaining Unit 
position. On September 1,1979, he/she transferred back lo 
the Bargaining Unit as a Manufacturing Technician. His 
seniority in the Manufacturing Technician classification will 
remain January 2. 1974. 
' • . ' ' • 
The classification held by an employee at the time he/she 
completes his/her probationary period snail be Ihe classifi-
cation in which he/she escaWishes classificational seniority,1 
retroactive to his/her hire date. Other classifications held 
during the probationary period will be voided lor seniority 
purposes. Employees'who transfer from one classification 
lo another classification will, after working in the new clas-
sification Jor the periods of time soeciJted below, assume 
their plant hire date seniority in the second classification 
except as provided in Section 22.03 above. 
FACTORY YEARS 
LABOK SHADES WffiKEP 
1-5 3 years 
6-9 2 years 
10 6 months 
In the interim period between date of assignment info the new 
classification and the completion of work periods described 
above, the employee's seniority will be established as of the 
date of assignment into ihe classification as defined in Para-
graph 22.02. 
21.05 APPLICATION OK SENIORITY: The most senior quali-
fied employee will be transferred, retained or recalled. For 
purposes of this Section, "transferred"* means to another classi-
fication: "retained" is in Ihe event of a reduction of personnel; 
and "recalled" is from layoff or regression. 
12.06 REDUCTIONS AND RECALLS; In the reduction of Hie 
working force in a classification, employees who would other-
wise be laid off shall be given the opportunity w regress to 
classifications in which they havx; satisfactorily performed lor 
the Company.'which are being performed by employees with 
less seniority. In Ihe reduction of personnel, the affecled 
employee(s) will regress or displace to the department with the 
least senior employee in the classification. The employee may 
displace the least senkw first shift employee seniwiiy pe-rinil-
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ling. The least senior first shift employee will then displace the 
leas>t Mnior employee in lite department. The displaced employee 
may regress to formerly held classifications seniority permit-
ting. Employees may accept a layoff in lieu of such transfer. 
Employees shall he recalled to their fonner classification in or-
der of seniority. They may be offered other available 
classifications and retain their recall rights to (Iteir former clas-
sifications. Employees may refuse recall to lower classifications 
and retain their recall rights to their Cornier classifications, 
Employee* will.not be weal led in lateral or tower classifies ions 
unless they have put in transfer requests farinose classifications, 
In accordance with discussions held during the 1977 Negotia-
tions concerning allowing an employee Hi refuse recall in (he 
plant, it was agreed between Uie parties thai an employee will 
be allowed to refuse recall to formerly held cl ass i Ileal ions with-
out jeopardizing lus/hersemorUy.&ich refusal must be in writm^ 
on the Company Refusal of Recall form. The form allows an 
employee to refuse recall to a higher classification at that time 
or until suth lime he/she registers fot fiie recall to the refused 
classification, and lakes the next available opening, failure to 
accept will forfeit recall rights until ji'd) time he/she is subject 
to layoff from the plant. 
Employees who have refused regression, then reinstated their 
recall lights, must accept the next retail or lose all recall rights 
it) the classification ret'tisetl- Employees due to reduction of the 
working force who do not have any more opportunities to re-
gress ra did nmbuve any opportunity to regress, and employees 
tin layoff, shall he offered available job opening in the Bar-
gaining Unii which they arc qualified 10perforin. The Company 
will place these employees in classifications where there are 
openings before hiring new employees intolhose classifications. 
Such platings shall be done in accordance with t>;uagraph2^,i>l 
of the Agreement. The Company will notify laid off employees 
of available openings hy certified mail. The laid off employee 
must report to the Company within live (5i workdays from the 
daie of miiilinsi or he/she will forfeit his/her opportunity for the 
available opening. The most senior employee as determined hy 
his/her plant hire date seniority will liavc priority over less se-
nior employees provided he/she is qualified to till die available 
job opening. The Company will make available a Skill and Ex-
perience form to supplement the information on the employee's 
employment application, 
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It is agreed by the parties that the Company will continue the 
practice established of making Skill and Experience forms <ivailabte 
al Itie Personnel Control office and al the Tool Checkout area. 
This will provide employees on layoff as we! J as employees in 
the process of being laid off the oppon unity io provide iheCom-
pany with a ILsi of jobs desired and supplemental information 
noi contained on their emptoymeiu applications. 
In order to be given consideration for openings in classifica-
tions nut contained in their Rohr employment record, il is the 
obligation of employees wishing to exercise the Skill and Ex-
perience provision to provide the Company with the names of 
(he Appendix "A" jobs desired, alom: with specific related in-
formation that would qualify the employee lo fill existing 
openings as wel! as future openings. 
The following is a sampfe of the information nee<Jed in order to 
he given consideration for available and future openings: 
SKILL AND EXPERIENCE 
LJIOL iiiniffi iiLALtK .»KM.PK 
Name Badge No. Title of Rohr Job Dale 
Name of job for which you wish to be considered; provide Rohr 
job title: where worked: dates (from and to l; leveland type of 
woit. > 
Previous 
Rohr Labor and Related 
iflbjjlk £j-gd£ Experience 
1. 2-1007 Assembler 7 Eastern Airlines Repair-
Mechanic (9*10 
2. 2-5002 Maintenance 2 Mech. USN 1976-1980 
Worker 
It is agreed that the failure to complete related experience will 
he considered "None." Additionally, the use of "Anything" 
under Rohr job title will not be given consideration. 
TEMPORARY RECALL: Anemptoyee on layoff may refuse 
recall to ajnft of temporary nature without losing his/her recall 
rights for the next opening for which he/she is eligible to he 
recalled, provided the temporary joh can be filled by qualified 
employee*: on the layoff list or from other sources'. If Ihe tem-
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porary job cannot be filled through recall or other sources, he/ 
she wil l Ix? required to accept the job or forfeit his/her recall 
rights. A temporary job is defined us one which the Company 
estimates is o f sixty (oQMlays duration or less. The sixty (60) 
day period of time may he extended hy mutual agreement be-
tween the Company and Ihe Union, Occasionally, employee 
absences or temporary increase in workload in certain classifi-
cations required I ho Company to send temporary recall letters 
to employees to return to wort for extremely short periods of 
time. (Example: In some cases employees were sent recall no-
tices for OIK1 ( I ) day of work.) In order to alleviate this problem, 
the Cumpany is not obligated W temporarily recall employees 
tt> f i l l temporary vacancies or temporary increases in the 
workload tip to a maximum often (10) working days provided 
mutual agreement is reached with the Chief Shop Steward or 
tile BusinesN Representative. Temporary vacancies wil l be tilled 
by employees in Ihe classification onhose employees who have 
held the classification. In the eveni additional time is needed, 
(his lime may be extended hy mutual agreement from either Ihe 
•Business Representative or Chief Shop Steward. 
T E M P O R A R Y ASSIGNMENT RESTRICTIONS; An 
employee may be assigned lo perform the work of lateral or 
lower classifications, for a period 1*01 to exceed sistty (60) cal-
endar days, when such assignment Jues not violate the overtime 
provisions of this Agreement and employees are m>i mi layoff 
of niurti'ssioii from file affected classifications. Should require-
ments be necessary beyond sixty (601 calendar days, (he 
Company will meet such needs thiough transfer requests in ac-
cordance with Section 22.07. This time period may he extended 
by mutual agreement between the Company and the Union. 
This provision is exclusive of the temporary recall provision. 
COMPANY CONVENIENCE LEAVES: The Comparvy and. 
Ihe Union jointly eticourage continuation of IheCompiiiiy Con-
venience Leave Program. It is further agreed lhat employees 
wi l l not lose any cedi i toward' henefiIs applied under lire La-
bor Asttvement and such lime off will be considered as Company 
authorized absence. 
MANUATORY COMPANY CONVENIENCE: Mandatory 
Company Convenience may be m;tdc for periods nol to exceed 
five (5) working days for masons of, out nol limiled to. equip-
ment breakdown, lack of work, shortage of materials, or causes 
o f a like nature. Such Mandatory Company Conveniences shall 
he made in inverse seniority order of the classification within 
ihe affected department or specific work area. This will only 
be done if after the practice of company convenience volun-
teers. reassignment* and vacation days have been exhausted. 
Employees can only be affected up to five (SI workday* in any 
one calendar year. In each instance, the Chief Shop Steward or 
the Business Agent wUI he contacted prior to a Mandatory Com-
pany Convenience being implemented. 
07 TRANSFERS; EmpJoyoe!,'tvillbegiv<.>nfu)lconsi(h.*r.iii<mfor 
transfer to another classification and/or department by complet-
ing Form Na 1034 (Request for Status Change) and submitting 
such requesMo iheir Supervisor. The Supervisor and employee 
will jointly sign and date a completed Form 1034-4 (Request 
for Status Change) within twenty-four (24) hours after the em-
ployee has submitted the request to his/her supervisor. The 
Supervisor .will sign and date the form, return one t i l copy to 
the employee, submit OIK <l) copy (o Personnel Control and 
retain one (I) copy. If the employee is not notified within the 
thirty (30) day period he/she will contact Personnel Control. 
Personnel Control will respond within five (S) working days. 
Employees seeking a transfer may file up to three (3) requests 
per year (Request for Status Change) outlining their specific 
reasons and qualifications for such transfer. Employees desir-
ing 1o transfer to a higher classification must have been in Iheir 
present classification for ai least six (6) consecutive months. 
Employees desiring to transfer to a lateral or lower Classifica-
tion must have been in their present classification for at least 
twelve (12) consecutive months. 
Employees desiring to transfer to another department within his/ 
her classification must Itave been in hhtfier pieseni c!as«ftc;ttrort 
and department for a period of twelve (12) consecutive months. 
The time requirements specified for classification transfers and 
departmental transfers will apply only to cwnsni assignments 
resulting from employee-initiated transfer requests. Additionally. 
it is understood that departmental transfer requests will not he 
honored to departments.of new programs or newly established 
departments unii I such programs and tie pa rimenis have heen in 
exigence for a period of twelve (12) consecutive months. 
The request form will he reviewed by the Company and the 
employee'* name wilteiiber he placed in a potential qualified 
pool or the employee will be constructively evaluated as in the 
employee's inadequacies for such transfer. The employee will 
3^ 
be notified in writing within thirty (301 days whelbcr Ibe em-
ployee is qualified or «0( qualif ied. IT not qualif ied, tlw 
employee wi l l be advised in writing o( the reasontsl the 
employee was not considered qualified-
When an opening occurs. the senior employee approved lor 
: transfer to til l an open requisition (providing (he request has 
been on file font! least ten <I0> working days) wi l l he released 
by the department within thirty (30) days after the job requisi-
tion is approved. However, should more Ihtin one ( I ) employee 
in a department be eligible for th£ transfer, iheseLontl ami suc-
ceeding transfers wi l l be made in sixty (60) d;iy increments 
following the release lor transferor the first employee or sooner 
i f Ive/she can be released. Transfer requests wi l l not be honored 
for employees on approved leaves of absence. Their request 
wi l l remain in the potential qualified pool until the next re-
newal period. 
Requests that are not in the process of hoing acted upon will be 
purged from the files on December J) pleach year. However, 
employees who have tiled transfer requests before December 
I wil l tie penmillcd to lite renewal requests between January I 
ami January 15. Renewal requests tiled daring this period wil l 
nol be subject to the ten ( Id) working day requirement. The 
Company wil l post notices on Company bulletin boards re-
minding employees of litis renewal period, Such notices wil l 
.be posted no Infer titan December 1 of each year. Transfer i t -
quests wil l remain active during the year unless withdrawn by 
the employee, or i f the employee refuses to accept a transfer. is 
transferred, or is no longer on the active payroll. 
SHIFT ASSIGNMENT: Shift assignments are made by lire 
Company in accordance with prc-dueiion requirementsand as 
openings occur. Senior employees wil l not be transferred oi l 
shifts, of their preference, except when it is necessary 10 make 
temporary shift assignments. Both the Company and the Union 
recognise that seme employees may desire a transfer to a dif-
ferent shift wi ihm the same department. When such a shift 
change is desired, (he einpluyue shall direct a written teqwesi. 
in duplicate, to his/her Supervisor stating his/her reason. The 
department wi l l record ami forward the request to Personnel 
Control, which wi l l forward a copy to the Union. Requests may 
be tiled at any time, but must be renewed each January anil 
July in order to remain in lite active tile unless.sooner with-
drawn by live employee or i f he/she refused to accept a shift 
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1- change, or if higher shift is changed, or is no longer on ihe 
2- active payroll. The senior employee-will be transferred provided 
3- he/she has at least iwo (2) years classifications! seniority and 
4- has been on the shift fin a period o f six (6) consecutive months 
5- (provided his/her requesi was filed ten (10) working days prior 
6- to Ihe shift change dale) and is qualified to perform the work 
7- assignment involved on the new shift. The six (6) month re-
H- qiijremcw will he waived for an employee filing a request to 
t- return lo a shift Irom which he/she was transferred ai Company 
10- direction, provided such request is filed within three (.1) days 
11- following the transfer. If there are no employees in the classifi-
12- cation and department on the shift in question wt>o satisfy the 
13- six (6i month and M O (2) year requirements. the senior ent-
14- ployee in the classification and department who has a request 
15- on file wil l be transferred. Notification of permanent shift trans-
i t fers wil l he given to employees forty-eight (4K t hours in advance, 
17- excepi in cases of emergency. Employees who are assigned ai 
IS- the discretion of the Company due to production requirement 
J<>- lo a different shift when such sbifl change is idenlified as terri-
20- porary (sixty {Wlldaysor less) shall return lo their original shift 
21- ai the end of that period regardless of the above mentioned rc-
22- tjLureinenls. Shift transfer requests wil l not be honored for the 
23- purpose of filling temporary openings. 
24-
25- If the Company reduces the number of employees on a shift or 
26- deletes a shift entirely within a department, but does no! create 
27- a redticiion of personnel,'tlte affectedcmployees wi l l he allowed 
2K- to displace less senior employees in the same department on 
29- Hie shift iif their preference. If seniority does nol permit dis-
30- placement, employees wi l l lie assigned by management 
31- accordingly. 
3 2 - • ' i ' • . 
3.->- 22,99 UNION OFFICIALS: Chief SJ»p Steward. Stewards and six 
34- <6] Negotiating Committee Members of Local 755 shall have 
35- lop seniority in their department and classification except in 
36- case\ of promotion, as lonj> as tliey remain officially in such 
37- capacity I'm" the Union. If any of tlie above employees are no 
3K- [oneer in office. the Company wil l have a ton (10) working day 
39- adjustment period to effcel Ihe layoff if necessary. 
40-
41- 22.H1 C OMPANV-H .ANT iKANSFEK: Employees transferred IO 
42- lite Chukt Vista Plant from Riverside Plants shall accumulate 
43- seniority at 11K- Chula Visla Plant from their date of transfer. 
44- Employees traosferml (rout Ihe Cfittla Vista Plant to Riverside 
45- RinisslvtllcominLieioacCHiiiiilatcseniwiiyatfJieChulaVisla Plant. 
A\ 
22.11 LOSS OF SENIORITY: An employee shall Jose his/her 
seniority if he/she: 
A. Resigns; 
B. Isafcscnl tor timet; ^consecut ive workdays withooi notifi-
cation to the Company. unless granted unauthorized Leave 
or Absent'?: or fails to comply with conditions specified in 
Section 1^.01 ^ , Consideration wi l l be given to unusual cir-
cumstances beyond the employee -s control thai would have 
made litis reporting requirement impossible: 
C Is discharged lor just cause: 
D. Fails to register with the Human Resources Department. 
cilber in person or in writing •durtuji the month of July ami 
M tlie time of each change ol address following the effec-
tive month o f layoff indicating his/her availability for 
employment ami obtaining verification o f samt;: Reminder 
cards wil l he mailed by the Company to the employee's last 
known adoYt'.v> of record e;ich June. 
E. Is discharged or laid off due to reduction of personnel while 
a probationary' employee: 
F. Is laid off due it) reduction of personnel or medical reasons 
(sco Section 1.1.01 A) in excess of forty-eight (48) consecu-
tive monihs: 
G. Falls !o reporl wiihin five (5) workdays from (he date of 
mailing by certified mail, a recall notification, mailed lo 
' . IK employee's lasl known allilisss; 
H. Retires or is retired; 
I Overstays leave of absence or disciplinary suspension 
unless physically impossible to report: 
J. Employees transferred from the Bargaining Unit lo a per-
manent position outside of the Bargaining Unit on or after 
February 27. IW7 shall retain all Bargaining Unit seniority 
possessed at the time of such transfer. Employees shall not 
accumulate Bargaining Unit seniority while outside of the 
Bargaining Unit, unless he/she returns to the Bargaining Unit 
within six t6> monihs of his/her transfer dale. Upon subse-
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1 • quent return 10 the Barsainins Unit, all retained seniarity shall 
2- he credited lo the employee in accordance with ihU Section. 
i . 
4- It is understood that employees transferred from the Bar-
s' saining Unit to salaried positions prior to February 27. 1987 
*i- shall continue to accrue Bargaining Unit seniority while out 
7- • of the Bargaining Unit. 
8-
<)- K. Is determined to he a Qualified Injured Worker (QIW1 by a 
W- Medical Examiner and is recommended for a rehahilitaiinn-
11- training program under the Workers' Compensation 
12- regulation*. 
13-
14- 22.12 The Company shaJI notify the Union ofany employees entering 
15- or returning to the Bargaining Unit. The Company wil l supply 
16- the Union with four (4) copies of the following information: 
17-
is. A. Weekly list of eurrem openings 
!»-
20- B. Weekly Payroll Cliangt' report 
21-
22- C. Departmental seniority tab report once a month 
23- " V 
24- D. Seniority recall tab unce.a month 
2S-
26- E. Classificatinnal Seniority lab report once a month. 
27-
2N- The Union shall acknowledge, in writing, receipt thereof. 
y>-
3d. SECTION 23. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
31-
32- 2.V01 Employee complaints or grievances shall be processed in 
33- accordance with the Grievance Procedure hereinafter provided. 
3-1- Tlie Union shall he the exclusive representative at Baig.tining 
35- Unit employees at all steps of tlie Grievance Procedure up to 
36- and including arbitration. 
37-
3X- The parties involved shall make a sincere and determined effort 
3<t- to settle complaints and grievances in the initial steps of the 
40- Grievance Procedure and to keep the procedure free of unrner-
4 i - i led grievances, . 
42-' 
43- A grievance, general in nature, alleging a violationof this Agree-
44- mem may be registered hy the Business Representative after 
45- discussion wiih the Human Resources Department. 
43 
All such com plaints in orifci to be timely must be presented at 
Step I within fifteen < I.M days front (he dale the Union or the 
employee' knew of the act or omission on which it is bused. 
There shall be no responsibility on Ihe part of the Company lo 
make a retroactive adjustment for mote than thirty <?0i days 
prei.'eding ihe date of the (Cgisterinji o f the jrieviince. The Com-
pany can credit against any back pay award any unemployment 
sompensaiton (unless there is wrillen verification that the money 
lias been returned lo die Slate> and interim earnings which Ihe 
employee has received during his/her absence from work. 
33,112 STEP I : An employee who believes lie/she lias cause for a 
grievance shall contact his/her immediate Supervisor alone or 
with his/her Steward in an allempt to settle Ihe matter. The Su-
pervisor dial ! give hisftvei'oral unswerwithin five (51 working 
days after presentation. 
33.03 STEP 2: If a satisfactory settlement Iws not been reached in 
,'the preceding step, ihe matter may be reduced to writing and 
presented io the Supervisor far his/bur disposition. The griev-
ance form must he Oiled owl in Iriplieate and mils! contain the 
fol lowing 
A. Stalemenl of (he facts upon which Ihe itriewince is based: 
B, The specific provisions alleged violated; 
C. The corrective action requested: 
D, The date ai«i s i^anire o f the ivjpieved employee; 
, E. The date and sijLtvutitre rifhis/lver Steward. "Within five |5) 
working days. Ihe Supervisor, wil I give his/her signed writ-
ten disposition of the grievance on the grievance form and 
return it to the Steward. Should the Supervisor neejeel lo 
provide (he Steward with a written <lj,s|H>sinon within Ihe 
tit«e limits above, the grievance wi l l automatically he a'gis-
tea'dbythe Human Resources Dopnmenuallerpresentation 
of a copy of the grievance form. 
If ihere is no satisfactory settlement at this step and the 
Steward desires lo proceed with the grievance, U»e griev-
ance must be registered with the Human Resources 
Department within iwo(2) working days from lite time the 
Steward received the grievance fonn from the Supervisor. 
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If the grievance is not registered wilhin the time specified. 
it will be considered withdrawn. 
23.04 STEP 3 • GENERAL COMMITTEE; Wiihjri five (5) work-
days after a grievance has been registered by the Human 
Resources Department, a Step 3 - General Committee hearing 
shall take place. (If mutually agreed, this time limit may he 
waived.) After Ihe grievance has been registered, the Company 
wil) not discuss the grievance with the aggrieved employee or 
Steward unless the Chief Shop Steward is ptesent (excluding 
c la ssi fical ion gric vances i. 
The General Committee shall consist of two (2) tnemhers of 
Management, the Business Representative, or his/her authorized 
representative, the Chief Shop Steward and one (1) Negotiat-
ing Committee Member who is an active employee of the 
Company. In addition to the above members, the concerned 
Supervisor, the Steward for the aggrieved and the aggrieved, or 
the spokesperson for grievances involving multi-employees with 
the same alleged violation, may be present and shall be notified 
by the Company of the time and date, for the purpose of pre-
senting only such information as is relevant to the grievance. 
When the Committee agrees they have ohiained the necessary 
tacts concerning the grievance, the aggrieved employee, the 
Steward for the aggrieved, and the concerned Supervisor will 
he excused and the remaining members of the General Com-' 
mittee shall evaluate the facts iind make every effort to resolve 
the grievance, 
Grievances regarding discharges, .suspensions or layoffs due to 
reduction in force shall he initiated in Step 3 of the Grievance 
Procedure and must be registered with the Human Resources 
Department within fifteen (IS) days ot the date of discharge. 
suspension or layoff. Failure on the part ol a Steward to register 
such grievance within the time limit specified above shall ren-
der the grievance void. 
The Company representative will present his/her answer in writ-
ing to the Union within three O) working days after the General 
Committee hearing. If a settlement is not reached in this step. 
the grievance may he appealed to Step 4 - Special Committee. 
Such appeal must be made in writing within five (5) working 
days after receipt of the Company's General Committee dispo-
sition. Any grievance not appealed to Step4 - Special Committee 
shall he considered settled on the terms of the Company's last 
45 
I- • disposition. Iftbe Company neglects to give its written disposi-
2-, lion within the three (3>) working days time limit, the grievance 
3- • - wi l l he sellled in favor of the Union. The Company and Union 
A- may agree to waive the time limits during the Step 3 General 
V Committee grievance procedure and set mutually acceptable 
6- - dales lor responses and appeals. 
7-
S- 23.05 S T K P 4 - S P C C I A I , C O M M I T T K E : Within five (5) work-
9- days after the Union's appeal, a Special Committee, consisting 
10- of three (.1) members of Management, the Business Repre.sen-
11- tative, or his/her authorized representative, two (2) Negotiating 
i - - , Committee members, and lhe Chief Shop Stewart! wi l l meet itt 
I,1- an effort lo resolve the grievance. In addition, lhe aggrieved or 
N- the spokesman .for grievances involving multi-employees with 
15- the same alleged violation, and the Department Supervisor may 
lf>- be present for tlte purpose of presenting only such information 
17- as is relevant to the grievance^). In the event members of the 
i.i- Negotiating Committee are not available, the Business Repre-
I'J- •• ..tentative wil l appoint one (I) Union member who is an active 
20-, . employee ofthe Company to serve as alternate at litis hearing. 
2 1 - . Authorized lime off of the job shall he paid for by the Company 
22- tor active employees named above. c\elading the Business 
23- Representative, When the Committee agrees (hey liave obtained 
24- the necessary facts concerning the grievance, the aggrieved 
25- employee anil the Supervisor wil l be ejicused and tlte remain-
26- ing members of the Special Committee shall evaluate the facts 
27- iitiil mala: every effort to resolve live grievance. The Compimy 
2N- : .shall give its written disposition within five 151 working days 
3 - . , imm the date of such hearing. If Hie Company neglects to give 
i(t- • . • its written disposition within these time limits, the grievance 
31- wil l be settled in favor of the Union, The Company and Union 
32- may argree tt> waive the time limits during the Step 4 Special 
33- . Comminee grievance procedure and jet mutually acceptable 
3-1-. dates for responses and ap|iea!s. 
35-
3d- Unresolved grievances may he: referred to arbitration in 
37- accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 23.0b {Step 5 -
31- Arbitration). Grievances involving or alleging violation of 
3lJ Section 2 (Managemenii shall noi be subject lo arbitration ex-
-Ki- eept by mutual agreement. 
J | -
42 DM STEPS- ARBITRATION: 
43-
•*•*•- A, Grievances not resolved inthe preceding step may be referred 
-15- to arbitration by the Union. Notification of such referral 
4o 
must be made to the Company within five (S) working days 
from the dare the Company gives its Step 4 written disposi-
tion, If the Union does not mike such notification within 
this five (?) working day period, the grievance will he con-
sidered withdrawn. The Company and Union may agree to 
extend lime limits during the Step 5 Arbitration procedure. 
B. A permanent pansl of five v5> MbttraiCTS shall be selected 
jointly by the Company and the Union. This panel shall he 
reviewed annually by the parlies for the purpose of replac-
ing arbitrators) no longer acceptable to either party or no 
longer available. Within live (5J working days after the 
Company is notified of the Union's intent to arbitrate, the 
Company and the Union shall jointly select an arbitrator 
from the permanent panel list on a rotational basis. Should 
the parties fail to reach agreement on selecting the panel. 
the panics shall jointly reqoest tlie Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service to submit a panel of seven (7) arbitra-
tors, .With in three (3) working days after receipt of such list 
from FMCS, the parlies shall meet and each alternately 
strike three {?) persons from such list; the last remaining-
person to serve as arbitrator. The first person to strike from 
such list shall 5e determined by lot. . . 
C. The decision of the arbitrator, subject to any remedies of 
the parties at law, shall be final and binding. • 
D. The at bilralorshall have only the authority set forth herein. 
and shall have no power to add to or subtract from or modify 
any of the terms of this Agreement, or any agreements made 
supplementary hereto. 
E. During any bearing called by the arbitrator, each party shall 
have full opportunity to present evidence and argument. 
both oral and documentary. Al l mutters of procedure in.sin.lt 
bearing shall be determined by the arbitrator in a manner 
consistent with the terms of this Agreement and the suh-
missionagreement(s).ifany. If the parties fail to agree ona 
joint submission statement, each party shall prepare sepa-
rate submission statements, clearly staling the arbitrable 
issue or issues to be decided. 
F. The arbitrator shall render his/her findings and award, in 
writing, to the parties not later than sixty (60) day* after the 
conclusion of the hearing. The parlies may mutually agree 
47 
h> an extension of the sixty WO) day period, bui in no case 
will ii be extended more than thirty (30) days. Any such 
agreement 10 extend the time musl be in writing. a copy of 
, . , w+tkiitt-titbegtveiuothearbitrawr.Thean^itratorisabst^utely 
hound to render his/her award in specifics and detail in ac-
cordance with this provision. If the arbitrator fails 10 meet 
, the time requirements defined herein, he/she agrees that 
i . neither parly will be charged for his/her services and he/ 
she. therefore, agrees to render his/her awajd without pay-
ment. Nor will any arbitrator be allowed to retain jurisdiction 
• over any case, once ne/slvc has rendered his/her award. 
G. The costs of arbitration shall include the fees and expenses 
of the arbitrator, and any witnesses ealled by (he arbitrator 
shall be borne by the party whoso principal contention was 
rejected by the arbitrator: except, however, that each party 
shall pay ibe fees of its own representatives and witnesses 
for lime lost. Any dispute as to whose principal contention 
wis rejected shall foe delermiif.vl by the arbitrator. If the 
arbitrator orders a copy of the transcript ol the hearing, the 
parties will share the cost ol'lhe arbilrator's copy. Die par-
lies also agree to shajc the cost of the hearing room. If either 
parly cancels ihe artotratiod prior to die hearing date, that 
parly will be liable for the arbilrator's lees. Should the ar-
bitration be cancel led by mutual agreement, the fees would 
then be shared by the parlies. 
SECTION 24. HEALTH ANE) SAFETY 
24.01 The Company agrees to continue IO make reasonable provi-
sions for the safety and health of its employees, anil shall 
continue io maintain an Employee Mam Safely Committee. Six 
(6i member shall be selected by ihe Union froir. the employ-
ees of the Company, three (?l of which will be assigned from 
the first shift, two (2) from (he second shift and one (I) from 
(he (bird shift. This Committee shad meet at least once each 
monlh. Safely iirohltnis raised at the meeting will be recorded 
in ihe minutes of the meeting and copies will he distributed to 
the Employee Maul Safely Coinminec members. Disposition 
of the recorded safely problems will be reviewed ai the next 
meeting. Unresolved safely problems will be discussed with 
Ihe Union Safely Oimmitlee Chairman. 
4« 
I - The Company will establish a Plant Safety Committee at eacli 
2- satellite facility, with 25 or more employees, covered by this 
3- agreement; The Committee shall consist of no more than six (6) 
4- members selected hy the Union foreach facility and shall meet 
5- on a monthly basis. 
6-
7- 24.02 An employee may refuse to work on a job which he/she thinks 
£- is not reasonably safe, orlhat might unduly endanger Iheir health. 
9- In all such cases, the employee shall first report ihe condition 
10- to the Supervisor who will promptly call in the Safety Supervi-
11- sor. or an authorized representative. After reviewing the reported 
12- condition, the Safely Supervisor or an authorized represenia-
13- tivc shall notify (he employee and (he Supervisor in writing of 
14- the decision, which decision shall be final. The employee shall 
15- return (o the job if the job is deemed KI be safe. 
If>-
t7- 24.03 Any dispuic shall be subject to the regular Grievance Procedure. 
IS-
19- SUCTION 25. REST PERIODS 
20-
21- 25.01 There will he two (2t. ten (10) minute res< periods for (he first 
22- and second shifts, as such shifts are provided for in Section 
23- 9,07. one (I > before and one (1) after the regular lunch period, 
24- at such times as are designated by (he Company. Those em-. 
25- ployees who work two (2) or more hours of overtime either 
26- before or after their assigned shift will be granted a ten (10) 
27- minute rest period at a lime designated by Ihe Company. 
2 8 - " * • • " < 
29- SECTION 26. CROUP HEALTH BENEFITS. 
30- LIFE INSURANCE AND LONG TERM DISABILITY 
31- BENEFITS 
32-
33- 26.01 TheComprehemaveGroup Health Benefits. Life Insurance and 
34- Long Teihi Disability Benefits are outlined in (he Summary of 
35- the Plan on Pages 98 ihrottgh 104 of this Agreement. 
36-
37- SECTION 27. DENTAL PROGRAM 
38-
39- 27,4) ] The current dental program portion of (he Comprehensive Group 
40- Health Program is outlined on Pages 98 through 100 of this 
4i- Agreemeni, 
42-
43-
44-
45-
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SECTION 28. JURY DUTY 
28.01 JURY SERVICE OR EXAMINAT ION: Tu encourage puh-
• • [jc service, when an employee is called lo serve as a juror he/ 
she wi l l be paid [heir normal si might lime up to a Until of eight 
;
' ' (Ri hours per day and forty <df.l> hours per week M ' ihe lime 
required for such jury duty service. 
Employees summoned ID appear lor jury duty should inform their 
supervisor of their scheduled dales of service as soon as notified. 
First shift employees who are excused from jury service prior 
to the first half of their work shift have tip to one and one-half 
( l - l / ^ ) houi^. to return to work and complete their shift. If jury 
• service lasts past the first half of their shift. employees are nol 
required to return to work. If-jury service begins after the first 
half of tlie shift is finished. employees wil l he given sufficient 
lime ( I - \/2 hourslto report for jury duty. 
Second and third shift employees excused before completing 
three (3) hours of jury service. will he expected io report to 
work on the next assigned work shift. If jury service is greater 
ihai> ihive <3j hours, employees wil l not he required to work the 
next assigned shift. Third shift employees who serve greater 
than three (3} hours on jury duty on Friday, wil l not have to 
work their I W M regularly scheduled * \ » h shift {generally 
Sunday nighifMonday morning). 
Employees should csl I then department to keep them informed 
of I heir d;iily juror assignments. 
2H.02 To receive payment for jury service, the employee must provide 
the origiral attendance cenifieaiioit In no case wil l payment be 
• made for jury duly pay foi' seivice which may be performed on 
Saturday imtl/cr Sunday of our employees'.-regularly scheduled 
workweek. 
A maximum of twenty 12tl) regular eight (ti) hour work days wi l l 
be compensated during any one ( I } calendar year. This can he 
extended under unusual circumstances hy the employee's manager. 
Payment for lime lost wil l be at the employee's regular rate of 
pay at Ihe lime of jury duty absence including shift and/or group 
leader bonuses. No overtime wil l be included in any payment 
time lost for jury service. 
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1- 28.03 WITNESS IN COURT: When an employee is absent from 
2- work in order to serve as a witness in a case in a court of law to 
3- which he/she is not a party either directly or.as a member of a 
4- class and where such absence is in response to a legally valid 
5- subpoena, he/she shall be granted pay for ihose hours for which 
6- he/she is for such reason absent from work during his/her regu-
7- Jar eight (Kj hour day or regular five (5) Jay workweek. Suclt 
X- employee will be required lo submit evidence of such service 
9- as a witness to the Company monler to qualify for such pay-
10- mem. Pay for absence due to service as a witness shall be 
11 • computed in the same manner as pay for absence due to jury 
12- duty as provided above. 
13-
14- Pay for work lime lost for service as a witness shall not e*ceed. 
15- forany one employee, a total often (tO).regulareisfit(Kl hour 
)fi- days in any one calendar year. However, if an employee is sub-
17- poenaed to testify against the Company, Ihe employee will not 
IS- be eligible for such pay. 
19-
20- SECTION 29. PAY DATES 
21-
22- 29.01 Paychecks shall be issued biweekly covering a two-week period 
21- from 12:01 a.m. On Sunday to 12 midnight on Saturday. Payday 
24- is on the. Friday following the completion of each two-week 
2?- payroll period; with the exception of second shift employees 
2ft- wbi> are paid oo Thursday for payment of wages up to and in-
27- eluding shifts scheduled to and including Ihe previous Sunday. 
2tf-
29- SECTION 30. WAGES •. . . • 
w-
31- 30.01 The following labor grade structure becomes effective on Ihe 
32-
33-
34-
3.'i-
W-
37-
3N-
39-
4(t-
41-
42-
43-
44-
45-
dates iiulit 
'•*"•• drd-
1 
• * 
3 
4 • 
5 
6 
7 
K 
9 
ID 
atetl below: 
Hourly Ituse Rale Ranges 
l-*l>. 17. 2(W3 
M m . [Hi(\, 
S12.45 S2h.W 
SlU.fld S 2 M 7 
SI 1.7} S2<i.<)5 
SI 1.42 S2S/>7 
S I U I $2X2* 
SUUtn S24.HO 
SKU'J S24.46 
SKI.1S S24.0I 
SlJ,55 S23.IW 
S7.W S2I1.77 
Feb. 16. 2004 
i l i i i i M i t i i 
S12.45 $27.65 
$)2M $27.13 
SI 1.7.1 S26.70 
SI 1.42 526.31 
S l l . l l S25.88 
SI0.K0 S25.4K 
$10.4" $25.07 
SI O.IK $24.61 
Sl>.55 $23.67 
S7.99 S21.29 
Feb. 14.2005 
Mjp, Max. 
SI2,45 $28.20 
$12,06 S27.67 
SI 1,73 S27.23 
$11,42 S26.K4 
. S l t . K $26.-)0 
$IO,t«l $25.99 
$10.4'.) 525,57 
§10.18 525.10 
S9.55 S24.I4 
S7.99 S21.72 
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1- 30,02, L U M P S U M PAYMENT: OnMarch28.2003.eachemployee 
2- • covered by this ajjreement on the active payroll. ;tpprovcd per-
3- ,, sonal. medical or military encampment leaves of absence on 
4- . February 17 .2003. shall receive a $1000 lump sum payment. 
5- • . 
t>- .10*03 The base rale of each employee who is on ihe active payroll of 
7 :. ihe Company as of February 17, 2003. will be increased by 
K- three (3) percent rounded lo the nearest cem. After application 
9- of the general wage increase, the amount of COLA float that 
Hi- each employee was receiving on February I ft. 2003, maw mum 
11- one dollar and rwcniy-five cents ($1.25) will be added to their 
12- base rate, COLA adjustments after February 17.2003 will be 
13- paid as float throughout the duration of the agreement. 
14-
15- 30.04 Effective February 16. 2(XM, the base rale of each employee 
16- who is on the active payroll of Ihe Company on thai date will 
17- be increased by two and a half (2-1/2) percent rounded to the 
IN- nearest cent, 
19-
20- .10.05 Effective Febniary 14. 2005, the base rate of each employee 
21- ., who is on the active payroll of the Company on libit date will 
22- , be increased by two (2) percent rounded lo the neatest cent, 
23-
24- J0.O6 The application of the foregoing will result in some employees 
25- having base rales which exceed the new rate range maximums 
2fi- ; ol ' the labor grade lo which Ihey are assigned. Such rate* will 
27- lie jeietu'd lo as red-circled ratesandaneinployeewhoseba.se 
2*- „ rale is.rcd-circled is referred lo as a red-circled employee. 
2'J-. . , ••• • 
30- 3(1.07...Wage increases specified in Paragraph 30.01 will he granted to 
31- - _ employees who are recalled from I ayoll'during the term of the 
32- , agreement. 
n . . . • 
34- SECTION 31. COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCE 
35-
3d- 51,01 A cost-of-living allowance shall be ^ranwd to eligible employees 
37- covered by this Agreement in accordance with provisions set 
35- forth in this Section 31, 
39-
4U- 3LQ2 The cosl-of-living allowance, if any. will be determined ioac -
41- cordarK'e with clwngcs in the new Consumer Price Irtdes(CPI) 
42- for Urhan Wage Earners Clerical Workers, (CPI-W). (United 
43- Stales City Average-All Items. J982-19K4 = 100), published 
44- monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. United Slates De-
45- pawnetitof Labor and hereinafter tetenvdlo as the 'Price Index". 
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1- 31.03 Adjustments in lhe cost-oMiving'allowance shall be made on 
2- <he following effective dales and shall apply to all employees 
3- on the active payroll on each effective date. Employees hirtil 
4- subsequent lo each effective date shall not receive that or any 
J- prior cosl-of-living adjustment but will be eligible for future 
6- cost-of-living adjustments commencing on the next effective 
7- date following date of hire. The amount 'of the cost-of-living 
X- adjustment on each effective date shall be one (1) cent = ,075 
9- percent in the designated three-month average of the BLS 
10- Index for November 2002. December 2002. January 2003. 
II-
12- Designated Three-Month 
I J- EffWllTt Average i i fBLS Index F..r 
14- June 2,2(103 February. March. April 2003 
15- September k 2003 May. June, July 2003 
tf>- December 1.2003 August. September. October 2003 
17- Marchl .200<l November, December 2003. 
IK- January 2004 
19- June 7.2004 February. March.April 2004 
20- September 6 .2004 May, June. July 2004 
21 - December 6. 2004 August. September. October 2004 
22- March 7.200.1 November. December 2004. 
23- January 2005 
24- • Jure 6 .2005 February. March.April 2005 
25- September 5. 2005 May. June, July 2005 • 
2b- December 5. 2005 August. September. October 2005 
27- ' ' 
2K- 31.414 The amount of any cost-of-living allowance of this Section, 
29- applied during Ihe period this Section is in effect, shall he in-
30- eluded with the base raie of each eligible hourly employee in 
31- iletcnnmingcuTTcntlyeffeaive|iayiatesl'oi'the following purposes 
32- subject to the applicable provisions of the following Sections: 
33- Overtime Pay, Holiday Pay, Vacaiion Hay. Sick Leave Pay. Jury 
34- Du;y Pay. Bereaveir.e.U Fay and Military Encampment Pay. 
35-
36- 31.05 In the event that any BLS Index referred to herein is not offi-
37- c i a l l y published on or before the Wednesday immediately 
3x- pieceding (he effective date on which a cost-of-living adjust-
39- ment would otherwise be made, such adjusiment will he made 
40- effective the Mor.day following the first Wednesday such BLS 
4i- Index is officially available. 
42-
43- 31JW No adjusmjent, retroactive or otherwise, shall be made because 
44. of any revision which later may be made in the published 
45- figures of the BLS Index: 
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SECTION 32. PENSIONS 
32.(11 The Pension Plan Agreemem and Ihe Pension Plan, both ic-
slaled in 1976 (and as amended through December 19861 
• ' helween the Company and the Union shall remain in lull force 
and effect for ihedurniion of this Agreement, li is understood 
thtu the reference lo such Agreement herein shall not vary the 
terms of said Agreement. A summary of the schedule oi' ben-
efits for retirees under the Pension Plan is contained on Pages 
105 through 107. 
SECTION 33. SECURITY CLAUSE 
33.01 The Union recognizes that the Company has certain obliga-
tions in ils contracts wiihlbe Government pertaining to security. 
and agrees that nothing contained in (hii Agreement is Intended 
lo place the Company m violation of its security agreement 
with the Govemme.ni, 
33.02 Therefore, in the eveni that the U.S. Air Force. U.S. Navy, or 
.. other Government agency duly concerned with Ruhr, Inc., 
seenrhy regulations advises (he Company in willing, that any 
employee in the Union Bargaining Unii is ivsiricled from work-
ing on or having access to classified intormation and material, 
. the Union will not contest such action as the Company may ; 
lake pursiiiint lo such advice to comply wiih the security obli-
. i.galions to the Government. In the even! svieh Government 
agency, following Ihe laking of such action, advises the Com-
pany in writing I hat such employee is no longer restricted for 
work on or haeing access to classified iiil'ortnaiion ami 
material, Ihe Company shall, promptly afler receipt of such 
writlen advice from such Government agency, reinstate with 
seniority and subject to the provisions of Section 22 (Senior-
ity) such an employee, if he/site properly applies for siieh 
reiiisiiiiement.tolhesamcjohclassiticaiiouaiidraiL'ofpy he/
 < 
she held at ihe lime such aciion was taken and will assist such 
employee and/or ihe Union in obtaining and preparing the 
necessary claim forms to be used in rhc processing of anyppli- '-
cation lo such Government agency for restoration by ihe •: 
Government ofiosi pay. 
SECTION 34. OVERTIME 
34.01 Hours worked in excess of eight <J0 hours in a regular woikilay 
on the tirsl and second shifts, and hours worked in excess of 
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1- six arid one-half (6-1/2) hours on ih<Mhird shift, shall be paid for 
;, atoneantlorte-half{t*t/21tirrKstheemployee'sregularhourlyr!ite, 
3- - . 
-I- 34.02 Hours worked inexcess o f twelve ( I2( hours in a regular work-
5- day. on the llrst and second shifts, shall be paid for at double 
6- the employee's regular hourly rale. Hours worked in excess of 
7- ten and one-half (10-1/2) hours in a regular workday on the 
X- third shift shall be paid for at double the employee 's regular 
9- hourly rale. 
lo-
l l - 34.03 Employees shall be paid at one ami one-half (I -1 /2) times their 
12- regular hourly rale for (be first eight (K) hours of work per-
(3- formed on Saturday, and at double their tegular hourly rate for 
14- all hours worked on Sunday, or a designated holiday. 
15-
16- 34.04 Hoursworked inexcess of eight (8) hours on Saturday shall he 
17- paid for al double the employee 's regular rate (third shift after 
15- six and one-half (6-1/2) hours). 
) < > • 
2(1- 34.95 A second shift employee whose regular shift ex tends/; into an 
21- overtime day will not be paid premium pay unless the employee 
22- shall have worked more than eight (Hi consecutive hours, A 
23- third shift employee whose first regular shifl of the week com-
3J- incnees on an overtime day will not be paid premium pay for 
25- those hours worked on such ovenime day. When it is necessary 
2ft- lo work overtime for the continuation of work assignments in 
27- excess of the employee ' s regularly scheduled shil'i on a holi-
2H- day. Saturday or Sunday of his/her workweek, the Company 
29- may work the employee tip to a maximum of two (2) hours into 
30- Ihe next shift, 
M-
32- In the event an employee works eight (8) or more consecutive 
33- hours (or six and one-half (6-1/2) or more if on (he third shift). 
34- the consecutive hours worked which are in excess of eight |8( 
35- or six and one-half (6-1/3), as the case truiy be, will he paid lor 
?f>- at the rate of time and one- half 0 -1 /2 ) the employee 's regular 
37- rate, even though such hours worked began in one workday 
3K- and ended in (he following workday. 
• » -
4(i- 34.06 Al) ovenime work shall be voluntary on ihe part of tbeemploy-
41- ee s and shall be rotated and equally distributed whenever 
42- practical among Ihe employees in a department or mutually 
43- agreed upon areas by classification and shift in which the over-
44- lime work is to be performed. If an insufficient number of 
45- employees accept Ihe overtime, employees holding the same 
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daisificatitm in other depannvcnis within (he plant wilt bea&ke<l. 
Exception to this can he made by the Chief Shop Steward or (he 
Business Represent alive, l i is not the intern of the Company to 
deliberately assign weekend overiimo to one shift in order (o 
avoid tin assignment of overtime to another shift. The Union 
wi l l itot at anviime take or condone concerted activities to refuse 
overtime during Ihe term of Ihe agreed Contract. In departments 
where overtime work is performed, the Company shall furnish 
a weekly lisi of at! oven i me work performed by the Bargaining 
Unit employees in ilvaltkrartmcnvAdepartmeni overtime reg-
ister shall be kept tip to dale and open for inspection by any 
employee. The following will apply respecting overtime cliargin^: 
A. CHARGING PERIOD: The charging of overtime will 
commence at (he beginning. of each calendar year unless 
ihe Steward and department management have agreed to a 
different practice. 
B. CHARGING METHOD EOK OVERTIME: Employees 
wi l l be charged for overtime worked or offered based upon 
, jhe following examples: 
Saturday- 8 hours equals 12 hours 
.Sunday - 8 hours equals lohoms 
Holidays - X hours equals 16 hours 
Employees wil l not be charged for overtime if (Itey refuse 
and ihe job that is scheduled is noi worked. 
C. I-AIIAJRKTO REPORT, LEAVE KARIA, O R T A R D I -
NIvSS; Employees who accept overtime but then fail lo 
.report or fail to work all of Ihe scheduled overtime boors 
without reasonable cause wi l l subject themselves to appro-
priate disciplinary action beginning with a verbal warning 
for ihe first occasion, and a writien warning, suspension, 
and termination for subsequent occasions of absence, 
For each si* {(•>) month period when the employee tloes not 
receive a successive step of disciplinary action under this 
Section, the last step of discipline wil l be removed from the 
employee s personnel record. 
D. CHARGING METHOI>FORTRANSKERSANI) NEW 
HIRES: All employees hired, rehired, recalled, reclassi-
fied anuVor transferred shall immediately upon completion 
5<S 
of ihejr probationary period (applicable to new hires and 
rehires I assame the average overtime hours of the classifi-
cation and shift in the department of area assigned. 
E. EMPIXrYEKABSENTWHENOVEnTlMEASSIfiNeD: 
Employees who arc on vacation. leave of absence or 
absent Vw any cither reason on the date of overtime assign-
ment shall be charged for overtime as if they would have 
been scheduled for such overtime. Employees who do not 
work overtime oo Saturday will not tie ciwsideied as being 
absent for overtime charging purposes if subsequent over-
time is assigned for the following Sunday. ' 
F. OVERTIME WORK OUTSIDE CLASSIFICATION 
AN» PEPARTMENT: The Company and Union agree 
that overtime hours worked outside of an employee's clas-
sification. department ant) shift will be charged against 
overtime hours recorded in his/her own department: how-
ever. if an employee works overtime in a classification. 
department or shift other than his/her own, il is the 
Supervisor's imt) the Steward's responsibility to import such' 
overtime hours worked to the employee's home department. 
Additionally, the Company will tw\ be \vM liaWe far griev - • 
anees arising because of failure of any of the responsible 
parties to report such wort; to the employee's department, 
or from these hours resulting in an imbalance of overtime 
distribution between employees in the home department. 
This does not mean iltat an employee has any rights to work 
overtime in a classification, department or shift other than 
his/her own: but if he/she in fact does work overtime out-
side of his/her department, classification or shift he/she is 
to be charged for it. He/she is not to be charged if he/she 
refuses overtime offciwi outside of his/herdepartrnent.clas-
si Ileal ion or shift. 
The manner by which such overtime is reported back to the 
home department is left to the discretiunof the Supervisor 
and Steward. 
C, OVERTIME ASSI«NMENTS/C'AU.-IN: Employees 
who have left the plant and "who are contacted for overtime 
assignments will jwi be charged for reftisals. However, ihose 
wli»;tccept such overtime assignments wilt be charged for 
?7 
all overtime worked In accordance with Section 3J.06B. 
The department Supervisor and Steward will meet quar-
terly for lf>e purpose of jointly reviewing, overtime registers. 
In the event significant imbalances of overtime charges 
become <i matter of discussion, the Supervisor will mate 
every elfon 10 eliminate these imbalances during ilw next 
, quarter. 
34.07 All overtime payment shall be based on the employee's tegular 
rate and shall not be computed on an overtime oasis. 
Probationary employees have no righls to overtime work until 
(hey have completed their probationary period. At that lime. 
they will be given the average overtime hours in their classifi-
cation, department ;ind shift. However, if all of the employees 
in a panicukii classi Ileal ton. department or mutually agreed upon 
area and shift refuse overtime offerings, then probationary em-
ployees may be offered this overtime. 
The Company agrees to pay overtime as in-the case ol the fol-
lowing example: Employee's regular shift slarts ;i( 7:00 a.m. 
The employee is rescheduled for a leu (10) hour shift starting al 
5:0(>a.m, ll'theCowpaity sends tlieemployee home after eijilii 
,fW) hours, the first two (2.) hours veil) be paid ;>t one and one-
half (1-1/21 times the employee's
 :regular rate of pay. it the 
. , employees leave workal (heir own volition alter eight (S) hours. 
they will be paid a< their rejfulai rate for eight (HI hours. 
KKCTION is. WA<;E AUVANCKMKNT PROVISIONS 
AND WA(JK PLACEMENT 
35.91 Employees assigned to Bargaining Untl classifications will re-
ceive Automatic Waje Increases of forty {<i(» cents per how. 
every twenty-six (Zf» weeks tn accordance with 1 lie provisions 
of Ihis Section 35. provided such increases do not place Die 
employee's base rate above the maximum of the labor grade of 
Iheir classification. Such increase will he effective (he first 
Monday following the completion of twenty-six (261 weeks in 
their assigned classification. Il'an automatic increase will bring 
an employee's base rale wilhin ten (10> coils of the maximum 
of the assigned rate range, such amount shall be added to this 
last automatic increase, 
JS 
Absences of tJtree (3) or more continuous wort weeks not cov-
ered fry authorized vacation with pay shall not he counted toward 
[he accumulated time lor automatic wage increases. 
35.02 New hires, rehires and employees transferred or promoted may 
have base rates which fall below the rate range minimums of 
their assigned classifications. Such employees base rales shalJ 
be no lower than the minimum of labor grade ton {10). 
Employees promoted to a higher classification assigned within 
labor grades one (11 through five (M ivwlwsWe will be placet! at 
a base rate no lower than the minimum of tour (4) labor grades 
below I ho labor grade of their assigned classification. 
35.03 Employees'who are promoted to a classification with a higher 
level labor grade shall receive a forty (4CH cents per hour in-
crease. However, in no event wjll a promotional increase be 
gyonied that will cause an employee's hase rate to exceed the 
maximum of the rate range for the taoor grade of their assigned 
new classification. Employees promoted underthis Section wilt 
begin their next twenty-six (261 week Automatic Wage Increase 
period concurrent with their assignment to the new classification. 
35.04 Employees transferred, recalled, or regressed to a classification 
with a lower or equal labor gratte shall retain frteir current base 
rale or if returning to a formerly held classification sbaJt re-
ceive a rale of pay in the same relative position of the rats range 
that they were receiving in such fonner cfasxiiicitiioii. which-
ever is greater, h no case ivitl art employee receive a rate of pay 
higher tl tan the maximum of the rate range of the classifies ion 
to which being recalled, regressed or transferred. Such employ-
ees will retain lime earned, it any, towards their next Automatic 
Wage Increase, if applicable; 
35.05 Employees who are promoted or transferred under Section 
35.02. 3f\03. 3.MW anil who do not dcmottsinue the ability to 
satisfactorily perform at any time within sixty (W)> days tot 
lafw grades 10 through 5 inclusive: ninety (TOi days for labor 
grades 4 through I inclusive after entry to the new classifica-
tion shaft he returned to their former classification and base 
rate plus any Automatic Wage Increase they would have re-
ceived in accordance with Sections 35.01 or 35.02 had they 
remained in the former classification, provided they have se-
niority rights to return to such classification. Employees returned 
loalbnnerelassiikaiioniliuetounsatisfaciot'ypeifonnaiN.'eH'i)) 
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•'.' begin theii next imMiy-six (26) week Automyiic Wage Increase 
period concurrem with iheassignmenl lo Ifte formerly held elas-
sificatipn. Seniority will noi be credited lor any lime spent in a 
classification in which satisfactory performance is not demon-
sirated during the above indicated applicable time period. 
Employees who are transferred al I lie discrelion of the Com-
pany or who are regressed dne lo a reduction in force prior lo 
completion of Ihe above periods of time .shall reiain the time 
. accrued in the classification from which being iransterred or 
regressed. Such lime will be reinstated'upon Ihe employee's 
return to this specific former classification. 
J5.«6 Employees recalled or rega-ssed to a formerly held classifica-
tion with a higher labor grade shall receive a rale of pay in the 
same relative position of (lie rate range thai they were receiving 
in such former classification or their present rate, whichever is 
greater. In nocase will an employee receive a rale of pay holier 
than the maximum of Ihe rate range of the classification 10 which 
being recalled or regressed. Such employee will retain lime 
earned, it any, towards tlieir next Aoiomalie Wage Increase, with 
siteh stained time being credited awards their new Automatic 
Wage Increase period, if applicable, in the classification lo which 
they are heing regressed or recalled. 
35.(17 Effective on June I. 1987, lite retaining anil crediting of lime 
earned toward Ihe next Automatic Wage Increase as contained 
it! Section 35,(14 and Section 35 .Oti was modified as follows; 
Employees transient, recalled or regressed from a classifica-
tion where (heir base rate is not at the maximum of their labor 
(trade rate range, in u classification where their base rate is at 
the maximum of ihe labor grade rale range, shall have the num-
ber e>lweeks earned towards their next Automatic Wage Increase. 
if any. in theiv former classificat ion credited (banked) and placed 
in a suspense accuuni. When such, employees are suhsc^uewly 
Itansierred, recalled or regi^ssed to a classification where their 
base rale is not al Ihe maximum of their labor grade rate range 
such ctetliled (nankednime. if any. will be applied towards their 
next twenty- sis (2*1 week Automatic Wage Increase period 
concuvratl with theif assignment w ihe new classification. 
35.0H The Company, at its sole discretion, may grant merit increases 
in atWition to the increases grunted in accordance with this 
Section 35. 
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I- SECTION 36. CHANGING CONDITIONS 
2-
3- 36.01 li is recognised ihat chanjiing condi:it>n^ and circumstances may 
j - require lhe establishment c fnew job classifications within the 
J- Collective Bargainir«; Unitbert*lrrfored?frtted. Under such cir-
6- ctimstanees. the Company shall prepare and submit to the Union 
7. for negotiations, [lie descriptions, evaluations, and Kite ranges 
H- for such job classifications as will have been determined to be 
i). within the Collective Bargaining Ural. Ifagrecment has not been 
10. reached after thirty (30) day*. the Company may place the job 
11- classification and rate ran^e into effect. The Union shall have 
12- the right, within thirty (30) days thereafter. to file a grievance 
I?- over the alleged improper rate range and/or description for such 
H- job classification, If the Union docs nxtt fi les grievance *<thin 
15- the time limited above, the job classification and rate range es-
}&- tahlished by the Company shall be comideved to be (air ;vnd 
17- equitable and shall remain in effect. Such grievances shall be 
IK- referred to the Step 4 - Special Com mi (tee of the Grievance 
|t>- Procedui-e and in the event the Step 4 - Special.Committee is 
20- unable to satisfactorily resolve the mailer, the umtfsolvcd issue 
21- or issues may be submitted to arbitration, in accordance with 
22- the provisions of Section 23,06 (Arbitration). Notwithstanding 
3 - Section 2.1.flfiC. five costs of arbitration disputes regarding. nU 
24- lejied improper Job Descriptions and/or labor grades shall be 
25- borne equally by the parlies except, however, that each party 
2h. shall pay the fees of its own representatives. 
27- ' . 
2S- 36.01 The Company will not combine or split-out existing job elassi-
29- ftcalions. nor establish new job classifications solely for the 
?(>- purpose of providing seniority protection lor individual employ -
31- ees or a small group of employees holding a common 
32- • classification. 
33-
34- 36.D3 A "Statement of Polity Governing the Application and Admin-
15- isUAtioti of Job Descriptions and Job Classifications" has been 
36- negotiated and is ini'luiled as Appendix " B " o f this Agreement. 
37-
3K- MiJM N K W T K C H N O M K i Y : T V Company and lite Union agree 
» - thai il is to their mutual benefit and a sound economic and so-
4(1- cial goal to utilize the most efficient machines, processes, 
41- methods and/or mati'ruils. In ihi* way, the Company will he 
42- able (oeompeie effectively in the marketplace ami, thereby, pro-
43- vide economically secure jobs for its employees. It is the 
+4- Company's policy to assure that training is available for it* 
4.1- employees so that they may have the opportunity to acquire the 
ol 
knowledge and skills requited by (he introduction of new 
technology. 
In order that employees can better prepare themselves for Ihe 
, .skill requirements of the future, and in its fulfillment o f its obli-
gation to provide information 10 the Union, the Company wil l 
periodically provide a briefing 10 [lie Union of Ihe Company's 
plans for t h ; introduction o f new technology which may affect 
the employees. During these briefings, the Company wil l in-
form (he Union of anticipated schedules of introduction of new 
technology. and wil l identity areas of skill impacts and any in-
tended training programs associated with dwse impacts. The 
Union; and it representatives, wil l protect the confidentiality of 
Company sensitive and proprietary information disclosed in the 
briefings. 
SECTION 37. TKRM 
MM\ This Agreement shall become effective as of February 17.2003, 
and shall remain in full force and effect to and incktdiitii 
February 12.2006. 
.17.02 Written notice of desire to negotiate amendments or an exten-
sion of this Agreement, or a new Agreement. must be given by 
either party to ihe other parly not sooner than ninety (V0) nor 
lalerthansiMyfciUMlays immediately prioi to February l2.2l)()o, 
Negotiations, therefore. shall commence not later than forty (40) 
days imniediately prii.it1 u> February 12.2tKld. If tuttiiienitan is 
V,iven as specified above. either party may notify (he other party 
in writing of its desire to terminate the Agreement hy giving ten 
(10) days notice. Such notice, however, may not be given prior 
to ten (10) days before February 12. 2(XI6. The parties may 
mutually agree loextendilie life of this Agreetiienieven though 
Ihe ten (10) days notice has been served. 
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APPENDIX " A " 
CLASSIFICATION LISTING 
New 
£este ' 
UN 1344 
UN 1264 
UN 1204 
U N I W 
UN 1200 
UN 1207 
UN 1206 
UN 1202 
UN 1201 
UN 1211 
UNI2I0 
UN J 205 
UNI2W 
UN 1209 
*PcrA(ir« 
Labor 
Graft: 
01 
10 
01 
ftl 
01 
* 
01 
01 
ot 
. 01 
07 
06 
0J 
01 
05 
ement 
Old 
Coda 
2-5102 
2-5010 
2-8001 
2-5001 
2-5101 
2-0000 
2-311)1 
2-3001 
2-4201 
2-5301 
2-5007 
2-2106 
2-8101 
2-3301' 
2-7005 
-. nitrification Tiltes 
• Air Conditioning & 
Refrigeration Mechanic 
Cusuidian 
Development 
Technician 
Electrician Maintenance 
Electronics Maintenance 
Group Leader 
Inspector Instruments 
Inspector-Male rial 
Review 
Machinist 
Maintenance Technician 
• Maintenance Utility ; 
Worker 
Manufacturing 
Technician ; 
Plaster & Plastic Tool 
Maker 
Quality Technician 
Truck Driver 
f>3 
SUMMARY OF CHULA VISTA 
CLASSIFICATION CHANCES 
2003 CONTRACT 
COMBINATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
2-5301-01 (UN1201) 2-.V0I-OI (UNI201) 
Maintenance Technician Maintenance Technician 
2-5201-01 (UN13D3) 
Machine & Equipment Builder/Rebuilder 
REKSTABL1SHFJ> CLASSIFICATIONS 
2-5102-02 ( U N I . W ) 
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Mechanic 
APPF.ND1X "B" 
STATEMENT OF POLICY GOVERNING 
THE APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND JOB CLASSIFICATIONS 
• The following precepts and principles shall govern <heappli-
cat ion aiul administration o f Job Descriptions and job 
evaluations in wder to obtain these objectives; 
A . , To assure orderly. uniform anil consistent application of Job 
, Descriptions. 
B. To assure tike iissignmeni of appropriate job classifications to 
• employees on the hasis of the work operations pevfonned as a 
. , • • retiular job assignment in relation to the typical and normal 
, requirements ;is set forlli in the "Typical Work Performed" 
Section o f the Job Description. 
C. To govern the resolution of disputes involving employees'job 
, class! Ilealions, 
It is. therefore, understood and hereby established: 
A. The component parts of a Job Description are defined as follows: 
I, The "Classifications! Tit le" identifies the c lass i ileal ion, 
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2. The "Classideational Summary" is a brief description o f 
the classification as a whole and distinguishes ihe classifi-
cation from other classi fixations. 
3. The 'Typical Work Performed" Sec:U>n" describes iypical 
and normal requirements of the classificalions. These re-
quirements shall be characteristic of and illustrative of the 
level of difficulty of the classification, 
4. The "Knowledge and Ability Required" Section shall describe 
in general terms trie basic qualifications an employee must 
rKKsessin<»xteriopeiformir«requirementsoftreclassificatic«i. 
B. The Job Description is written in define And illustrate Ihe level 
of difficulty of the job and as such shall be interpreted and ap-
plied irt its entirety as a composite picture o f the job requirements. 
C. When a work ape rat ion or function is described in the same 
manner in rr.ore thiin one classification or in ditt'ercnt ditssifi-
:atkins, such work operations or functions ate not cjslinguishmg 
elements' or determinant o f ievel o f difficulty between those 
classifications, but are only staled for descriptive purposes or 
because they are such im integral pan of the job that their omis-
sion would be undesirable from ihe standpoint of completeness. 
D. Job relation^' between employees niay include giving quittance 
and instruction to each other, as long as such guidance and in-
struction is not extended to conflict with the duties and 
responsibilities o f a Group Leader or a Supervisor. 
E. The wwft operations, duties and oilier distinguishing charac-
teristics described in a Job Description are those which are 
performed under guidance or instruction which is considered 
usual and normal lor the work described. 
F An employee shall not neces-sartly be required to perform all o f 
the work operations described in a Job Description in order to 
be eligible tor classification thereunder. However, inability to 
perform operations described which are required by tbe assigned 
job may constitute cause for reclassification. 
0- An employee shall not beeltgible for classification under a Job 
Description by reason of performing isolated or singular duties 
that are incidental to his/lierjoh but which aie described in the 
other Job Description, 
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I- H. A Job Description shall not tie construed so as to gram or con-
2-, cede an employe or group of employees any right to refuse to 
3-., . perform assigned wort for the reason thai such work is not 
4,- described specifically in the Job Description for his/her job clas-
5- . sification or is described in another Job Description. 
6-
7- 1. Although reference is frequently made in the Job Descriptions 
S- <o aircraft work and to airplane parts, assemblies, etc.. it is not 
9- the intent to limit the work defined lo aircraft manufacture. 
10- When other products are manufactured, it is understood thai 
11- these descriptions shall sl i l t . lv used, when applicable, in as 
12- much as their primary purpose is lo establish a level of difficulty. 
13-
14- ). A "Glossary ol'Terms" staling agreed upon definitions of terms 
15- and meanings o f words shall be established and recorded in 
16- writing lo clearly indicate usage, iment. ami meaning, and these 
17- terms and word meanings shall be consistently used and 
I ft- applied in all Job Descriptions. 
19-
M- K. .This Statement of Policy is,not intended to approve any 
21- _, , , mi.se lassifical ion. nor is it inteihled to bur correct classification 
72- of any work or any employee, nor lo bar giievam.es alleging 
23- improper classifications or improper assignment. 
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35- GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
in-
27- ADAPTS 
2N- To uii l i /e for other purposes than originally itiiendeu' or to modify. 
2f>- alter or change lurnisbedlooling. production aids, equipment, etc., to 
30- t i l it for a specific need withtHM aliering its basic design. 
31- . 
32- ANCLi : -COMPOUND -
33- The angle between the iwonon-coinciding sides of twooblique angles 
34- which are di Herein planes and have a vertex and one side in common. 
35- Making it a compound angle usually presents a coordinating tolerance 
30- problem since i l results from the holding within tolerances o f two ad-
37- joining componeni angles. After the compound angle is formed, its 
38- measurement with protraclnr. square or sine harisexaeily ihe same us 
39- for any other angle and no more difficult, 
40-
41- AS REQUIRED 
42- Means performance of work operations i f and when such are ncces-
43- saryor is used to mean an occasional or incidental job requirement in 
44- accomplishing the work assignment as long as such are within the 
45- level o f difficulty as described in Ihe Job Description. 
6b 
ASSIST-ASSISTS 
To help or aid. but does not imply "mat a worker in a lower classifica-
tion is responsible for the quantity. quality, or prec'iseness of work 
which is normally required of a worker in a higher classification. This 
does not imply that the worker in assisting may not wort indepen-
dently. so long as such work is of the level of difficulty of his/her 
classification. ' 
AUTHORIZED DOCUMENT 
Any type of document which is used hy the Company to transmit (o 
the worker what is to be done, how it is to he done.and/ot what speci-
fications or requirements are applicable to the work. 
CAPACITY 
As used with regard to the operation of machine tools and fabrication 
maehivves, meare; \he ftsll ntilYiaitan «f the paniculat category ot tools 
ami equipment specified aitd in accordance with custom and current 
operating maintenanee practices throughout the plant. It is recognized 
that the above will not necessarily include every machining or fabri-
cation operation for which any particular type of'equipment was 
designed by tlie machine too) or fabrication machine manufacturer. 
CHECK. FUNCTIONAL 
To determine or ascertain whether a major unit of. or portion of a 
system performs the function for which it is intended and if not- whether 
rework or alteration is required. 
CHECK. VISUAL 
Detecting with the naked eye. or with such aids as minors, obvious 
defects and impetfectionsL its use implies sufficient knowledge and 
familiarity on the part of the worker to make the required identifica-
tion. Such check would uncover incomplete assembly (missing parts 
or operations), visible surface cracks, badly driven rivets and similar 
conditions. 
CHECKS OWN WORK 
This means that the employee is responsible for cheeking his/her own 
work as called out in the Job Description and does not imply that (he 
employee is responsible for, oris required to check the work performed 
by any other employee unless such responsibility or requirement is 
specifically spelled out in the Job Description. 
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I- CONTOUR 
2-" A curved surface having radii of different lengths all of which lie in 
.3- parallel planes or in the same plane, such planes being perpendicular 
4- lo the curved surface, or moans a curved line having radii of dillerent 
5- lengths all of which are in the same plane. The surface of a cone or 
fr- section thereon, a typical airfoil surface. Ihe curved edge of a profiled 
7- plate and the curved layout line guiding (he making of a router block 
8- are examples. Contour surfaces composed of sections of cylinders and 
<>- edges-whose profile is a section nl acircle are excluded since the radii 
10- art' the same k'ltgih. 
12- CONTOUR. COMPOUND 
13-. A curved surface having radii of different lengths which lie in nonpar-
14-, allel planus. Compound contour* arc typical of stretch press and drop 
15- hammer.dies. The surface of a sphere nr section Ihereon would he a 
16- regular, compound contour and. in general, was meant to he excluded. 
17-
18- CONTOUR, REVERSE 
i1)- A compound contour that reverses its curvature so that it has both 
20- concave and convex portions. 
21-
22- DEVELOPS. DEVELOPMENT 
2.1- To develop information <'iad/»r build or make new production parls. 
24- assemblies and installations or patterns, and tooling where exercise of 
25- a thorough knowledge of the shop theory involved is necessary and 
26- further is a,recognizably difficult assignment which is character!zed 
27: by reiniir.ing'ii)geouily (skill in devising \ and originality (ciealiveness 
2S. in doing! to accomplish the assignment satisfactorily. 
2v-
3d- DEVELOPMENTAL PARTS 
31- Production pans which are intended for use on experimental ordevel-
32- opmenial projects. These are usually produced hy using siandard 
33- tooling, improvised tooling or newly constructed production looling. 
JM- Its use in a Joh Description does not imply a restricted level of di f f i -
35- cully unless such intention is clearly and specifically indicated, 
36-
37- EASILY IDENTIFIED REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3K- Specific and easily identified information such as part numbers, pan 
?s>- locat ions, locat ion o f ident i f icat ion o r p a n . linear measurements, heat 
JO- treal requirements, etc. 
41-
J2- ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES 
43- The manner or method management specifics the work operations in 
44- question are to be accomplished, it includes departmental and Com-
45- pany procedures, methods and instructions made known to the 
m 
1- employee for information and compliance through travelers, opcra-
2- lional instruction sheets, standard practice instructions, and other 
3- written instructions provided ibis does not violate the contract and/or 
4- Job Description. 
J-
ft- ETC. 
7- Items, operations or things of a kind. . • • 
8-
<>- E X P E R I M E N T A L W O R K . D E V E L O P M E N T A L W O R K ( D O R S ) 
10- To experiment with the process or operation in order to develop now 
11- or improved production methods, or to build or make new production 
12- assemblies and installations where exercise ofathetough Knowledge 
13- of the shop theory involved is necessary and further is a recognizably 
14- difficult a s s i g n m e n t w h i c h is characterized by requiring ingenuity (skill 
15- in dev i s ing and originality (creative tie SS in doing! to accomplish the 
16- assignment satisfactorily. It does not include work done by a usual or 
17- established manner, prturess or operation on a pan even when such 
IK- part will later be used on an experimental project. 
t<t-
20- FABRICATION, FABRICATLS 
; i - Vyfork operations on raw materials and partially manufactured pans 
22- which increase its or ilieir value and utility. -
23- ' . 
24- HAND T O O L S 
2?>- Hand t o o l s n o r m a l l y used b y the worker in the performance o f the 
2ft- classification, such us files, rasps, dehurring tools, chisels.' saws; hand 
27- drills, screw drivers, pliers, wrenches, hammer, msllet;. punches.etc. 
2N-
25- IMPROVISE 
Si- To devise or make use of production aids, methods.' etc., to meei im-
31- mediate needs or rei|uiremeins, 
32-
33- LNCIDENTAI.JOHDIITH^S 
34- Means those work operations which are performed occasionally in 
35- order to expeditiously accomplish (he job duties of the classification. 
3ft- These duties arc not usually or specifically required to be performed 
37- as a part of Ihe classification and do not determine a level of difficulty. 
38-
39- J1CS AND/OK HXTLIREK 
40- Holding, production, or established jigs and/or fixtures, or standard 
41 - IIMIUIIL' designed to twtld. aKtui. <>r coordinate wnrfc ptei^s for tnacliin-
42- tng. fabrication, installation, assembly, layout, or other work operations. 
43-
44-
45-
I- KNOWLEDGE 
2-
3- WORKING: Tlie employee is not expected to cany out the 
4-- ' technical functions of his/her classification completely with-
5- out guidance from supervision or senior fellow employees, 
6-
7-. ; ^GENERAL: Krmwledgeoftheihhei^nietementsordetailsof 
s- a job.' trade or craft that must be known by an employee to 
<J- enable liim/her It) perform his/her work satisfactorily. 
Ki-
ll- THOROUGH: Full understanding of all facts I hat must nor-
12- inally be known by employees in the classification. 
| i . 
14-. LAYOUT, LAYS OUT 
15- The actual marking of locating and/or reference points and lines on 
\b- tlx1 material, pan. li>ols or assembly worked on. Layout in itself does 
17- not imply a high level of difficulty or skill since it can be simple work 
IK- operations such as measuriog a length on a piece of I umber and mark-
iy- ing a line or point at which ii is to be sawed, marking lines on pavement 
20-• . with a chalk line preparatory to painting o r sc t ib ing around a furnished 
21- •- template laid on tlat slock. On the othei hand, layout can b e a d i l l i c u l t 
V.- work operation which requires much skill, knowledge and experience 
23- to make tlte necessary compulations. p;ut set-up. precise measurements 
24- and markings and interpretation ol complex blueprints such an on a 
25- complex die or casting requiring layout loestabl ish locations for coor-
Zh. dinaled hole patterns, compound angles and/or irregular contours . 
27-
2X. LAYOUT. P R O G R E S S I V E 
29- T h e layout for a machining or other fabrication operat ion which is 
W- continued (or completed t alter the fabrication O|>oralion lias been per-
3 1 - . framed. Progressive layool is often necessary when initial machining 
32- operations would remove scrirvd inference marks foi subsequent op-
3.i- orations. or is adv;mtageous when the machining operation produces a 
3J- good reference plane or point for further layout operations, 
35-
:«.- MANUFACTURING OUTLINE SHEETS 
37- These sheets or cards furnish all or some of the following information. 
?.•<- The order or sequence in which operat ions are to be performed, lite 
,W- tools to be used. Ihe production tooling available and its tooling iden-
4(1- litlcation number, machine feeds and speedsand special manufacturing 
41- instructions, if any. This refers to O|)cration sequence sheets, process 
42. sheet, operational sheets o r cards, mami fact tiring operation cards and 
43- oilier written inlormaiion furnished the operator of the same nature 
44- and for the same use and purpose, 
45-
71) 
1- MAY 
2- When used as the first word of the sentence or phrase, means that the 
3- function is performed hy some of ihe personnel ttiltftiji the classifica-
4- lion or, that the function is occasionally performed but is not^a 
.V requirement for the classification. 
6-
7- NECESSARY EQUIPMENT.TOOUSAND MATERIALS REQUIRED 
8- TO PERFORM THE WORK DESCRIBED HEREIN f USES) 
9- To use whatever equipment, tools and materials arc required orneces-
10. sary to accomplish and/or perform work operations described. 
12- PRODUCTION AIDS.TOOLING AIDS 
I?- Devices made by the worker to facilitate his/her work operations, in-
14- crease production or reduce elements of fatigue or strain. Such devices 
15. shall usually he made from the materials and equipment used in the 
16- employee's regular work. Such devices am usually simple hut inge-
17- nious in nature, 
IR. 
19- READANDINTERFRET 
20- Todemonstnue complete familiarity with the docuniemis) worked with. 
21- This includes the anility to visualize complex three dimensional blueprint 
22- projections, to understand and apply s pec ifi cation .lequire-mems, etc. 
23-
24- REPAIR 
25- To restore a part or assembly.to its original slate or utility after it has 
2fi- been damaged by accident or by wear. It does not liave the same mean-
27- ing as "rework." 
2N-
29. REWORK 
30. Means to undo and then do over work previously accomplished in or-
31- der to conreel errors or make it conform to changed specifications. 
32- Rework can he simple or difficult according to its nature and variety; 
33- therefore, ihe level of difficulty intended is to he determined from the 
34- composite Job Description. (See '"Repair") 
35-
36- SET-UP. SETS UP 
37. Is a broad term which becomes specific only according to its usage and 
?n. application IO machines and/or operations concerned. It includes ihe 
3'J- various necessary physical work operations or steps (other than lay-
4ti- out) which must he accomplished before actual fabrication can proceed. 
41 - St-)-up of a machine might include securing material Ir> midline bed a) 
42- the proper angle for cutting, selecting, aliening, and selling cutting 
43- tools. setting speeds and feeds, adjusting coolant flow. In most assem-
44- bly operations, sel-up (e.g.. positioning pans, obtaining parts) is so 
45. closely intermingled with fining and joining together that set-tip is noi 
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I - customarily designated as such (this is generally true of operations where 
7- machine operation is not the primary job factor!. 
3- , 
J- SHOP MATHEMATICS/ARITHMETIC 
5- Thai form of mathematics normally used by shup employees in Ihe 
6- performance of duties of Ihcir class! ^ icalion-
7-
K- I. S IMPLE: The use of addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
4- division of whole numbers IO solve problems lhal arise in the 
10- work assigired. 
11-
12- 2 . . INCLUDING DECIMALS AND FRACTIONS: The use of 
13- decimals iind fractions to solve problems tltat arise in the work 
i-i- assigned. 
15-
)f~ 3. INCLUDING ALGEHRA: The use of algebra lo solve prob-
17- lems that arise in Ihe wort; assigned. 
IX-
10- 4. INCLUDING GKOMKTRY: The use o f geometry to solve 
2<>-; problems thai arise in the work assigned. 
II-
22- ?.. INCLUDING TRIGONOMETRY:- The use of tritonometry 
23- • to solve problems that arise in the work assigned. 
24-. ' . - . . 
25- SHOP PRACTICE 
26- The generally accepted melhod of performing a basic, common, or 
27- usual operation under specified conditions. Il coders the knowledge 
;x. ..which is common to ilw classification iiself and to mosi manufacturing 
2»- shops using the operation tinder couside rat ion. Besides know ledge and 
30- ability to use required hand tools and equipment, it includes knowl-
3t- edj:o of general safety practices, conduct, rules of cleanliness, ncainess. 
32- tjootl housekeeping and care of equipment. When used in lire phrase 
33- "simp practices and proceiltires." practice need not imply other than 
34. practices oi methods learned or acquired in Ihe shop, 
35-
3d- SHOPPROCEDURE 
37- The way custom anil management of Ihe particular Company require. 
3x- wish iH specify trie work to he performed. I l includes ilw departmental 
39- and Company rules, procedures and policies made known to the cm-
4(i- ployee for his/her information and expected compliance. It covers or 
41- implies havingMiftkientknowJedgeofotganizaiion. management, and 
42- physical details of (he Company io perform satisfactorily the required 
43- work in j generally harmonious manner. 
44-
45-
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I- T O L E R A N C E S , C L O S E 
3- Means (hose tolerances which a te held by the machine , opera tor and / 
% o r fixture with great or special care , effort or skill on the part of the 
4- worker. This term expresses ti Level of difficulty rathar thiHvpwctsc-
5- ncssoflinear.iingiitarorothermeasiiremenl. ', 
6-
7- T O L E R A N C E S . COORDINATED 
ft- This expression is used only when exacting tolerances are implied, 
y- i.e.. exacting tolerances arc to he associated always with "coordinated 
10- d imens ions ." "coordinated to le rances" unless modified expressly. Ii 
11- should be understood that the mew location of a point by two or more 
II- refcrencedirrensiortsdoesnot. in iiseif. mean that dimensions themselves 
13* are coord i tinted. Art example of truly coordinated dimensions is shown 
14- in lite following: The precision dimensions between two holes must be 
I s • held while at the same lime the precision dimensions locating each of the 
I ft- boles must a lso he held with respect to another reference'point o r line. 
17-
IK- T O L E R A N C E S . E X A C T I N G 
19- Those tolerances, which, to otvjr.in or hold, require extra careful allen-
20- tion and the application of much j o b knowledge on the part o f a skilled 
21- worker, whether on machine or band operations. These tolerances 
22- would be difficult, if not impossible, for a semi-skilled or unskilled 
I?- worker to hold consistently with good output. This icrm expresses a 
34- level of difficulty required to obtain or hold the tolerance rather than a 
25- prccistness of linear, angular or other measurement. 
26-
27- T O O L I N G . STANDARD 
2H- Those tools or tooling used on the same or different types of machines 
2V- or operations, principally in making a set-up for either layout or ma-
3<). chining and occasionally lor bunch assembly work and which further 
31- aje fmmii commonly in nearly at) s t o p s and ttKltistries' performing 
>2- similar operations. In the machine shop it would include vee b locks , 
??- parallel bars, angle plates, chucks , col lets , machine vises, a wide vari-
34- ely of clamps, bolts, locks and wedges . In bench or assembly work it 
Jf- would include surface plates, lahle vises, and various c o m m o n auach-
?6- ments used on portable and stat ionary tools to permit holding the 
?7- work or increasing the scope of the tool. 
W-
?>»- T O O L I N G , T E M P O R A R Y 
40- Tooling which is made or adapted from equipment , material or tooling 
41- on hand and which is for temporary use pending complet ion of a per-
42- manent tool or lor limited runs t normally not more than live shipsets> 
4i- where a permanent tool is not feasible, 
44-
45-
n 
I- W1THOUTTHEA1DOFTOOLING 
2-. This phrase means thai in some cases where tooling does no< exist or is 
3- ..faulty, ihe worker may be required 10 work around such a condition. Ai 
4- times when this condition docs not exist Ihr worker may still hold the 
5- classitlcalinn, provided other qualifying factors of the classification 
fp- a r e present in t he jot>. 
7-
s- NO. I MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
9. BE: RATE PLACEMENT FOR EMPLOYEES WITH 
to- RED-CIRCLE RATES 
11-
12- Employees with red-circle rates who are subsequently promoted. trans-
I?- feired. regressed or recalled 10 class ideations included in the Bargaining 
14- Unit shall have their rates determined as follows: 
15-
16- * Employees who are promoted to a classification with a higher level 
17- labor grade shall receive a forty (40) cents per hour increase. How-
)S- ever, in no event will a promotional increase be granted thai will 
19- cause an employee's red-circle rate to exceed the reit-cirele maxi-
30- mum of the rale range for the labor grade of their assigned new 
21- classi Heat ion. 
22,- . . . 
2?- * Employees whose hase rate alter a promotional increase is within 
24- . the new rate range ol the labor grade of the highei classification will 
25- a'ceive Automatic Wage Ineieases in iiccmdance with the provisions 
2b- of Section 35.01. Employees whose ha«; rate after a promotional 
27- increase is less than the new rate range minimum of die labor grade 
2S- n\ the higher classification will be increased to the minimum, 
2 9 - . . > : • ; - - , . . • • 
30- * .-Employees transferred.' recalled. or regressed to a classification 
31- with a lower or equal labor-grade shall retain their red-circle rate 
32- or if returning lo a formerly held classification, shall receive a rale 
77-. of pay in the same relative position of (he red-circle range thai 
34- . ,ihey were receiving in such Twine* classification. whichever is 
35- greater. In no case will an employee rcceive.ii rate of pay higher 
36- than Ihe red-circle maximum of the rale range of the classification 
37- to which being recalled, regressed or transferred. 
M-
3'J. * Employees who are regressed 10 a classification with a tower labor 
M gratleand uhuse current hast: raw it retained would result in ihem 
4t • hdngahove the maximum for ihe rale range of ihe classification 
42- 10 which being regressed shall retain Iheir current base rate or ihe 
43 maximum red-circle rate, whichever is lower. 
44-
43-
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* Employees recalled or regressed 10 a formerly held classification 
with a higher labor grade shall receive a rate of pay in the same 
relative position of the red-circle range that they were'receiving in 
such former classification or their red-circle rate of pay; which-
ever is greater. In no case will an employee receive a rale of pay 
higher than the red-circle maximum of the rate range of the classi-
fication to which being recalled or regressed. 
* Employees with red-eircte rates who are (aid off subsequent to the 
ratification of this Agieemenl and who are recalled from layoff 
during (he lerm of I his Agreement or employees who were laid off 
prior to lite ratification of this Agreement and who are recalled 
witninonet'lyear following their date of layoff shall be returned 
U> their former red-circle rate or shall receive a rate of pay in the 
same relative position of the red-circle range that Ihey were re-
ceiving in the former classification to which being recalled. 
whichever is greater, tn no case will an employee receive a rate of 
pay higher than the red-circle maximum of the rate range of the 
classification to which being recalled. 
* Employees Who were laid ofTprior to the ratification of this Agree-
ment and who are recalled after having been on layoff for more 
than imc (IVyear shall return iu their former base rate Weld in the 
classification to which being recalled plus any increases they would 
have received under Section 30 of this Agreement or the new maxi-
mum of the labor grade for the classification to which they are 
being recalled, whichever is lower, 
NO. 2 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: CHANCING CONDITIONS AND COMBINED 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
During 2003 negotiations, the Company and the Union agreed to com-
bine certain job classifications. These combinations resulted from a 
desire on tlw part of the Union to increase job protection for its mem-
bership and from a desire on the pan of the Company to increase job 
assignment flexibility and hence efficiency. Boih parlies recognize 
the uniuue circumstances and conditions prevailing at this lime which 
appear to make such job classification combinations mutually benefi-
cial and desirable. However, both parlies also recognize and realize 
these circumstances and conditions now prevailing may change dur-
ing the life of this Agreement. Therefore, the parties agree that if these 
circumstances and coirditions do change a combined job classification 
may be returned to the stale in which ii exisied prior to 21)0.1 negotia-
tions in accordance with the following procedure: 
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1- The Company arid the Union shall meet to discuss the change. The 
2- subject matter of these discussions shall include but shall not he lim-
3- i ted; to such mailers as the reasons for the change, seniority 
4- determination of incumbent employees with less than six <&) months 
5- seniority in the classification and applicability o f job descriptions. In 
h- the event no understanding is reached as a result of these discussions. 
7- the Company shall have the right to return a combined job classifica-
N- tion 10 the state in which it existed prior to 2<X)3 negotiations, Such an 
9- action by the Company shall be subject to the Grievance Procedure 
10- and immediately referred to Step 4 - Special Committee of the Griev-
11- anee Procedure and in the event the Step 4 • Special Committee is 
12- unable to satisfactorily resolve the matter, the unresolved issue or is-
13- sues may he s it hi nit led to arbitration in accordance with the provisions 
14- of Section 23,(X) - Arbitration. No employee shall experience a rate 
15- reduction as the result ol the application of this memorandum. 
16-
17- A. Seniority delenuinalion Tor incumbent employees with six (6) 
IK- months or more seniority in the combined classification shall 
19- . be in accordance with the following two examples: 
2<l-: . 
21- . EXAMPLE I: An employee who prior to the combination had 
22- June I. I9.W, seniority in the classification Maintenance Tech-
23- ' nicianand August 1.1162, seniority in the classification Machine 
24- •& Eiutipment Builder/Kebuilder. after Ihe application of the 
25- Memorandum of Understanding reyardinj! Seniority—Classi-
26- f icat ion Combinat ion, has senior i ty in the combined 
27- , '^  classification o f June I . IV5<i.' lnlheeveniofaspli(-ouio('the 
2S- . combination, the employee shall have seniority as follows: 
29-
3<)-. . . . . CLASSIFICATION SENIORITY DATE 
31- •• - . 
3?- ciiissintatinn Seniority IJatt 
33- Maintenance Technician fi/l/5K 
34- , ' Machine &. Equipment 8/1/62 
]>5- Builder/Re builder 
36-
37- EXAMPLE 2: An employee who prior to tlte combined classi-
38- ficationtwhich iseflective2/l7AWhud June 1. 19.S8. seniority 
39- in the classification Maintenance Technician idler the application 
W- o f the Memorandum of Understanding regarding Seniority— 
41- Classification Combination, has seniority in the combined 
42- classification ot June I . l*J5K. Intheeventof asplii-ou( of the 
43- combinal ion. tire employee shall have seniority as follows: 
44-
-tj-
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I CLASSIFICATION SENIORITY DATE 
2- '• 
3- ClasgjrjflUlon Seniority I)aH-
4- Maintenance Technician 6/1/58 
5- Machined Equipment 2/17/03. 
ft. Builder/Rehuilder 
T-
K- B. Seniority dotemiination for incumhenl employees with less than 
9- six 16) months seniority in the combined classification shall be 
10- based upon the wort assignments of such employees preced-
11- ing the dale o f split-out. as follows: 
12-
13- EXAMPLE.! : AnemploytfcwhoenieKidtrr classification three 
14- weeks prior to the split-out and has regularly and consistently 
13- been assigned Maintenance Technician work would have 
ifi- seniority only in the classification Maintenance Technician from 
17- his/her entry dale iit i i i the combined classification. 
IS-
19- EXAMPLE 4: An employee who entered.the combined classi-
20- Ileal ion four (41 months prior to the split-out and has regularly 
21- and consistently been assigned both Maintenance Technician 
23- and Machine & Emiipmenl Builtier/Rebuilder wort would have 
23- sen i l i t y in (he classifications Maintenance Technician and 
24- Machine & Equipment Builder/Rebuikfer from his/her entry 
25- date into the Combined classifies ion. 
2h-
27- NO. 3 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
is- RE: CLASSIFICATION COMBINATIONS 
2')-
30- The Company and the Unhwaarcc to the following procedure in the 
31- mailer of employee wage r.ne placement resulting from thecombina-
32- lion of class i Heat ions negotiated in this Agreement. 
33- " • T . : 
34- Employees affeeied whose lahoi grades do not change as a resuU of a 
3V classitlcaiinn combination shall maintain iheir current base rates and 
3ft- credit toward their iieM Auumtaik* Wage Increase, i f any. they were 
37- earning immediately prior lo ihc classification combination. 
3K-
39- Employees aftecied whose labor grades change upward as a result o f a 
40- classi Heal ion coinbinaiion shall ivccive a foriy (40) cents per hour 
41- increase, from (lie ellecltve date of this agreemem, as long as such 
42- increase does run cause ihe employee's base rate lo exceed ihemaxi-
43- mum of (he labor grade of ihe new combined ctasiftcai ion's rate r;inge. 
44- Such employees wil l Ma in lime earned, if any. toward iheir next 
45- Automatic Wage Increase. 
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Employees affected whose labor grades change upwatd as a result of a 
classification combinalion whose rales are red-circled shall receive a 
tony (40) cents per hour increase as long as such increase does not 
cause the employee's red-circle rate toe\ceed the ied-ciide maximum 
of the labor grade of the new combined classification's rate range, 
NO. 4 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: SENIORITY • CLASSIFICATION 
COMBINATIONS 
In accordance with discussion between the Company and the Union, 
following are the understandings reached regarding the application of 
seniority where classifications and/or c I as si (lent ions have been com-
bined as a result of negotiations: 
A. Affected employees shall have the same seniorily date in the 
combined classification as they had in a classification prior 10 
its combination. 
B. In the event an employee has held seniority in more than one 
, classification now involved in a combinalion. the earliest date 
shall prevail in the new combined classification. 
C. In accordance with Paragraphs "A" and "B" above, listings of 
incumbent ismplovees on the active payroll and assigned the 
classifications combined shall be picpared refleeiing ihe senior-
ity of these employees in (he new combined classification. 
D'_' In accordance with Paragraphs "A" and "B".ahove. listings of 
individuals on layoff liom. or employees on icgicssion from. 
the classifications combined shall be prepared reflecting (lie . 
seniorily of these individuals or employees provided such indi-
viduals or employees have maintained recall eligibility pursuanl 
to the provisions of Ihe Company/Union Agree men I dated 
February 17. 2(KR 
E. Individuals or employees as described in Paragraph "D" above 
shall not displace incumbent employees as described in "C" 
above but shall be recalled as openings occur in accordance 
with the listings developed in Paragraph "D". 
F, When an active employee who has seniority rights to any of the 
class ilk at ions combined and who is in a status other than those 
unhealed in Paragraphs "C" and "D" at Ihe lime of the combi-
nation but who later is subject to a reduction of personnel in 
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hisflxrpresem classification. the following shall apply: (i) his/ 
her seniority will be determined in the combined classifica-
tion* in accordance with Paragraphs n'A"and "B". He/she may 
displace ihe least senior active employee in the combined clas-
sifications ir he/she has more seniority than that active 
employee: and 12) if he/she does noi have sufficient seniority 
to displace the least senior employee, he/she will take his/her 
place on the "D" list and be affected as per paragraph "E". 
0. The provisions of Paragraphs "A" and "B" above sliall be ap-
plied u> all employees 6f the Company in order to determine 
individual regression rights 10 classifical ions combined as a re-
sult of negotiations. 
H. The provisions of Paragraphs "A" and "B" ahove shall apply 
10 employees on authorized Leaves of Absence as provided for 
in Section 13 of the Company/Union Agreement dated Fehro-
ary 17,2003. 
1. The provisions, understandings and applications as outlined in 
this Memorandum shall apply to those classification com hi lu-
ll oris resulting from negotiations unless u separate urinen 
understanding is entered into by the Company and the Union 
Negotiating Committee detailing some other understanding 
regarding a specific classification combination. 
J. An employee's seniority date for the purposes of Paragraphs 
"A" and "B" above will he determined by Plant Hire Date 
- seniority provided that an employee has'acquired Plant Hire 
Dale seniority under the provisions of Section 22.04 of the Com-
pany/Union Agreement dated February 17,200.1. If an employee 
has nol acquired Plant Hire Date seniority in a classification 
now combined, this seniority wilt be defermined t?y the 
employee's Classi Ileal ional Entry Date seniority, 
NO. 5 MEMORANDUM OF UN I) ER STANDING 
RE; ADVANCED MANUFACTURING QUALITY 
ASSURANCE SYSTEM tAMQASV 
AMQAS is a process of self-verification hy certified operators 
designed lo improve quality and customer Wilis faction. The Company 
and the Union agree that AMQAS cehiftedemployees will verify plan-
ning and p u s iniH/ingan AMQAS stamp to indicate compliance with 
4u;iliiy refillretrtenis 'or those operations they perform, and for any 
previous operation when verification can be made for the purpose of 
79 
1- conlinuous pan flo*'. AMQAS is considered pa r to l j o b d u t i e s . Per 
2- Corpora te Business Practice D710.O4.fl4. Issues 7, h e m 5. #1 -
1- Employees will receive training on responsibilities outlined in this pto-
4- , ccdure . Training will he developed based upon skills needed for 
5- employees to carry out required duties. Iiem S. *2 - Manufacturing 
ft- Quality Assurance and/or Human Resources is responsible to develop 
7. and provide a training program. 
a-
y. NO. 6 LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING 
IO RE: DELATION OF JOK CLASSIFICATIONS 
it- IN APPENDIX "A" 
12-
13- This lelier will confirm lire understanding reached between the 
14- Company and the Union Negotiating Committee concerning (he deletion 
13- of j o b classifications in Appendix " A " in the 1977. 19X0. 1984. 1987. 
to- 1990. 1993, 1 9 % anil 1999 contract negotiations, 
17- . . 
15- A. Job c lar i f icat ions that were delete.! 'vxn: selected on the basis 
19- that they were not populated and were not expected to be used 
20- in the future. 
- ' - • - ' . 
22 : B. Should the Company later determine thai a requirement exists 
21- for one of these deleted j o b classifications and the work require-
24- ments and duties involved arc adequately described in the job 
25- description of such deleted job classification, the deleted j o b 
2(>- classification will be re-activated using the same Labor Grade 
27- and the same Job Description tliat was in effect immediately 
2X- prior to deletion in the IJ»?7, !9t»». I9K4. !9!!7, 1990. 1993. 
29- 199b or ihe 1999 negotiations'. 
Sl-
31- C. In re-activating a j o b class ill cation I he Company will notify the 
32- Uniun in advance of the date of re-activation and the 
?3- departmemts} in which it will initially be used. 
14-
15- D. Il the Union believes that the, work requirements and duties of 
?fi- the re-activated job classification are nol adequately described 
17- in the re-activated job description, il may file a grievance within 
3H- thirty (30) days alter the installation of such job classification 
W- over lhe alleged impropet job description andToi labor grade Tor 
•40- such job classification. Such grievances shall be referred to the 
41- Step 4 - Special Committee of the Grievance Procedure and in 
42- the event ot Step 4 - Special Committee is unable to saiislaeto-
4?- rily resolve the matter, the unresolved issue or issues may he 
44- submitted to arbitration, in accordance with Ihe provisions of 
45- Section 23.06 (Arbitration). Notwithstanding Section 23.0&G 
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the cosis or arbitration disputes regarding alleged improper job 
descriptions and/or labor grades shall be bonie equally by ihe 
parties except, however, thai each puny shall pay (he fees of iis 
own representatives and shall reimburse witnesses for time lust. 
If the Union (toes not fileagrievance within (he lime limit above, 
the job elassificatiotvjob description and labor grade tnat was 
in effeel prior to deletion in ihe 1977, 1980. 1984. 1987. 1990. 
19M. 1996 or the 1999 negotiations shall remain in effect. 
E. In I he eveoi the Company determines that a requirement for a 
job classification exists dm was previously deleted as j result 
of this Agreement and the present work requirentents and <tu-
lies have changed and are not adequately described by the 
previously deleted job description. Section 3(>,01 of the current 
Agreement will apply. 
NO. 7 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: MAINTENA.NCKSUBCONTRACT1NG 
Work performed by a subconiractor within the plant for periods in 
excess of two (2) consecutive weeks will be discussed with ihe Union. 
Such wort; performed by subcontractors within the plant, when skills 
are not available, shall not be paid for at a lesser rate than (hal estab-
lished by the Company's rate and classification schedule and will nm 
displace personnel in the department to which they aie assigned. The 
Company will provide in writing details of the work to he accom-
plished by the subcontractor to the Chief Shop Steward or Business 
Representative prior to commencement of Ihe order. 
When subconiraciors are required lo work overtime on Saturday, Sun-
day. holiday or weekdays, the Company will continue its present 
practice of offering comparable overtime to those employees in Ihe 
appropriaie maintenance classificaitools). 
The Company agrees lo reallocate authorized expenditures from the 
capital budget, if necessary, lo eliminate problem* such as ihe week-
end painting problem discussed in Ihe 1971 Conlract Negotiations, 
In the event the Business Represemalive believes the provisions of 
this Memorandum of Understanding have been ;tmiseit ihe Business 
Representative may request an immediate meeting to review ihe mai-
ler with the appropriate functional representative of management and 
the Director of Human Resources. 
Kl 
i . NO. H MEMORANDUM O F UNDERSTANDING 
2- RE: OVT-OF-PLAW ASSIGNMENTS -
?. BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEES 
4- . '. . 
5- The Company will hold discussions wiih the Business Representative 
ft- or an authorized representative prior to the oor-of-plant assignment. 
7- and advise concerning (he method of selecting employees who JCS? 
S- assigned, the area in which Ibey are assigned, and (he benefits that are 
9- applied. The employee selected for ihe assignment will be given the 
10- details of his/her bene [lis, in writing, prior to ihe out-of-plain assign -
11- mem. It is not the intent of the Company to assign employees \vho may 
12- he lacing a layoff. Employees on out-of-plani assignment will continue 
t?- to accumulate seniority in accordance with Section 22 - Seniority. 
1J-
15- When out-of-plant assignment results in a promotion within a classifi-
lb- cation, employees will be selected (or promotion in accordance with 
17- Section 2 2 - Promotions. If an employee is promoted wilhin aclassifi-
IX- cation based oo theoui-or-plum assignment. such promotion will have 
f>- ,no h;aringon the employee s seniority ai his/hcrlrome plant. An em-
20- ployee will nol lose promotion:,! opportunities within a classification 
21- because of"i»uf-ul'-plant assignment. When an employee in on an otrt-
22- of-plant assignment and ii is determined that.a higher classification 
23- within his/her classification is appropriate, senior employees in Ihe 
2+- same classification will he given the opponunity to he promoted, re-
25- called or assigned lo the otil-of-plant assignment. Tl.e Company shall 
2d- have a maximum of (*<> (2! wiieks to effect ihe change. If an cm-
27- ployee on mit-of-plaot assignment is affected by a layoff at the 
2N- .. employee's home plant, the Company will have a two (2) week ad-
y>- jus^ment period to effect the layoff, which time may be extended by 
,w. mutual agreement. In addiiJort. the Uriion will appoint ;i temporary 
31- Steward who is on the assignment to handle the normal duiies as out-
.12- lined in Sect ion 6 of(he Agreement, The temporary Steward will have 
^?• super seniority during the period of the out-of-plant, assignment. 
J4- . , 
?5- NO. 9 MEMORANDUM O F UNDERSTANDING 
» . RE: JOB SHOPPERS 
37-
M- Tlte Company intends lo follow its current practice when utilizing so-
y$- called job shoppers within classifications covered by ihis Agreement; 
JO-
41- A. The Union Business Representative will be advised of Ihe 
42- classification!.!)) in which joh shoppers are lo he utilized prior 
4?- to their entry into the plant. 
44-
45-
N2 
1- B. Employees in the affected classiricnlianis) wl'io are laid off or 
2- rejiressed will be recalled. 
3-
4- C, Qualified employees in lite affected classification^) will he pro-
5- moled in accOMtnnce with the terms of Section 22.0ft, :" 
6-
~l- D. Overtime work will be offered to qualified employees in the 
H- affected classification^ Kin accordance with the terms of Sec-
9- tinn 34.06) before job shoppers are assigned to such overtime 
It)- wor t , 
I I -
12- E. The Company will transferlo the affected classifications) those 
13- employees who have filed Form No, 1034 ("Requests for 
14- Status Change within the Baij:aining Unit") and have been 
1.1- approved for transfer. Also, the Company will attempt lo hire 
16- qualified employees in (tte affected classification! si before/after 
17- the job shoppers arc put to work. 
IS-
IS- NO. 10 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
20- RE: WASH-UPTIME 
2t- ' ' 
22- The Company agrees to continue ils present practice concerning 
2?- wash-up lime. 
2 4 - • < 
25- NO. 11 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
26 RE: JOB SECURITY 
27- • • - •-
2S- Outsourcing will continue to be utilized to maximize cost compeli-
20- liveness. satisfy customer directives or fulfill strategic alliances. 
30- . • •• 
31. The Company at its Chuki Vista and Rtvmide Operations. will have a 
32- Representative ul'ihe Union Leadership participate at the administra-
33- live level and as a member of the Make or Buy Committee. This 
34- participation will provide the Union with first hand information 
3?- regarding analysis/decisions concerning production work outsourced 
36- to non-Ruhr entities. Nc grievances «an be filed as a result of decisions 
37- made in the Make or Buy Committee. 
38-
39-
40-
41-
43-
43-
44-
45-
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• -NO. 12 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
". R E . U S E O F O P T I C A L D I G I T A L 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS BY TOOL 
MANUFACTURING CLASSIFICATIONS 
•-. In 1987 Negoiialions. the application and usage of Opiical Digital 
Measurement Systems hy the Tool Manufacturing classifications was 
thoroughly discussed. As a result of lhc.se discussions, ii was agreed 
hy tha panics that it is proper for all Tool Manufacturing classifica-
tions (as listed in Appendix "A") to use Optical Digital Measurement 
Systems in the performance of their duties as described in the "Typi-
cal Wort Performed" Section of their respective Jon Descri prions. The 
Company will continue to train employees within the Tool Manufac-
turing classifications tit the operation of Optical Digital Measurement 
Systems. 
NO. 13 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN PERFORMING 
OILING OPERATION 
It is agreed between (he Company and (lie Union employees in (lie 
Maintenance Technician classification may perforin minimal amounts 
of oiler work such as. hill not limited in:. iepleni:;hing fluids lost dur-
ing troubleshooting or adding sufficient fluids thai are required for 
tlie technician to complete assigned "asks when those activities arc 
integral pairs of and rfuvctly iviaict) to tin.' *wt; being: perfonned hy 
maintenance technician. 
NO. 14 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: TRAINING COMMITMENT 
Employees assigned, recalled, or displaced to any combined job clas-
sification shall not he disqualified for lack of training opportunities or 
job experience.and shall receive iraining as necessmy to attain the 
, minimum icqwiiwnem* of ihe job combination. Tbo Company has 
the rijjht to assign employees to specific functions within job classifi-
cations and will only heivtumed to train the employees in the specific 
job tasks that are assigned. Training will continue if and when em-
ployees are relocated lo various funelions/aieas. 
K4 
NO. 15 MEMORANDUM OF UNDKRSTANDING 
RE: GOVERNMENT MANDATED TRAINING 
AND CERTIFICATION 
ll is agreed between ihe Company and the Union thai employees work-
ing in (declassifications where local, stale and federal codes/regulations 
mandate specific training and certification lhey n-Kisi successfully 
compleie such requirements in order to perforin their joh duties ami 
responsibilities. The Company will make reasonable efforts 10 ensure 
employees successfully complete required I raining/certification. If 
problems arise in training or certifying employees, lite Comply will 
meet with live Union to discuss other options. 
NO. 16 LETTER OK UNDERSTANDING 
RE: RATE OF VACATION PAY 
The parties'agreed during the 20W contract negotiations iliat lor the 
lire of this agreement.'vacation pay will lie computed ai the'regular 
rate the employee is receiving the pay period prior lo the lime Ihe 
employee receives pay mem, his anniversary date, or at the rale ihe 
employee was receiving on January 1.2003, whichever is higher, 
NO. 17 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: HIGH PERFORMANCE WORK 
ORGANIZATIONS 
TheChula Visiaand Riverside locaiions of Ruhr. Inc.. a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Goodrich and the International Association of Machin-
ist, District Lodge 725, Local Lodge 7SS and ^64 have committed to 
explore jointly the concept of High ferrortnamce'MHk Organ izaiions. 
This commitment is lo explore the concept of creating a new era in 
labor-management relations. The key goals of Ihis commitment is to 
jointly look a) ways of implementing a business growth strategy, 
improving product quality, increasing productiviiy, flexibility and Ihe 
financial performance of the Company while trying to enhance earn-
ing oppottunities, long-term employment, joh satisfaction, and safely 
for employees. 
Therefore, the parties agree that Company and Union representatives 
will attend HPWOlraining sessions within one year of the signing of 
this contract. Ihe purpose of which will be to familiarize Coinpany 
representatives with tlte HPWO program. 
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i. NO. 18 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
:- RE: ALTERNATE WORKWEEK 
?. 
4- . Effective with the ratitlcalion of ibis Agreemem. management will 
5- tneci .wilh ihe Negotiating Coinmiitee to discuss ihe implementation 
d- of an irregular Workweek. Any plan created will use the following 
7- agreed principles: 
s-
V- 1) Irregular Woiliweek can be any of the following four (4) models: 
I t ) -
11- A) Five (5) consecutive days, with day six (6) and seven (7) 
being premium.days of pay. Day six (ft) and day seven (7) 
will be paid as it they were Saturday and Sunday. This will 
be known as a 5/40 Irregular Workweek. There will not be 
a Sunday through Thursday Irregular Workweek. 
B > Three {.It consecutive twelve (12) hour clays with employees 
working eleven and iwieh.nl ft 111/3) horn's and being paid 
forty (40) hours. This will be known us the 3/12 Irregular 
Workweek. 
C) Four (4) consecutive ten (10> hour days, with <lay five (5). 
six (6). and seven {7 > being premium days of pay. Day five 
<5i nill dopant av ifihey were Saturday, ami day si* IM 
and seven (7) will he paid as if they were Sunday. This 
..will be known as the 4/10 Irregular Workweek. 
I>) Ninn (4) workdays over a Iwo (2) week period, with em-
ployees working eight (8i. nine l9> hour workdays and one 
(1). eight t«) hour tvwlatay will tv Jcrtou'n as lltt1 WO 
Irregular Workweek. This workweek will be run on Mon-
day ihningh FiitUiy, with Saturday as day six (6) and Sunday 
as day seven (7| torpuiposesofprenirunidaysofpay. 
2\ All employees working,an Irregular Workweek will receive 
bonus rales on the following schedule: 
A) Employees who work a Saturday as part of their Irregular 
Workweek will receive a sevemy-five (75) cents bonus for 
all hour* worked. 
B) Employees who work a Saturday and Sunday as a pan of 
their Irregular Workweek will receive a one dollar (1.00) 
bonus for all hours worked. 
Wo 
CV Employees on a <J/SO or 4/10 Monday through Friday work 
sciiedule arc noi eligible fora honuu, 
3) Employes on the Irregular Workweek may use Saturday or 
Sunday as a paid bereave men I if that is a norma) pan of (heir 
workweek. 
4| Employee* on the Irregular Workweek schedule may use Sat-
urday or Sunday as a vacation or sick/personal day if it is pan 
of their iwrmal workweek. 
5) Separate holiday schedules will be created for Irregular Work-
week employees, ensuring the s:inK number holidays as outlined 
in Section IS. 
6) Call-in pay will follow Sectioo 17. except that call-ins on pre-
mium daysof an Irregular Workweek will Col low the overtime 
premiums described in Seclion M, This will also occur for 
employees called in for a No Pay Day. 
71 Employees may he recalled loan Irregular Workweek opening 
or employees may be placed in an Irregular Workweek open-
ing through regresskwt. 
S) There will be a ninety <W)i day freeze on all department and 
shift transfers in and out of departments operating on Irregular 
Work Weeks. Separate transfer forms for Irregular Work Weeks 
will he used. 
°) Overtime will follow Section M. Employees working an l i -
ngular W«ri;week win tv; considered a unique department. 
classi Ilea lion, and shift overtime area for overtime balancing 
purposes. 
Ifll A lahor/management committee will be created to resolve Ir-
regular Workweek issues. Appropriate inembei* of management 
and Union negotiators will form this committee. If an issue 
cannot he iv^divd, il will be inferred to the grievance proce-
dure. Tile tailor/management committee will also mutually 
agree to exception* or changes lo this memorandum including 
exceeding plant or deparimeni (or mutually agreed upon areas) 
maximtim percemages. 
«7 
I - . 11) •* All benefits such as pension, vacation, or sick leave thai ate 
2- based on days worked in a month. will oe convened to horn's 
3- and as a result no negative impact will oecuno employees work-
4- ing iliC Irregular Workweek, 
5-
6- 12) . Union o t l ida l s as described in Section 22.10 will have lop se-
7- niority wiih regards to ihe Irregular Workweek, ShopStewarits 
N- will have the option of working an Irreguljr Workweek in the 
9- areas [hey repiesenl. The Chief Shop Steward may designate 
10- additional alternate stewards in areas with Jnegular Work 
11- Weeks. 
12-
17- 15) Employee* using (lie irregular Workweek transfer AMjitest will 
14- have a ten {10) <lay waiting.neriod waived as described in Sec-
15- tion 22.07. When employees are recalled from layoff lo anon-
lh- . Irregular Workweek opening, the Irregular Workweek trans-
17- lers will be honored first before placement of reluming 
ti<- employees as described in Section 22.06. [f employees are 
It. • regressed to another classification while still active, their re-
20- gressinn will follow Section 22.06. 
21-
22-VI4-( • The Company will hegin Irregular Work Weeks no earlier Ihan 
23- * April I. 19%. 
24-
25- IS) The Company will not assign more than tent l())percenl of live 
26- Ba.-gainiitg Unit population plant wide at any lime dining the 
27- . life of this agreement on the Irregular Workweek. This ex-
2K- • eludes lite 9/HO Irregular Workweek schedule. 
24-
?(i- lh( The maximum percentage ol assigned employees mot voliin-
M- lory) in a department or a mulually agreed Upon work area will 
?3- not exceed ten (10) percent. 
3?-
34- J7( The maximum percentage ofemployees both volunteer and ,is-
35- signed (not voluntary) allowed in any tlepunnwm or mutually 
36- agreed upon work area will not exceed twenty t2(t> percent. 
37- Thetolal can exceed twenty (20) percent, but only if (he entire 
3K- depariment or agreed upon area population is voluntary and 
.W- any jMMitionaJ employees are also volunteers. 
40-
41- IX) The Union Leadership has committed and will encourage 
42- employees to volunteer for the Irregular Workweek in an 
43- effort to help the Company meet its production and schedule 
44- reguitemenls. 
45-
n 
NO. 19 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
. RE: SENIORITY OF COMBINED 
CLASSIFICATIONS DURING THE 
200J CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
ll was agreed by ihe parties thai affected employees will acquire seniority 
intbe new classification combinations effective February 17.2G03. 
NO. 20 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: MACHINIST'S NONPARTISAN POLITICAL 
LEAGUE CONTRIBUTIONS 
The Company and ihe Union agree thai ifan employee submits a signed 
voluntary authorial inn term, approved by Ihe Company, requesiing 
bi-weekly deductions made from their wages, ihe Company will de-
duct and forward these deductions to I lie Union for use by the 
Machinists' Nonpartisan Political League. The Company will provide 
.n list of names and amounts deducted from these employees. Unless 
canceled in writing by the employee, these deductions will remain in 
effect lor the duration of this agreement. 
NO. C/2I MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENT 
During the 1995-Wconiracl negotiations IheCompooy and Unionngreed 
that there may be Allure application of apprenticeship programs within 
the Company, such as: Tool Manufacturing, Machine Shop. Mainte-
nance and Inspection. Therefore, when these applications are identified 
Ihe parties will meet anil discuss the implementation of such programs. 
All future programs will be subject to tbe existing. separate agreement 
between the Company and the Union and must be in accordance with 
the requirements of the California State Apprenticeship Council. (See 
Supplemental Agreement January 23, 1979). 
NO, C/22 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: TAKING STATUS OF JOBS 
It is understood thai supervision/management has the right to evaluate 
and sequence al) woik in progress to effectively manage product ion 
requirements. Salaried employees may check on the slaws of work 
within their aiwi of responsibility in order to mai main effective com-
munications wilh our customers. This includes investigating. 
reconciling potential schedule and quality problems and required cor-
rective actions. 
M 
J-. It is not the inieni of the Company that any salaried employee will 
2- infringe upon duties described in any Bargaining Unit pavilion. 
i -
4. NO. C723 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
5- RE; MACHINE -SHOP REPLACEMENT OF INSERTS, 
6- SCREWS, AND CLAMPS 
7 - '• • • 
f- The Company and Union agree that employees within machine shop 
9- class idea I ions may replace inserts, set screws, clamps, etc. on fixtures. 
10- dril l j igs. or holding devices. Replacement wilt only occur on work in 
11- progress while attached lo ilw machine bed, using thecapabitiiiesAools 
12- within (he vperaiors dassifrratton. 
13-
14- NO. C/24 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
is- RE; ELECTRICIAN -
It,- MAINTENANCE CLASSIFICATION 
17-
1R- The Company and tlte Union agree that employees in the Electrician -
19- Maintenance class! II cat ion may perform a minimal amount of minor 
20- mechanical woi l i . such as removal of sheet metal guards, shrouds and 
21- covers, and drive chain enclosures to gain access to electrical compo-
22- news. when those activities are imegral p i t s of and directly related to 
23- the:Electrician . Maintenance wort;. 
24- ' • • . • : 
25- NO. 0 2 5 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
26- RE: ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE WORKER 
27- CLASSIFICATION 
2A- ••• 
2<)-' The Company and the Union agree ih:u employees in the Electronics 
30- Maintenance Worker classilicalion may perform minimal amount of 
31- minor electrical work, such as repairing a broken wire, disconnecting 
32- moiors.and replacing fuses, when those attiviiies are integral pans of 
33- and directly related to the electronics maintenance work being ner-
?4- formed fry the Electronics Maintenance Worker. • 
?t- • ' 
36 NO.C/2f. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
37- RE; MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS 
3«- (PARTS MOVEMENT, IDKNT1FICAT10N, 
J9- SEALING. LOGGING IN AND OUT PARTS) 
40-
41- In an effort lo reduce wailing, improve customer satisfaction, and 
42- achieve world class flows and inventory (urns, it isagreed hy the Union 
43- and ihe Company thai Bargaining Unit employees in the performance 
44- o f their duties may move parts rtrtd materials, perform identification 
45-
90 
tasks. log in and oul parts, and perform sealing operations. These opera-
tions can only be completed by employees property trained and certified 
in the specific fast, 
NO. Ctn MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: DEVELOPMENT TECHNICIAN/PLASTER & > 
PLASTIC TOOLING BUILDER CLASSIFICATIONS 
ii is agreed between Ihe Company and the Union Ihal lor ihe purpose 
of maimaininga stable work force and improved tooling support, work 
may be transferred from one classification 10 another subject 10 the 
following slip illations: 
A) Management will coordinate with die appropriate shop stew-
ards prior to work transfer. 
B) Such work iransfers will not exceed 60 days yel may be ex-
tended with mutual agreement. . 
C) Overtime if required will be assigned in accordance with the 
provisions of section 34.06 {overtime). 
NO. C/28 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: DELETED CLASSIFICATION -
HELPER GENERAL (4273) 
h is agreed between Ihe Co-party and the Union, in the 1995-96 con-
tract negotiations, thai the following understanding was reached in 
regards to the deletion of job classification of Helper General (427.1) 
labor grade J 5, 
Those active employees in classification code (4273) HelpcrGeneral 
at the time of contract negotiations will be re-classified to ihe classifi-
cation of Maintenance Utility Worker (LG 07), and giventhe same 
seniority in this classification as they had as a Helper General (4273). 
Employees hiving recall or regression i ighis to Helper General (4273) 
will also have their recall or displace mem seniority rights changed to 
Maintenance Utility Worker (LG 07). 
Additionally, it is understood thai any single typical duly or combined 
(fifties spelled out in the deleted Helper General (4273 J classification 
niay he performed by employees in any classification listed in Appen-
dix "A" of this agreemem in ihe performance of iheir job duties. 
41 
NO. 0 2 9 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
RE: CUSTODIAN CLASSIFICATION 
The Company and the Union agree on the following concerning Ihe 
custodian services; the Company will utilize subcontract custodial ser-
vices lo supplement ;hc activity in the following areas: 
* Building 107 
.* Building99 
* All other new non-manufacturing office aivas 
NO. C/JO MEMORANDUM OK UNDERSTANDING 
RE: RETURN COMBINED CLASSIFICATION 
TECHNICIAN MECHANIC (51)02-02) AND AIR 
CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION MECHANIC 
(5102-02) TO THE STATE IT EXISTED IN PRIOR TO 
1999 NEGOTIATIONS 
During the 2003 Contract Negotiations the parties agreed lo i el urn the 
two JDhclnssiriciHUmsMainteiraivceMechanictMXiI-OIlWHl Air Con-
ditioning & Refrigeration Mechanic (510202) thai wore combined 
into job classification (5301-01; Maintenance Mechanic to the state 
in which they existed prior to the 19M9 negotiations in accordance 
with the folio win;; understanding. 
Since none of the former Maintenance Mechanics performed AirCon-
ditioiiiiigartriikefrigeraiion work during the (I *>99-20tB) contract they 
wilf be reestablished tu Maintenance Medianic classification with their 
appropriate seniority date. They will not have seniority in tlie Air Con-
ditioning Refrigeration Mechanic classification. 
Then; were three incumbents in the classification of Aii Conditioning 
and Refrigeration Mechanic in IW9at the lime of the combination. 
There is only one of those employees slill employed. This employee 
W.M. Irwin with seniority of 7/2.1/73 will he reestablished to Air Con-
ditioninj; and Refrigeration Mechanic. 
It is further agreed that both classifications. Maintenance Mechanic 
and Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Mechanic will be reestablished 
in Labor Grade 01. 
NO. CAM MEMORANDUM OK UNDERSTANDING 
RE: TASKS OF KAIZEN EVENTTEAM MEMBERS 
Goodrich's lean manufacturing environment is achieved by using the 
"Kaizen" metltod. "Kaij'en" (pronounced ky'zen) is a Japanese word 
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signifying continuous incremental improvement andalso is a fool, which 
enables t*rganizational change. Ina Kaizen event. it team of employees 
selected by management, spends up to lert days identifying waste and 
opportunities to eliminate ii. Tlw team uses techniques like brainstorm-
ing. process mapping, and detailed operational analysis lo identify and 
eliminate non-value added activities Tor the most efficient workflow. 
The parties have agreed that during a Kaizen even I any Kaizen team 
member assigned to that event may be required to perform additional 
tasks spelled oui on the attached 3 page Kaizen Event Job Task Ma-
trix. Tasks that require specific stalls, safety twining/awareness, etc.. 
will continue to be performed by the appropriate" claisifteri employ-
ees. During the Kaizen event, the team members are authorized and 
empowered to cftec: changes -an their assigned processes, standard 
procedures, work rules, and relo;alion of various tools, equipment. 
and materials. 
Event scope sheets for all kaizen events involving Bargaining Unit 
employees will he available upon request. 
[t is also agreed that as a result of the understanding reached between 
the parties involved, as long as tasks are performed within the param-
eters of this agreement there will be no grievances filed related to 
Kaizen Evems. 
KAIZEN EVENT JOB TASK MATRIX 
Any Kaizen Event Team Member To Perforin These Tasks 
TASK 
1. MovetaWes. chairs, fans, tab le. 
equipment, small tools, ere. 
2. Sweep/mop flours, str ip ye l low 
tines, hand wash walls. 
equipment, general prep. etc. 
J. Hmill paint walls, rails. 
equipment, etc, 
4, Spray paint 1 i res, equipment. 
etc. 
S. Unbolt small equipment fnoin 
floors 
f>. Small equipment installations 
7. Operation o f motorized 
equipment 
C O M M E N T S 
No special equipment/training 
requited. 
No special equipment/training 
requited, 
No special equipment/training 
required, 
Requires past Goodrich 
experience 
No special equipment/training 
required. 
Technie i an/Asseintile r ty pe 
experience required 
Requires certif lcaiionnraining 
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The following la^ks require team members to have held Unnecessary 
classifications: 
[lent 4. - Spray paim lines, equipment. etc.: 
Maintenance Technician UN 1201 (Painter trained) 
Manufacturing Technician UN1210 (Pa inler trained) 
Waster & Plastic Tod Maker UNI2DS (Painter trained) 
Item 6. - Small equipment in stall at ions: 
Manufacturing Technician UN 1210 
Development Technician UN 1204 
Maintenance Technician UN 1201 
Maintenance Utility Worker UNI2 I1 
AirCondiiionihg & 
Refrigeration Mechanic UN 1344 
hem 7. - Operation of motorized equipment 
M U M have a current ceilificatioii-
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KAIZEN KVENT JOB TASK MATRIX 
Maintenance Trades Only To Perform These Tasks 
TASK 
Dismant le/d isaxsem We 
equipment 
Disconnect hard-wired 
electrical 
Install electrical 
circuits/hard wart 
Di sassem bl y/i nwal lati on 
of electronics 
Disposal/Handling of 
Hazardous materials 
Lockout/ lagoul 
procedures 
Coid ined space 
entry/work 
Assent hi y/Di sav-emhl y 
of rack svslems 
Construction 
Overhead working 
situ ai ions 
Welding 
Certilied procedures 
CLASSIFICATION 
Maintenance Tech 
Electrician 
Electrician 
Electronics (ET) 
M;iinleiiai>ce Tecll/ 
Utilitv Worker 
Technician/Utility/ 
Elcctriciun/ET 
Mechanic/Utility/ 
Electric ian/ET/Welder 
Tec hnieian/Weldtr 
Technician (Carpenter. 
Ti i jsii ti l h. Tec hn ic i an. 
Plum her. Electrician) 
Technician/Utility/ 
Elect rician/ET 
Maintenance Welder 
Technician/Ulilily/ 
E lee i ric ian/ET/We Ider 
COMMENTS 
Specialized/safety 
Specialized/safety 
Specialized/safely 
Specialised/safety 
Specialised/safety 
Specialized/safety 
Specialized/safety 
Spec ial tzed/sa I'ely 
Special ized/sa I'ely 
Specialised/safety 
Specialized/safely 
Specialized/safety 1 
These tasks rebuilt specific trade skills, satety training/awareness, hazard-
ous materials training and eipiipnteni. The classifications included are; 
Electrician Maintenance UN 1199 
Electronics Maintenance UNI2.00 
Maintenance Technician UN 1201 
Maintenance Utility Worker U N U l I 
Aii Conditioning & KctiiLiciation 
Mechanic UNI244 
Maintenance Welder UNI201 
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KAIZEN EVENT JOB TASK MATRIX 
TASK 
Move taWes. chairs, fans, 
table equipment. small 
tools, t ic. 
SweepAnop floors, strip 
yellow titles, hand wash 
walls, equipment, wnerjl 
prep, elc. 
Hand paint walls, mils. 
equipment, etc, 
Spray paint lines. 
equipment, etc. 
Unholt small equipment 
from floors 
Small equipment 
installations 
Operation of motorized 
equipment 
Dismant le/d i sasse in hie 
equipment i 
Disccmiieci liard-nired 
elecirical 
Install electrical 
circuits/hardware 
Disassembly/installation 
of elect ion its 
Dispitsal/Halldliilg of 
Hazardous materials 
LtKkout/Tiijftmt procedures 
Confined space eniry/wotk 
Assembly/Disassembly of 
rack systems 
Construction 
Overhead ttorkinjisituations 
Welding 
Cenitied procedures 
MAINT 
Y 
Y 
Y • 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
' Y 
Y 
Y ' 
Y 
' Y • 
Y 
Y 
V 
Y 
OTHER 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
COMMENTS 
No special 
equ ipment/traini n « 
required, 
No special 
equi pit lenty training 
required. 
No special 
tvju ipmeni/ira ii)i»£ 
required, 
Requires past 
Goodrich experience 
No special 
equipment/training 
required. 
Median ic/Asveinhler 
type experience 
requ ired 
Requires 
cert i ficalkm/lraini nu 
Special i/ed/safely 
Spec iali/ed/sa let y 
Special i/ed/sa let; 
Speciali/ed/safety 
Special i/ed/sat cty 
Special i/ed/safcty 
Specialized/safely 
Speciali*ed/safelv 
Speciali/ed/saloiy 
Specialized/safety 
Speciali/ed/safeiy 
Specialized/safety 
42-
43-
4-t-
4J-
% 
i- ' 401(k»Plan 
?_ 
3- A. ELIGIBILITY: Immediate date o f hire. 
4 - •••' • 
y B. E M P L O Y E E C O N T R I B U T I O N S : From I % to 1 7 * of pay 
6- on either a pre-tax or an after-tax basis. 
7-
5- C. C O M P A N Y C O N T R I B U T I O N S : $-.75 for each pre-lax dol-
<*• lar of employee comributions up lo the first 4% o f employee 
10- pre-tax contributions. C o m p a n y contr ibut ions wi l l ,be inves ted 
11- in the same manner as employee directs his/her contributions. 
12-
13- D. VESTING: Company matching contributions will be vested 
14- its follows. 
15-
16- Years of Service Vest ins: 'lb 
17- I 2 0 * 
15- 2 4 0 % 
\<i- 3 ' 60% 
2(>- 4 80% 
; i - s Itxra.. 
22- •" 
23- An employee becomes 100% vested in the Company matching 
24- contributions if any o f the following occurs: Layoff (lor either 
25- RIF or medical I. entry into the U.S. Armed Forces (other than 
2ft- temporary service *ilb"Reserves or National Guard), a^e 65. 
27- permanent and total disability, death. 
2S- . '. . 
29- Employees terminatinj: for reasons other than the above will 
3D- not continue to vest after termination of 'employment, make 
31- contributions I O I I K Plan or initiate a loan. 
32-
33- Accounts less than $5 ,000 may require a mandatory distribu-
34- t ion as defined by IRS regulat ions, 
35-
3<>- E. L O A N S A N D W I T H D R A W A L S : An active employee-par-
37- licipant can access luntLs .3 ways: loans, genera] withdrawals 
3K- and financial hardship withdrawals, 
y>. 
40- Terminated employees can perform a general withdrawal once 
41- a year. Refer lo the Plan document ur S u m m a r y H a n Description. 
4 2 -
43- T I K IRS has determined Ihat the Plan inee ls the spec ia l requirements 
44- o f sections 4 0 1 ( a t a m l 401 ifcjot'lhe Internal R e v e n u e Code . Compl iance 
45- requites plan amendments from lime lo lime. 
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GROUP HEALTH BENEFITS, LIFE INSURANCE AND 
LONG-TERM DISABILITY 
A.' The medical offerings for the dunt l ion of the contract are: 
1, BC7BS Blue Card PFO - Network- No annual deduct i We. 
100% after SI 5 doctorodlce visit copay. X0% prescription 
copay (30 day supply), W/r hospitalization - emergency 
room KK)9!: after $75 copay. maximum out of pocket $850 
individual/SlOOO family; N on- net wort - S50I) individual/ 
StOOO family annual deductible. 70% after deductible dot-
tor office visit. 60% prescription.copay (30 day supply). 
70% hospitalisation after deductible. maximum annual out 
of pocket $2000 individual/S 2500 family for all covered 
expenses withimhe plan. 
2. fcicifiCare MO HMO - No annual deductible. SI0 doctor 
office visit copay. S10 prescription copay (30 day supply). 
hospitalization no deductible. SOT until maximum annual 
out of pocket is met. emergency room $S<I cofxiy (waived 
• . i f admitted}. maximum annual out -of pocket SMtX) indi-
vidual's 1.7U0 family for all covered expenses within the 
plan. 
X PacifiCare 100 HMO • No annual deductible. S5 doclor 
office visit copay. $5 prescription cupay (30 day supply). 
hospitalisation no deductible, I IX^/f until maximum annual 
out of pocket is met. S35 emergency room copay (waived if 
. admitted), maximum artnuaJ out of pucker JSflll individual/ 
$1600 family fur all covered expenses within the plan. 
4, Kaiser - California HMO - No annual deductible, SI0 doc-
loi office copay. SlOptescriplion general copay (100 day 
supply). $25 copay brand name, hospitalisation 1100 
copay per admission. $75 copay emergency (waived if ad-
mitted), maximum annual out of pocket $1501) individual/ 
S3000 family for all covered expenses within (he plan. 
The following dental plans wi l l be offered: 
1. Safeguard - a piepaid plan with benefits available only 
through the designated network of providers, 
2. PacifiCare - a prepaid plan with benefits available only 
through the designated network of providers. 
9K 
3. Delta Denial. services available through network or out-
side of network. 
Details oi the various plans are set forth in sepa-ate plan booklets. 
Employee Monthly Contributions 
2IMI3 
M E D I C A L 
Coverage 
- Employee 
(only) 
-EE+ t 
-EE + Sp 
• Family 
Coverage 
- Employee 
tonly) 
- E E + l 
-EE + Sp 
- Family 
PacifiCare 
841 
S 36 
S 65 
S 77 
SKXJ 
Safeguard 
(t 
(I 
(I 
0 
Kaiser 
• S35 
$40 
$45 
$55 
DENTAL 
PacifiCare 
100 
S 50 
$ KS 
SI 03 
SI 36 
BCVBS 
pro 
$ 53 
$106 
$106 
$15" 
PacifiCare Delta Denial 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$12 
$24 
$24 
$M> 
In each plan year. Kaiser contributions will increase $5. Each plan 
year thereafter. ihe coniributions for all other plans will increase by 
10% of Any increase in the premium with a maximum of $20 per year. 
For Delta Dental each plan year thereafter, the contributions will in-
crease by $l/S2yS3, if there are any increases in ihe Delta premium for 
(hat plan year. If there an; no increases, then the rates will remain al 
the prior year's !evel. 
8 DeptndenistAII Plans): 
Covered dependents include the employee's spouse, eligible 
domestic partner, children up IO age 19. and unmarried chil-
dren 19 li> 25. who are regularly attending school and depend 
solely upon the employee for support. 
C. Nof>-l>uplication and Coordination of Benefits: 
If enrolled in HMO's, services provided by non-HMO provid-
ers (except in emergency .situations) are not coveted. HMO's 
do not coordinate benefits with non-HMO providers. Detailed 
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coordination of benefit rules are available through the medical 
plan tlie employee elects. 
Continuation of Benefits: 
I f medical-arid dental benefits for the employee and dependents 
would terminate due to one of the qualifying events described 
in Public Law 99-272. Title X (COBRAi. these benefits may be 
continued provided the employee makes a timely request to Rohr. 
Inc. and pays the required contribution. Limitation.? to the 
duration of the continuation are set forth in COBRA and plan 
documents. 
Karly Retirement: 
Employees who retire prior lo age 65 under the* early retirement 
provisions of the Company's Pension Plan and who concurrently 
do not exercise their rights to continuation of coverage under 
COBRA, m:iy continue coverage under Ruhr. I tic's healthcare 
plaits (dental excluded) until they reach the age 65. 
Rohr. Inc. wil l contribute toward the cost of the selected medi-
cal plan pei the following schedule: 
Com puny Monthly Contributions 
Years or 
10-15 
16-20 
21 -25 
26-3(1 
31+ 
Kmpltivee Only 
S40 
S5-0 
$60 
$7(1 
S«) 
Lmnlovef + 1 Employee+ . 
$ 60 
$ 70 
$ 80 
$ 90 
$100 
$ 8(1 
S 9(1 
SIOO 
SMO 
SI 20 
Eligibility - those hirediprior to 2/17/200.1. 
F. L i fe Insurance; 
1. Employee's Company paid-life insurance shall equal one 
limes the employee's annual hourly base rate at the time of 
death. Employees wi l l receive a minimum of $26,000 
coverage. 
2. Employee's Company-paid accidental death and dismem-
berment insurance shall equal OIK: limes the employee's 
annual hourly base rale at the time of death. Employees 
wi l l receive a minimum of S26,000 coverage. 
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3- A voluntary,employee pay-all Supplemental Life Program 
is available. Employees may elect to purchase Supplemental 
Life Insurance, a portable, term life insurance plan. Premi-
ums are age-related for smoker or non-smoker, accidental 
death benefit is optional. The employee may elect cover-
age for: employee only, spouse only, employee and spouse 
and child coverage as a rider to employee or spouse coverage. 
4. Employees may purchase a voluntary Personal Accident 
Insurance plan. The plan provides 24 liours a day. 365 days 
per year coverage for accidental death and dismemberment. 
Employees may select the employee only or family plan by 
enrolling :md authorizing the appropriate payroll 
deduction, 
Voluntary Plans: 
I, Long-Term Disability Plan - If you're ill or injured and 
can't work lor an extended period of lime, you'll Mill need 
income to meet your everyday living expenses. That's why 
Rohi, Inc. offers Long-Term Disability (LTD) coverage and 
pays hair of the cost of your coverage Tor full-time em-
ployees. if you ete« it. 
You have the following choices of LTD coverage: ~ 
* No coverage 
* 50% of pay - Provides up to St>% of your pay. minus 
any family Social Security Disability or other appli-
cable disability benefits you're eligible to receive. The 
minimum monthly benefit is $50 and the maximum 
monthly benefit is $25,000. 
* 60% of pay with periodic increase - Provides Up to 
60',"(, of your pay. minus any family Social Security 
Disability or other applicable disability benefits you're 
eligible to receive. While you're collecting LTD ben-
efits, yotirpnymeotsn'ilJincrea-vemadjtist for inflation 
- up to 5% a year, based on the Consumer Price Index 
(CPU. For example, if the CPI rises 7%. your LTD 
pyments increase by the 5% maximum. If the CPI 
rises only 2'i-. your LTD payments would increase Vk. 
If ihc CPI declines. yourpayments would slay (lie same 
-they wouldn'tdecrea.se. 
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I- 2 . Vision Plan <VSP>- S u m m a r y of Benefi ts : 
i _ -
3- . * !n-ne(work benefils 
4 - • -
5- . * A n n u a l E x a m i n a t i o n - P l a n pays 1(XMf< 
(>- ; 
7- * Lenses/Frame:; - One pair per year, plan pays 100% 
X- after $10 cop;iy 
9-
10- * Con lac l Lenses - Plan p;ivs up to 5 1 0 0 for follow-on; 
11- fitlillj; fees and contact lenses. 
p_ 
I j . 
U -
15-
16-
17-
IX-
!4-
"2(1-
23-
2J-
25- • . . . . — 
2t-
n-
2X-
19-
3(1- . 
31 -
32-
33-
3J-
35-
36-
37-
3K-
?')-
40-
41-
J : -
43-
44-
45-
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PENSIONS 
The following changes fcitatl become effective February 11. 200^ 
unless noted otherwise. '.' 
* All potential retirees must give the Company a written notifica-
tion ot'their intent to retire a minimum of sixty (60) days prior to, 
their proposed retirement date. 
* All employees who terminate and retire on or after January I. 
2Q03. shall accrue a monthly pension benefit ofSflO for each year 
and fraeiion of credited service. 
* Effective immediately, distribution under the Rohr Employee Pen-
sion Plan must commence no later tlian April I of the calendar 
year following the calendar year in which the participant attains 
age 70-1/2. Subsequently, a separate additional benefit may apply 
when the participant actually ceases to be employed.Tl»e JRS rec-
ognizes (he additional benefit may be reduced by tin: actuarial 
equivalent of payments made to die participant before the date el 
cessation of employment. Please refer to Section 40l(aM9> of the 
Code and Regulations adopted thereunder. 
The benefit payment options available under the Pension Plan shall he: 
SlNtiLC LIFE ANNUITY: Benefit payaMe to ilwt retiree for life. 
Upon the retitee's death, all benefits tease. 
JOINT ANDSURVIVOR ANNUITY- 100*: Actuarially reduced 
benefit payment to the retiree for life. Should the retiree predecease 
the spouse. MX1% of the benefit continues lo the spouse for life, . . 
JOINT AND SURVIVOR ANNUITY - SfW: Actuarially reduced 
benefit payable to the retiiee for life. Should the retiree predeceas-; 
the spojjse-. SlKSf *>f'tbe benefit continues to Ihe vptMi.ve for life. 
ID YEAH CERTAIN AND CONTINUOUS: Actuarially reduced 
bertetii payable to the retiree for lite. Should Ihe retiree expire prior to 
the expiration of 120months (lOyearsI from retirement date, live same 
benefit continues to Ihe named beneficiary until the expiration of the 
120 months period. 
SOCIAL SECURITY LEVELING; Available to retirees who re-
tired prior to 62nd birthday. Provides for a percentage, based on ;u:e at 
retirement, of aee 62 social security benefit in be paid by Rohr in 
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1- addition lo Kohr beitefil until age 62. Upon attainment of age 62. (he 
2- total l^nefrt being paid by Ruhr is reduced by 100% of age 62 social 
3- security benefit. Froin age 62 forward. retiree receives reduced Rohi' 
4- hcncfil plus social security. Can be taken in conjunction wild any of 
5- above options. 
6-. . - . .. 
7- LUM1* SUM PAYMENTS: Harticipanls whose lifetime single life 
X: , annuiiv benefit at ihe time of termination-is actuarially deiermincd lo 
4- he SS.000, shall receive a mandatory Lump Sum payout. Such Lump 
)o- Sum payout wi l l he in lieu ol a monthly benefit paymeiu. 
I I -
12- PRE-RETIREMENT JOINT ANDSURVIVOR ANNUITY: hiihe 
Lt- even I of the death ol an employee who is: 
14-
15- I. fully vested in the Pension Plan, and 
Hi-
17- 1. has asurviving spouse 
\X-
vt- ThesurvivingspousewillhL'en[illedloaM)9( Joint <£ Survivor Annuity: 
20-
21- If ihe employee had attained his/her earl its i retirement age, i h e . W * 
22- Joint and Survivor benefit would be payable as though the employee 
23- had retired and elected such 50% Joint and Survivor Annuity on the 
24- day before the employee s dealh. or 
25- • . 
2d- I. II the employee died before attaining his/her earliest retirement 
27- aye, the 50'-»; Joint and Survivor Annuity would be payable a* if 
2S- (he employee had terminated employment on (he date of dealh, 
29- surviving to his/her earliest retirement age. elected a 50/Jf: Joint 
?<>- and Survivor Annuity on his/her earliest retirement age. and died 
31- the next day. 
?2-
33- 2. If the employee had attained his/her earliest .etiremeni age: Iras 
?4- -completed paperwork foi reliremem. and has submitted that pa-
ts- perwork lo Fidelity's Benefus Service Center tor any replacement 
:(('- adminisnaror/ivcord keeper), the optionelected on that paperwork 
37- wil l lake precedence over the51^qual i f ied pre-retirement survi-
:W- voranuuiiy. if Ihe dealh occurs wiihin W) days of (he ivlirement 
y)- date. If the employee is married at the date of death, completed 
40- paperwork requires spousal consent for any option oiher lhan the 
J l - l(XW( or 50% Joint & Survivor options. 
42-
-t.i- EARLY RETIREMENT: A participant may retire with a reduced 
44- benefit a) age 55 or later with a minimum of len (10) years Vesting 
45- Service. The reducdon factor lot early rettremeni wil l he 3/\0% for 
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each month thai early retirement precedes the beginning of !he inomh 
following the participam'stfithbinrttlay. 
VESTING: The number of years of service required for retirement 
vesting purposes shall he five f 5). A)I olber condition? and provisions 
of the Rohr Employee Pension Plan shall remain unchanged. The 
Company and the Union agree that whatever technical changes are 
necessary in the language of the Plan to maintain its status as a qualified 
pension plan under the terms of applicable Federal and Stale statutes. 
shall be made for the benefit of the employees covered by the Plan. 
ROHR, INC. 
/s/B. W. Brodericfc 
Vice President. Human Resources 
WR. M. Roner, Jr. 
Director. Human Resources 
/s/A. Folk 
Manager, Human Resources-Riverside 
AVR, Gordon -
Direi'tor. Manufaclu/in^-ChuIa Vista 
• MIC. Maddu* 
Manager. Maniifaciurin^-Chula Visia 
te/D. McCarty • • ' 
Manager. Manufaciuring-Chula Vista 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
MACHINISTS ANI> AEROSPACE WORKERS 
M J . AI ten 
Aerospace Coordi nn I or 
/s/J.A, Croswell 
Business Representative 
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NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
/s/R, Cervantes 
MR. D, Kuenzi 
/sflt. D. PaszW 
/s/0. F. Santa na 
/s^K. R.Walker 
/s/C. L. Williams 
IMPORTANT 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: You must notify the Company withoul 
delay ol' any change of address. Forms for reporting a change or' 
address are available in the Human Resources Centers. 
ABSENCE: 11'you ate absent you nuisi call your respective depart-
ments Absentee Desk at least every three days or you'll lose your 
seniority. Ask your department Team Leader fort he number. 
SICK LEAVE: Call the Absentee Desk before the end of your shift 
on (he day of absence and tell Ihein your: 
Name Reason for Absence 
Hadjje Number Estimated Return Dale 
Department Sick l.eavf Requested 
Shit) Start Time Name irf Supervisor 
MEDICAL LEAVE; li'yourabscnceiseapoetedioliminofoiktn 10 
consecutive days or you're going to he hospital tied, call your Team 
Leader ov the Medical Leave Desk. 
Cult 641-2551 Medical Uave Desk 
When yon call in absent or receive a Medical Leave, you will yet a 
contact control number. Use it if you later have ;< question or problem. 
OTHER IMPORTANT NUMBERS 
Union Hall 422-.MH6 
Union Office 691-.1700 
Human Resources Center: 691-6411 
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